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Layoff axe fells 500 employees 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE AXE fell on nearly 500 school 
district employees last week as layoff 
notices went out to teachers and 
school support staff in Terrace and 
elsewhere. 
The school district issued layoff no- 
tices to 161 members of the teachers 
union May 9, ending weeks of spec- 
ulation as the board grappled with a 
projected $3.5 million deficit. 
Earlier in the week, 302 Canadian 
Union of Public Employees members 
in the district were given notice. 
Many of those receiving pink slips 
will be called back to work once 
school closures are announced June 
11. "I know it's going to be rescin- 
ded," Uplands Elementary teacher 
Wendell Hiltz said. "But 1 still have 
that letter in my hand and it sucks." 
Hiltz, who will complete his 12th 
year in the district in June, said five of 
his colleagues at Uplands also re- 
ceived layoff notices. 
In all, 19 instructors at Skeena Ju- 
nior Secondary have been told their 
jobs are on the line, including Greer 
Kaiser, a teacher who's worked in the 
district for 13 years. 
Kaiser said teachers and staff mem- 
bers were stunned by the scope of lay- 
offs. 
She said the Coast Mountains 
School District is presently Terrace's 
largest employer because of the conti- 
nuing Skeena Cellulose shutdown. 
She and about 35 other Terrace 
school teachers demonstrated outside 
the Skeena Valley Golf and Country 
Club during Premier Gordon's Camp- 
bell's visit with Liberal supporters here 
last week. 
Another 62 teachers in Kitimat 
More inside 
[] Parents want indepen- 
dent expert to deal with si- 
tuation, A2 
have received layoffs, bringing the 
total number of employees impacted 
to 525 - half of the district's work- 
force. 
Terrace and District Teachers 
Union president Frank Rowe said the 
school board has bungled the school 
closure process, forcing it to serve tea- 
chers with unnecessary notices. 
He said there would have been en- 
ough time to announce s.chool closures 
before issuing layoff notices to meet 
union deadlines if the board had begun 
its 60-day consultative process at its 
March 6 meeting. 
Rowe blames the board - and the 
provincial government - for not provi- 
ding enough money to cover increased 
costs to school districts. 
A 2.5 per cent increase to teachers' 
salaries, n increases and an anticipa- 
ted increase to CUPE wages are added 
expenses to school districts that aren't 
being covered by the ministry, he said. 
"Those costs alone are crippling the 
board," Rowe said. "Those are probab- 
ly the biggest factors in the deficit 
projection for the next school year and 
the year after that." 
Rowe said he met with Skeena 
MLA Roger Harris last week. 
Harris told him he would argue the 
district's case in Victoria - if the 
school board provides him with solid 
evidence that the financing formula is 
harming students. 
Rowe said the board can demon- 
strate that by merely providing the 
ministry with class size Projections for 
next year. 
"They've given notice of layoffs to 
223 teachers - that's almost half of the 
workforce," Rowe said. "There is no 
possibility they can have that many 
people on layoffs and meet class 
sizes." 
The school district still hasn't an- 
nounced what individual class sizes 
will be for the coming year, another 
factor that will determine how many 
teachers get called back to work. 
School districts will no longer have 
to set class size limits for Grades 4-12, 
but the district average cannot exceed 
30 students per class. 
In other words, class sizes could 
vary from school to school and class- 
room to classroom. 
[] Proud trio 
.FRIENDS AND relatives crowded the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre May 11 to witness the Northwest 
Community College's graduation exercises. 
Gerald Nyce, Steven Morgan and Jolene Wes- 
Icy are graduating from the college's integrated 
resource management program. Individual ex- 
cellence was recognized In several fields 
through scholarships and bursarles. 
Prosperity coming, 
says the Premier 
By JEFF NAGEL have more government, that's all we 
PREMIER GORDON Campbell says cuts want.' In fact what I heard people say was 
to government jobs and spending aren't 'You guys have to get your costs under 
designed to accelerate :the. fldw of people control.'" ~ 
leaving the north . . . .  He called the deficit an "enormous" 
And he maintains his government's challenge that the government must deal 
measures to regain control of B.C.'s fi- with or else it will devour the province's 
nantes and encourage new investment finances. 
will put the north - and the rest of the Campbell said he has put in place 
province - back on the road to prosperity, measures in his first year that will aid the 
"It wasn't our governmen t that had po- north. 
licies that led to the depopulation of the He said the Liberals are building a 
northwest - it was the previous govern- "platform" from which a decision can be 
ment," Campbell said in an interview made on whether to open up the north 
Friday, close to his government's first an- coast to offshore oil and gas exploration. 
niversary in power. He also lists telemedicine, increased 
"Have we solved all the problems that nurse training, a new northern doctor 
we inherited from the previous govern- training program and more paramedics 
men)? No, we haven't. Are we setting a among other steps that will assist the re- 
framework and a foundation to allow for gion. 
progress to be made? Yes we have. Do Campbell showed no sign of backing 
we want to try to make sure we repopu- away from a controversial reform of B.C. 
late? Yes we do." forest policy that critics say will allow 
New census figures show Campbell in- more unrestricted logging by companies 
creasingly presides over two British Co- without safeguards to maintain jobs and 
lumbias - one a depressed north that has community stability. 
seen major population declines, and the Likewise, he said a major rethink of 
other an urban south that continues to B.C. energy policy is needed. 
grow and feel little of the resource sector Northern towns fear electricity dereg u- 
pain. lation could force northern industries anti 
That pain has intensified in the hinter- residents to pay dramatically higher 
land in the past 12 months. During that prices . . . .  
time forest workers have been pounded by The premier Said debate is important. 
softwood lumber tariffs imposed by the "Most British Columbians think we 
U.S. have nothing but a huge energy resource 
Despite the economic hard times, the here," he said. "We don't. We've impor- 
Liberals opted not to shield the region ted energy for the last two years." 
when it began cutting jobs and spending "We need to improve transmissi6n 
in earnest earlier this year. lines, we need to improve generation ca: 
Forest district office workers, transpor- pacity. The question ,is how do we do 
tation ministry workers, jail guards and that." 
others have been laid off in small towns But Campbell did say his goal is to 
and more jobs are being cut indirectly by ensure electricity remains a competitive 
school districts, colleges and health au- advantage for B.C. businesses and citi- 
thorities, zens. 
Campbell concedes mall rural towns "Our goal is not to squander that ad- 
are being hurt by the cuts but he wouldn't vantage - it's to reinforce that." 
go as far as to say it is a matter of short- Campbell was also pressed on his visit 
term pain leading to long-term gain. here on what the province will do to on- 
He rejects the idea that public service sure Alcan uses its hydroelectric power to 
jobs should prop up towns or regions, maximize jobs at its aluminum smelter, 
"I would come here before and very ahead of any power sales. 
seldom would people say 'Boy, what we Fears have been rising in Kitimat that 
really love is government. If we could just Continued Page A16 
Alexander gets life for 1998 murder 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
AFTER 16 hours of deliberations a 
twelve member jury has found Christ- 
opher Alexander guilty of second de- 
gree murder in the 1998 stabbing death 
of Linda Geraldine LeFranc. 
Two members of the jury stooffwith 
tears rolling down their cheeks as the 
forewoman read out the verdicr to a 
full court room May 8, 
Mr. Justice Ronald McKinnon 
thanked the jury for their careful con- 
sideration and their time before dis- 
charging them. 
The verdict comes just one day 
after Alexander's 21st birthday. 
Dressed in green cargo pants, a 
blue short sleeved button down shirt 
with a dark blue tie, Alexander simply 
closed his eyes and hung his head as 
the forewoman spoke. 
Mr. Justice Ronald McKinnon sen- 
tenced the young man to life in prison 
with eligibility for parole after seven 
years. 
Alexander has already served near- 
ly 29 months in jail since his Dec. 17, 
1999 arrest. That  counts as straight 
time sei'ved toward his sentence, said 
his defence lawyer, Anthony Zipp. 
Zipp had asked the jury to find 
Alexander guilty to a lesser charge of 
manslaughter. He would not say if he 
will appeal the decision. 
Crown prosecutor Declan Brennan 
had asked the jury to find Alexander 
guilty of first degree murder, 
Alexander was 17 years old when 
he stabbed Linda LeFranc 83 times 
after entering her Terrace townhouse. 
Lefranc, 36, lived next door to 
Alexander at the time of the murder, 
Her body was discovered by her 
then seven-year-old daughter just hours 
after she was killed. 
Throughout the three-week trial Le- 
FranCs mother and two sisters at and 
listened to proceedings. 
Alexander's aunt, Martii Bolton, 
and close family friend Pant Harris 
also came to the Terrace courtroom 
every day of the trial. 
Just outside the courtroom after 
Alexander's sentencing they broke into 
tears and comforted one another. 
"My nephew committed a crime 
and I understand he has to pay for it," 
said Bolton, "I'm really grateful his 
sentence isn't so long that his life is 
lost, too." 
She hopes Alexander's time in jail 
will serve to rehabilitate the young 
man. 
"My hope is that his time is spent 
wisely," Boiton said. "That he doesn't' 
become the victim' of the prison cul- 
ture or habitual insitutionalization. ':
Both women said their hearts go out 
to Linda LeFranc's family. :': 
"Chris didn't have the right to tak~ '~ 
her life," Harris said. "Now he'll have 
to deal with what he's done." ' ' 
Linda LeFranc's family did not 
want to speak about he verdict. 
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Businesses ask Campbell 
for lower minimum wage 
'BUSINESS OWNERS 
:have urged the premier in 
.closed door meetings to 
iconsider creating a special 
:lower minimum wage for 
:the north. 
. Premier Gordon Camp- 
,bell revealed those discus- 
!sions in a candid moment 
;during an interview here 
:May 10. 
,. Terrace was his fourth 
;stop after conducting small 
'.business ummits in Oues- 
:nel, Prince George and 
;Smithers. 
"In two of those meet- 
iings, people have said to 
;me: 'Why do you impose 
;the same minimum wage 
'.across the province?'" 
!Campbell said. "'Our costs 
,,are different here. What's 
':the purpose of it? Why do 
:we do it?'" 
: "To be candid that's 
,one that slipped right by 
ime.,, 
' Campbell maintained 
:'he has no plans to create a 
'separate northern mint- 
.mum wage, but said it's an 
:example of what he says is 
,'a need to be wary of "one- 
:size-fits-all" solutions. 
' "What I 'm saying is 
iwhen you impose a deci- 
;sion across the province, 
recognize it has different 
iimpacts in different parts 
of the province. And I'd 
never thought of that," he 
:said. "I'm not planning to 
change it. I just never 
:thought of it." 
Campbell has been cri- 
:ticized for being much 
:more accessible to busi- 
:ness leaders than to other 
:groups - particularly cri- 
:tics of his policies. 
: Local demonstrators 
who tried to meet him at 
'an engagement with local 
club May 9 found the pre- 
mier had slipped in a back 
entrance. 
Asked what people who 
aren't business owners 
have to do to meet with 
him, he said: "People who 
want to be part of the solu- 
tion are talking to me all 
the time." 
The sessions are open 
only to those who are invi- 
ted. 
When asked what kind 
of signal closed door 
meetings send, Campbell 
replied, "It sends a signal 
we're out talking to small 
business interests across 
the province," 
Campbell travelled to 
Prince Rupert where he 
held another business es- 
sion following his stop in 
Terrace• 
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PREMIER GORDON Campbell  was accompanied 
by Skeena MLA Roger Harris at a series of ses- 
sions in Terrace last week, It was the first official 
visit to Terrace by Campbell since his election. 
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BOOK NOWFOR YOUR CLEANING & CHECKUP 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr~ Joe Zucchiatti 
Smile and Whitening 
By Dr• Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri  ° 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
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of the Western Ca nadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white filfings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
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Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
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overhead televisions and headsets. 
We welcome patients 
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THE GROUP representing 
parents in School District 
82 is asking the education 
ministry to appoint an in- 
dependent facilitator to 
help the school board bal- 
ance its budget. 
Representatives from 
the District Parent Advi- 
sory Council and three 
Terrace school-based advi- 
sory councils have the told 
education ministry the 
board doesn't seem to be 
acting in good faith on a 
range of budget cuts, in- 
cluding school closures. 
A letter outlining a list 
of complaints about the 
"unique and frustrating" 
situation in the Coast 
Mountains school district 
has been sent to Tera Nel- 
son, a key aide to educa- 
tion minister Christy Clark, 
Parents lack confidence 
that the board will be able 
to make sound decisions, 
says Tracy Felhauer, pre- 
sident of the PAC at Park- 
side, one of five schools 
the board is considering 
closing to save money. 
Felhauer is critical of 
the way the board has 
handled the school closure 
issue. 
Felhauer said the Coast 
Mountains School District 
has failed to provide an 
adequate cost analysis on 
school closures, 
She said the Prince 
George school district, 
poised to close up to 12 
schools to solve a $26 mil- 
lion budget shortfall, pro- 
vides an interesting con- 
trast. 
There, the board struck 
a district reconfiguration 
committee with represen- 
tation from teachers, par- 
ents, and administration, 
The committee came 
up with 26 school amalga- 
mation options for consid- 
eration after looking at 
everything from the condi- 
tions of the buildings to 
utility and groundskeeping 
costs .  
The findings are inclu- 
ded in a 600-page report, 
she said, 
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PT Cruiser 
This package ircludes: 
,2,0L 132hp 16 valve engine 
• 5-Speed manual transmission 
, Air conditioning 
• 60/40 Split-folding rear seats 
• Next-Generation dual front airbags 
,4-wheel independent suspension 
,5 year/100,00Okm power=rain warranty 
and roadside assistance t 
This package (ndudes: 
.2.7.1itre 200 horsepower V6 engine • Air conditioning 
. Touring suspension with front and iear siabitizer bars 
• Leather-faced seating, leather-wrapped steering 
wheel and shift knob • Four-wheel disc brakes / 
• Power door locks, windows, exterior mirrors, and 
deck.lid release, A~FM stereo radio with CD player 
• 16.inch tires and aluminum wheels 
• Illuminated visor/vanity mirrors •Fog lamps 
• Remote keyless~lluminated entry 
, Eight-way power driver's eat with manual 
lumbar support, Headlamp delay-off feature 
• Premium headliner with rear assist handles and 
rant courtesy/map lamps 
• 5 year/100,00Okm powertrain warranty 
and roadside assistance =
i 
This package includes: 
• 2,4L DOHC 150hp engine 
• 4-Speed automatic transmission • Air conditioning 
• 16' Aluminum wheels• Power windows, locks 
and heated foldaway mirrors. Remote keyless entry ~' 
. Speed control, AM/FM CD player with changer 
controls and 6 speakers. Under seat storage drawer 
• 65/35 Split-folding/removable s ats 
, Multi.Position rear shelf panel, Next.Generation 
dual front air bags, Deep tint sunscreen glass 
, Sentry.Keyo theft deterrent system 
• 5 year/t00,000km power=rain warranty 
and roadside assistance t 
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"Sticks and stones ..... ," says Campbell 
Premier ducks protesters 
PROTESTERS called Gor- 
don Campbell a coward 
last week, after the pre- 
mier managed to avoid 
them outside the Skeena 
Valley Golf and Country 
Club. 
As dozens of B.C. Lib- 
eral party members and 
others partook of munchies 
inside, a group of about 70 
people lined the driveway 
of the golf course, hoping 
the premier would be dri- 
ven past. 
Many were local tea- 
chers who had received 
layoff notices earlier that 
day. 
Instead, it's believed 
Campbell was escorted in- 
side through a different en- 
trance without the pro- 
testers' knowledge. 
It wasn't long before the 
group realized the premier 
had already made it inside. 
Gall  Murray of the Ac- 
tion Coalition of Terrace 
called Campbell a coward 
for "sneaking in the back 
door." 
"Pathetic. Pathetic," 
Murray said, shaking her 
head. "It honestly is." 
"What kind of a person 
would do something like 
this?" another woman 
wondered. 
When the protesters 
grew tired of waiting for 
Campbell, they gathered 
up their picket signs and 
walked over to the club- 
house entrance, where 
they were met by three 
uniformed RCMP officers. 
One began using a 
video camera to record the 
demonstrators. 
Another three uniformed 
off icers patrolled the 
grounds and roadway. 
After Murray spoke 
briefly with RCMP offi- 
cers, the group took the 
protest around the outside 
of the building, chanting, 
"Hey, hey, he, he, Gordon 
Campbell has got to go." 
They paused near the 
patio as people inside 
gazed out at the commo- 
tion through large picture 
windows. 
"You're afraid, sir!" 
shouted Skeena Junior 
PROTESTERS GATHERED at the Skeena Va l ley  
Golf and Country C lub  May 9 to meet and greet 
Secondary teacher Greer 
Kaiser, who learned she 
was laid off May 9. "You 
should be ashamed." 
As she placed a "pink 
slip" letter addressed to 
Campbell on the patio 
steps, the crowd hissed, 
"Shame, shame." 
Campbell ater told The 
Terrace Standard the 
"coward" label doesn't bo- 
ther him - he'd rather up- 
hold public safety. 
" I 've been told, 'Sticks 
and stones will break my 
bones but names will 
never hurt me'." 
He defended his deci- 
sion to avoid the Terrace 
protest. 
"Protesters are going to 
have to understand they're 
going to have to improve 
their behaviour." 
The premier has boos- 
ted his level of personal 
security lately, after sev- 
eral incidents with pro- 
testers. 
Two weeks ago, Camp- 
bell was heckled by Hos- 
pital Employees'  Union 
workers during a flight 
from the Okanagan. The 
commotion continued after 
they'd left the plane. 
Campbell described a 
recent incident in Victoria 
where he walked through a 
group of demonstrators 
who were calling him 
names. 
"The protesters didn't 
think that was good 
enough," Campbell said. 
"They decided to rush the 
door and hit someone in 
the face with their camera. 
I 'm not putting the public 
into that position." 
He suggests people 
write him letters instead or 
take part in government 
consultative forums. 
Campbell has also invi- 
ted people to email him at 
Premier@gov. be. ca 
Coal i t ion member  
Maureen Bostock, mean- 
while, doubted the pre- 
mier's safety was at risk 
during his visit in north- 
west B.C. 
"They don't want the 
community to express our 
opin ion to [Gordon 
Campbell]," Bostock said, 
adding her group continues 
to have difficulty meeting 
with. S keena MLA Roger 
" It 's an insult and I 
don't think it has anything 
to do with his safety." 
YOUl BE THE JUDGE 
• • ii .~ 
Get the Principal out of my Pock~s ~ ~ 
Tyler slammed his locker shut. "That detention _ .~ , i -~  TMI/L.~T~" • I
was endless. And for one lousy spit ball. Hey, /~- - -7~~ [] V , , lw i  , , ,  • 
there s Jerry. Lets see if he wants to shoot some ~ ~ : 7 ~  i I~e  i t~ ln le  
hoops." # ~  I •  I I~ iBA~I I~ 
"He's talking to some kid from Northmount ~ ~ k ~ P U U ~  
Junior High. Let's sneak up on him," Cameron ~ ~  • 
said. ~ E lY  CLA I I I [  G[RN. - ' ;TF t I ' ,~  
The guys quietly approached. 
"Whoah," Tyler whispered. "Shhhh... Listen..." "1 haven't done anythingl" Jerry panicked. 
"1'11 get it to you tonight for the dance, Jerry," "We can do this quietly or not. Your choice," 
the Northmount s udent was saying. "This stuff is the principal said. 
top quality pot. You'll see. They'll be begging for In his office, the R.C.M.P officer was waiting. 
more." "Do you have drugs, Jerry?" the principal 
Cameron and Tyler tiptoed back to their asked. 
lockers. "What?l" 
"Maybe we should tell someone," whispered 
Cameron, looking around nervously. 
"Won't do much good," Tyler responded. "He's 
not the only drug dealer in this school." 
Cameron was torn. "But I'm worried about 
Jerry." 
"And squealing • on him Is gonna help?" 
The next day, Cameron came to school after a 
sleepless night. He went to the principal's office. 
"i'm going to search you now," said the prin- 
cipal. "Empty our pockets." 
"1 don't have tel" 
"Do what he says," the officer said. 
There was nothing In his pockets. 
"Take off your socks," the principal 
demanded. 
He found the marijuana in little plastic bag- 
gies, squashed in Jerry's socks. 
"I'm no snitch but..." The principal shook his head sadly as the 
The principal closed the door. "1 assure you no officer arrested Jerry. 
one will know." Jerry was led out of the school, yelling. "1 
After Cameron left, the principal called the know my rightsl I'm gonna suel" 
police. "Looks like one of our 13-year-olds will be In court, Jerry argued that the search was 
selling drugs at the dance tonight," the principal illegal. "Your Honour, the school can't just 
sighed. "He was a pretty good student oo. Such search students whenever they feel like itl They 
a shame." have to get a warrant. This is an abuse of 
At the dance, Cameron kept checking the power." 
door. 'I wonder if Jerry's coming..." The prosecutor fought back. "Your Honour, 
Tyler scoffed. "Are you still hung up about the schools have a right o maintain order and dis- 
drug thing?" cipline. You can't expect hem to get a warrant 
"No way," Cameron balked, every time they need to search a student." 
Jerry walked In. 
The principal immediately pounced, "Come Was the search illegal? Youl Be the Judge, 
with me." Then look below for the decision 
SPONSORED BY 
TERENCE WRIGHT LAW OFFICES 
TRIAL LAWYER SINCE 1985 
Serving the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 
Cr imina l  and  Fami ly  Law and C iv i l  L i t igat ion  
F ree  In i t ia l  In terv iew fo r  I .C .B .C .  and  
Persona l  In ju ry  C la ims  
201-3219 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R3 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
dl 'OU! BE THE JUDGE. DECISION: 'The search was legal," hem Judge Luke. School authorities must he 
able to react qukkly to situations that threaten the school envlronmenL The pdncipal had good mason 
for helledng Jm,j had broken Khool roles. The search for evidence was appropdate and not overly 
Imadve." 
Today's column Isbasal on a case from N0va Scotia. If you ha~ a slmllar problem, please c0nsu.lt a Wril~h.t & i..ardlrm.!n Tetras,. 
B.C.. We m proud to bring you some of me current legal issues Irom acro~ tile coun~ lot alseussron ana eDate, lo provide c0mpez- 
ling entertainment ~ have fictionalized the names, the charactm and the scenarios In the case,. My resemblance to t al people Is 
purely coincidental. In the Intent dclarity and hrevlg the legal Issues Inthe case have been greatly reduced and simplified. Claim 
Bumsteln Is a lawyer and nationally s nd/ca~l coumnist. Copyright 2001 Halka Entelprt~. C28-9 
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Premier Glen Campbell.  But the premier somehow 
eluded them in order to spend time with supporters. 
VIC WOULDN'T give his last name but his sign car- 
ried a message he hoped would get through to 
Premier Gordon Campbell  May 9 at the golf course. 
News In Brief 
New SCI names  sought  
THE NEW owners of Skeena Cellulose are inviting ' 
northwesterners to help rename the company. 
"We want our new name to originate from the 
people closest to the businesses and responsible for 
manufacturing our product," said Daniel Veniez, 
president of NWBC Timber and Pulp. "The time 
has come for a fresh start for all of us." 
He said the renaming plan will help renew the 
company and put the past behind it. Veniez said 
the name will reflect the resiliency, determination 
and character of northwest communities. 
Kit imat court  saved 
PEOPLE IN Kit,mat won't have to drive to Terrace 
for court, at least for now. 
Although the court registry in Kit,mat will close 
as scheduled May 31, a travelling group consisting 
of a judge and court officials will visit the com- 
munity for 60 days after that. 
It's part of an attempt by attorney-general Geoff 
Plant to respond to protests by communities an- 
gered at losing their courthouse and by judges. 
Plant said his officials are working out arrange- 
ments with communities to share in the costs of 
providing court services past the 60-day period. 
In the north, Kit,mat and Vanderhoof will re- 
ceive the services of what are called circuit courts, 
an established practice already underway in more 
smaller and remote locations. All told, 12 commu- 
nities are in line for circuit courts. 
5 bil l ionth tree planted 
PRINCE GEORGE celebrated the planting of the 5 
billionth tree in B.C. last Friday, May 9. 
The event was attended by community and indu- 
stry leaders, as well as Premier Gordon Campbell 
and forests minister Michael de Jong. 
Although a billion trees have been planted in the 
past five years, it took 51 years from the time the 
first seedling was planted in B.C. in 1930 to reach 
the first billion in 1981. 
Il legal guide f ined 
SMITHERS RESIDENT Gordon Duane Judzentis 
was fined $6,700 after pleading guilty to two 
counts of illegal guiding. 
Judzentis admitted to working illegally on the 
Buckley River on Sept. 10, 1998 and on the Kwi- 
namass, April 20-21, 1999. 
Terrace conservation officer Bob Butcher says 
the charges are important considering the number 
of guide operations in the Terrace area and should 
be taken seriously. 
"We want to establish that we're aware of 
people doing illegal things," he said. 
Illegal guides make it difficult for law-abiding 
guides to run legitimate businesses, says Butcher. 
The charges against Judzentis were the result o f  
an undercover operation by the Smithefs~c6nsei:v~i: ' '  
tion office, and the Special Investigation Unit in 
Victoria. 
From the Kitimat-Terrace & District Labour Council 
To: all unions (B.C. Government & Services Employees Union, Canadian 
Auto Workers, Canadian Union of Public Employees. International 
Woodworkers of America, Hospital Employees Union, Terrace & District 
Teachers' Union, B.C. Nurses' Union, Office & Professional Employees' 
International Union, Communications Energy & Paperworkers, Carpenters 
Union) who participated with the information tables, donated food, prizes 
and equipment for our May Day Celebration. 
To: the Terrace Musicians Association for donating the sound and technical 
Crew who provided the support for all the great musicians we had out: 
Eden Oliver & Fraile Reidy Magpie Marmalade 
Brad North Fableway Samsarha Fish 
To: NWCC Day Care staff, the Action Coalition of Terrace, Kit, mat 
Community Coalition, NWCC Student Association, the Family Place and BC 
Forest Services. . 
Special Thanks to: Terrace businesses who donated to our free draws: 
Elan Travel Shadez of Hair Dr. Burtch 
Dr. Nenninger Tim Horton's (Keith Ave) Zellers 
Save On Foods Best Western Terrace Inn : Safeway 
Dairy Queen Northwest Community College Dr. Tabata 
Haryana's Restaurant City of Terrace, Recreation Department Dr. Fisher 
Despite the cold weather, the contributions of all of the above individuals 
and groups made our. May DayPicnic in the Park a'wonderful success for 
the community, especially the hds who had free hot dogs, free balloons, 
free face painting and lots of chances to win prizes. 
I 
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Treaty troubles 
TODAY'S THE deadline day for Elections B.C. 
to receive the mailed-in treaty principles referen- 
dum ballots mailed out to more than two million 
people. 
And as Elections B.C. officials ready their final 
count of the eight questions, it's an open question 
as to what good has been accomplished by this 
$8 million exercise in postal democracy. 
Only in B.C. can the request for a 'yes' or a 
'no' turn into a debate over how to register apro- 
test vote or whether a 'yes' or a 'no' mean 
'possibly' or 'maybe' or 'not necessarily'. 
In a lot of ways the eight questions ranging 
from private property rights to self-government 
to taxation were the negotiating standards adopted 
a decade ago when the federal and provincial gov- 
ernments and native groups first began the at- 
tempt o settle land claims. 
Private property was never to be tossed out for 
negotiation. There was always the intent for trea- 
ties to provide for equal application of resource 
management and environmental protection. That 
continuing thorn, tax exemptions for native 
people on reserve land, was on the table from the 
start. 
If the B.C. Liberals wish the referendum toaf- 
firm these principles, that's fine. The tricky part is 
how to take these principles and fashion them 
into a vehicle to overcome the costly failure of the 
last decade. 
Attorney-General Geoff Plant, the govern- 
ment's front man for the referendum, confused 
matters in attempting to explain the intent of 
Question One which states "Private property 
should not be expropriated for treaty !~e'iti~e '-I~
merits." 
In an open letter to British Columbians, Mr. 
Plant had this to say about expropriation of pri- 
vate land. "In rare circumstances, the expropria- 
tion of a parcel of private property may be the dif- 
ference between reaching agreement or not, and 
the public interest in achieving certainty, finality 
and equality may require a limited exception to 
the principle against expropriation." 
Put that another way and it says that a "yes" 
vote to Question One doesn't necessarily mean 
private property won't be on the table. It could 
mean "yes" or "possibly" depending upon the 
circumstances. 
That's hardly a clear instruction to be given to 
provincial negotiators and is certainly not an ex- 
ample of the kind of clarity the provincial govern- 
ment said it wants to accomplish via the referen- 
dum. And it leaves a wide open door for native 
groups who, as is the case with anybody in any 
kind of negotiation, will naturally want to gain 
any advantage they can. 
More importantly, it begs the question of why 
we were asked for our opinion in the first place if 
it is subject o an override. 
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This government is unbalanced 
VICTORIA - This week's 
award for the Most Convoluted 
Reasoning (MCR) goes to 
Paul MacRae, whose pitched 
arguments in support of Pre- 
mier Gordon Campbell's poli- 
tical agenda reached a new 
and astonishingly absurd fer- 
your in a recent edition of the 
Victoria Times Colonist. 
With breathtaking disregard 
for history, logic and philoso- 
phy, not to mention good 
taste, MacRae likened North 
Korea's Kim II-Sung, China's 
Mao Tse-Tung and the Soviet 
Union's Josef Stalin to Plato's 
idealistic view of philosopher 
kings in his The Republic. He 
then threw our Pierre Trudeau 
in with the murderous lot and 
accused everyone who op- 
poses British Columbia's Lib- 
eral policies of being just like 
them. 
If there was a germ of 
thought, some logical point of 
origin for his remarkable jour- 
HUBERT BEYER 
ney.from Plato to opponents of ..... who. are convinced they coul.d 
,:C~mpbol.l~s~go.v.¢rnment, I govern better and Lmore be- 
pher make. 
McRae got really muddled 
up when he compared a bunch 
of protesters who briefly occu- 
pied Victoria Liberal MLA 
Jeff Bray"s office last month 
and got pepper-sprayed for 
their efforts, to Plato. 
These misguided fools, he 
argued, see themselves as 
would-be philosopher kings 
failed to grasp it . . . . . . .  ..~ ..... 
Just because Mao wrote a 
series supposedly philosophi- 
cal insights, most of which 
have always struck me as ba- 
nalities, in his Red Book, he 
was no philosopher, leave 
alone one of Plato's philoso- 
pher kings. 
Ditto for Trudeau, a chaffs- 
marie leader who at age 50 
managed to whip teenage girls 
into a frenzy. Alas, sex appeal 
and charisma do not a philoso- 
nignly than Campbell, 
Don't get me wrong. I have 
no time for people who use 
violence to advance political 
goals or even those who feel 
rightly kicked in the gut by a 
government that operates 
mostly from a business per- 
spective. 
Business tycoons don't 
have much of a track record in 
the philosopher king depart- 
ment either. 
It was at the Industrie Klub 
in my hometown Dusseldorf 
where Hitler in 1932 made an 
impassioned plea for financial 
support of his National Social- 
ist Party to a house packed 
with Germany's most powerful 
industrial barons, who all too 
willingly obliged him and got 
him elected the following year. 
Legally, I might add. 
Nor do today's business 
giants who utilize the cheapest 
labour available, often child 
labour, to satisfy our craving 
for Material goods. 
And who has traditionally 
profited from building up na- 
tions, armed might? 
Not your huddled masses. 
They are called upon to serve 
as fodder for the canons. 
The protesters who occu- 
pied Bray's office and threw 
out the occupants didn't em- 
bark on their violent demon- 
stration because they fancied 
themselves philosopher kings, 
but because they were frustra- 
ted by a government that has 
b-.,clearly-overstepped'-thel bbunds 
of the mandate voters, gave it. 
Not all the voters who gave 
the Liberals 77 of the 79 seats 
wanted nursing homes and 
court houses closed. Not all of 
them wanted 10,000 public 
servants fired. Not all wanted 
help denied to families with 
autistic children. 
I suspect they also didn't 
want a government that when 
in opposition preached fiscal 
prudence to announce at the 
release of its first budget hat a 
'~il 
few years hence the annual de- 
ficit would be in the $6 billion 
range. Can you spell $1.5 bil- 
lion? That was the surplus of 
the NDP's last budget, a sur- 
plus signed off on by the pro- 
vince's auditor general. 
What they did want was a 
government that didn't build 
fast ferries on a whim, a gov- 
ernment hat created red tape 
faster than anyone could untan- 
gle, a government that didn't 
sacrifice common sense to the 
god of political correctness. 
If the Liberals had run on a 
platform even faintly resem- 
bling its actions, I dare say the 
outcome would have been dif- 
ferent, not different enough to 
re-elect he NDP, but certainly 
more balanced. 
The art of governing is to 
listen to the vast majority in 
the centre, while not antago- 
nizing the fringe on the right or 
the left. Oh, I forgot, most Ca- 
nadians can't tell left from 
right in politics. Repeat after 
me~r, Liberals rightv: NDP.4ifft. 
No party in the middle, not in 
B.C. 
Of all premiers I have cov- 
ered, W.A.C. Bennett came 
closest to mastering the art of 
governing. The man currently 
at the helm doesn't have a clue 
how to go about it. 
Sorry, Plato. No philosopher 
king in sight. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http'//www.hubertbeyer.com 
S,,hool closure ,s a threat  to all 
BASED ON events of the past 
two months, parents and tea- 
chers have come to mistrust 
the Coast Mountain School 
District trustees; their commit- 
ment to our students is sus- 
pect, their open mindedness i
questioned, and their integrity 
in the public consultation pro- 
cess is in doubt. 
For starters, despite the 
widespread isruptions closing 
five district schools will 
cause, the board hearing of 
May 2 held in the R.E.M. Lee 
was not broadcast over Chan- 
nel 10 community TV. Upon 
questioning, district represen- 
tatives were incredulous any- 
one would expect he meeting 
to be broadcast. 
This omission is more re- 
markable given Channel 10 
coverage of the first, similar 
meeting March 24, before 
trustees honoured the 60 day 
public consultation period. 
Monarch cable sought o carry 
the March 24 meeting. 
The board's failure to invite 
Monarch cable to broadcast 
such important public hear- 
ings, of widespread interest, 
fuels skepticism about the 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
board's openness. If engaging 
Monarch cable were to cost 
the board money, trustees 
might have an excuse. But so 
far as I can determine Channel 
10 broadcasts cost the school 
district nothing. 
Knowing how the board 
waits for everyone lse to do 
its job, one parent asked, 
"Will the board advertise any 
decisions, rather than leave it 
up to the media to report board 
decisions in an article?" 
The flimsy basis for the 
board's closures astounds. 
When I picked up the board's 
information package, I expec- 
ted to read specific expenses 
for heating, bussing, salaries, 
and other operating costs for 
each school. 
I was not alone. One parent 
said, "The board should have 
had an internal study done to 
give the public information in- 
cluding a rationale." What we 
got was one figure. So what ra- 
tionale did the board base their 
March 26 closures on? Thin 
air? 
Copper Mountain staff sub- 
mitted a written proposal to 
the board Friday, April 26. Yet 
in a meeting May 2, it was 
evident o teachers the trustees 
had not read the proposal. 
Concluded one teacher, "We 
feel all of this public consulta- 
tion is going for nothing." 
I felt a chill when one 
trustee told us, "I'11 close 
schools, and I'll close them 
fast." Isn't this to be a board 
decision? Or is he, as many 
suspect, calling he shots while 
other trustees ask, "How 
high?", or sit safe on the side- 
lines, spared by a perceived 
conflict of interest. 
Amalgamation saved no 
money. Given all the costs that 
go with closing schools shifting 
furniture, books and equipment; 
bussing; renovations to make 
things fit. And insuring boarded 
up schools, school closures 
may not save a nickel either. 
But they will upset families, 
consternate home owners, and 
erode our communities. 
Education minister Christy 
Clark changes school board 
rules more often than her son's 
diapers. The fact she changes 
her mind every hour suggests 
public pressure could persuade 
her to fund the teacher salary 
increases Campbell egislated, 
sending school board budgets 
deep in debt. 
If businesses Want to keep 
their customer base, they ought 
to defend schools, keep fatal-' 
lies in town and encourage 
more to move here. Otherwise 
57 B.C. schools will close and 
5-year-olds will ride busses 75 
minutes morning and night. But 
not for long. Their families will 
move to be nearer decent 
schools, taking their buying 
power with them. 
,'I'o0RtSfS! f- .!  ,Le:.e eLE LEf-..f 
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Stewart loggers want shot 
at Buffalo Head ttmber 
The resurrection of Skeena Cellulose won't help Stewart. Contractors there 
say the wood that nourished the town threatens to remain tied in knots. 
By JEFF NAGEL 
LOGGERS in Stewart say their 
beleaguered town is ending up 
the forgotten victim in the sale 
of Skeena Cellulose. 
For upwards of five years 
the forests have been virtually 
silent. 
Logging contractor Garry 
Belcher has watched his neigh- 
bours leave and his equipment 
go to auction to pay his bills. 
His last truck left last month. 
"I've lost every piece of equip- 
ment I had and millions of 
dollars," says the 63-year-old log- 
ger who heads Tru-Grit Logging. 
I m getting too old to start over 
again." 
Belcher says the loggers in the 
area have had almost no work 
since Skeena Cellulose collapsed 
in 1997 and was taken over and 
run by the government. 
The econonlic haos has driven 
a steady stream of workers and fa- 
milies out of the town. 
The 2001 Census showed Ste- 
wart's population dove 23 per cent 
in the previous five years to 661. 
Locals estimate the population 
has fallen further, to below 500, in 
the year since the count. 
Now Belcher and others say 
they're about to be left in the 
lurch again. 
Buffalo Head Forest Products, 
a subsidiary of SCI, is being cut 
loose because new owners NWBC 
Timber and Pulp don't want it. 
It's heading into bankruptcy 
and its 300,000 cubic metre a 
year forest licence is expected to 
revert back to the crown. 
But Stewart loggers who once 
depended on the licence for work 
want the province to give it to 
them instead and fend off the total 
devastation of the town. 
Don Nelson, one of five ever- 
green contractors who once 
worked the licence, argue they 
should have right of first refusal 
on a. sale 9 f it. ~ . 
.~ ~He j ,says. ~ they ,could,lcut ~ the 
cod and~have the lice nce~run' by 
outside professional manage'fs hnd 
foresters, That is stressed because 
a past effort by Stewart loggers to 
work together collapsed in law- 
suits, 
"We've fallen through the 
cracks," adds contractor Don 
Hartford. "We're into the sixth 
year of being cast away." 
STEWART contractors Don Hartford, Don Nelson and Garry Belcher say their town can't wait for 
months or years while the province decides what to do with the Buffalo Head forest licence, 
Hartford says millions of dol- 
lars in government money has 
been spent on infrastructure in 
Stewart. 
His list includes $28 million to 
connect he town to the provincial 
power grid, an $11 million hospi- 
tal and $8 million RCMP detach- 
ment. 
It makes no sense, he says, not 
to make an all-out effort to have 
the wood cut by local people who 
are part of the community. 
"How can you just forget a 
town and throw it in the 
garbage?" he demands. 
"The whole infrastructure of a 
town is sitting there dormant, built 
could be bought up eventually by 
a richer, perhaps Terrace-based 
contractor. Few jobs might then 
be based in Stewart, they says, 
and the remaining Stewart con- 
tractors would be starved of work. 
The Stewart loggers also want 
the province to forgive Forest Re- 
newal B.C.-backed loans that 
were extended to them as part of '  
the previous collapse of Skeena 
Cellulose in 1997. 
There's been virtually no log- 
ging on the Buffalo Head licence 
since then. 
The province has okayed a ser- 
ies of payment "skips" that have 
extended the repayment of the 
"'We've fallen through the cracks. We're into the 
sixth year of being cast away." 
with taxpayers' money, and they loans, but they remain on the 
can throw away this licence? books. 
Taxpayers' money is just going The loans were to bridge oper- 
down the tubes." ators over until they could work 
. I f  the licenee~ goes bankrupt again and work off what they 
~.l~anddis~.e.veqt~ually~,re~ssi~ned.orl ' owed.',:.m: ,,'.~.~I ~lv.,.,~:~ ~ ~': , :  
,; . . . .  "' iness Bbldhers'aid',lt's"unreasonable 
~r?k~th~P ~Irt:kmatli~:e tiu--s time ' " ' '" ' ' ' " '  ,,, w ,a to'expect repayn~e~t of the loans 
the town doesn't have. when they never got any work 
The contractors also say their from SCI in the past five years. 
replaceable contracts - which And if Buffalo Head goes bank- 
give them essentially perpetual rupt there may be no prospect for 
rights to cut the timber on the li- . work in the future. 
cence - will disappear in that pro- "How can you look me in the 
cess. eye and tell me to pay off a For- 
They also fear the licence est Renewal oan when you won't 
let my loggers work," Hartford 
says. 
Up to 200 people could be 
working in the forest industry in 
Stewart if Buffalo Head is locally 
operated, they say. 
Up to $7 million worth of re- 
planting is required on the Buffalo 
Head licence. Belcher and Nelson 
say the loggers would work off 
that liability over several years. 
Skeena MLA Roger Harris is 
pushing for another series of loan 
payment skips that would push the 
next payments out until the end of 
September. 
All the timber can be exported 
from the Buffalo Head licence. 
Log buyers from Korea, China 
and the U.S. have visited Stewart 
and are prepared to buy the wood 
- if the government lets the con- 
tractors log it. 
Harris says he will push forests 
minister Mike de Jong for action 
to get Stewart loggers working on 
the Buffalo Head licence. 
"We've got to find a way to 
free this up," he said . . . . .  
~r" Harris ,' s ald;qStewart} doesn't' 
have thequXtlry'of'tline. ~ " 
][~ to6 mucti hme elapses, he 
says, many contractors will have 
left the area for good, making it 
more difficult to eventually rege- 
nerate an operation there. 
"I sense and understand their 
frustration," Harris said. "I don't 
think Stewart has ever seen a gap 
of inactivity as long as this." 
Cutting money for forestry 
trails, rec sites to save $1rn 
Up to half of forest service roads may end up accesible to 4x4s only 
By JEFF NAGEL 
FOREST SERVICE recreation sites, trails 
and roads all face possible elimination or 
offloading as a result of forests ministry 
budget cuts. 
The ministry has decided recreation is not a 
spending priority after going through a core 
services review. That means an uncertain fu- 
ture for popular local campsites uch as Red 
Sand Lake or Exstew, and for trails like Thorn- 
hill Mountain and Sleeping Beauty. 
The forest servtce has developed about a 
dozen rec sites and nearly 20 trails within an 
hour's drive of Terrace. 
"The forest service ~s not in the recreation 
use business," said district manager Brian 
Downie. 
The ministry plans to cut off money for 
1,000 forest service sites - more than 80 per 
cent province wide - leaving 240. It also plans 
tO stop maintaining 600 trails province wide - 
about 92 per cent. 
The cuts will save $1 million a year, says 
ministry spokesperson Kerry Readshaw. 
Downie said it's possible maintenance of 
some trails may be taken over by local user 
groups, such as skiers or hikers. 
He said some rec sites may be closed while 
others could be handed off to other operators. 
That process is to be finished by March 2004. 
"I suspect we won't have the funding for main- 
tenance or managing those sites," he said. 
Downie said he's hoping to keep most sites 
here open through at least the early summer. 
"I don't know how fast government wants to 
shut the sites down or transfer them," he said. 
"My intent would be to ensure we try to make 
an orderly transition." 
In an ironic twist, given the province's need 
to raise money, it has stopped charging fees 
for sites it is no, longer maintaining: 
That's because the government doesn't 
want t0 charge a fee if it isn't providing a ser- 
vice, said Readshaw. 
• Fees will remain in place in what the forest 
service calls enhanced sites, such as Red 
Sand'Lake/Hart Farm north of here, because 
SerViCes will still be offered there. 
Readshaw said just because money is cut 
RED SAND LAKE is among the forest service recreation sites that will remain open for 
now, but face an uncertain future. The forests ministry has cut the money that was 
used to run 80 per cent of the sites province wide. 
off, doesn't mean the sites or trails will all be 
closed. Many will remain accessible, while 
some will be closed off for enviromental or 
safety concerns. 
People who take forest service roads to get 
to favourite fishing, hiking or hunting spots 
may find that more difficult as well. 
"They'll be rough roads. We 
won't be maintaining with access 
being the key priority," 
The ministry plans to have forest companies 
take over maintenance of roads they use, 
But other roads - up to half of the network 
of forest service roads in the province - are to 
be converted into a lower "wilderness road" 
standard or be deactivated altogether. 
"We don't have the funding to manage 
those road systems," Downie said. 
Wilderness roads may be 4x4 access only 
and maintenance money will generally only be 
spent to prevent landslides and other environ- 
mental damage. 
"They'll be rough roads," Readshaw said. 
"We won't be maintaining with access being 
the key priority." 
Ministry documents ay long-term access 
along wilderness roads won't be guaranteed, 
Tour operators or guide outfitters that want 
to use a road the ministry no longer maintains 
will have the opportunity to get a perm!t so 
they can maintain it themselves, the mintstry= 
says. 
The province will also no longer print forest 
district recreation maps, which showed loca- 
tions of trails, rec sites and logging roads. 
Although that's no longer a priority, Downie 
predicted some private enterprise will be able 
to make money publishing the maps. 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
_ The Mail Bag 
Mmsed by that much 
Dear Sir: 
In "It's about debt, Helmut," letter to the editor, 
May 8, Lorne Sexton uses a typical Liberal tactic in 
his response. First he misses the point of my letter, 
then uses some false information he got from the" 
Liberals, leaves out the other side of the whole debt 
issue and misses the whole point of the irony 
described in my letter. 
.... Perhaps Sexton could tell us, wliile we=all wait for 
the new era in health care and prosperity, what the. 
asset value of the province in 1991 and:wlmt it is 
today. Anyone can understand the difference between 
debt which increases the asset Value (roads, bridges, 
hospitals, schools, housing, etc.)and the debt from 
operating costs exceeding revenue, The Liberals are 
now doing the latter. They admit that their deficit, 
which becomes part of debt will be something like $6 
billion dollars in a few years. 
Lorne sees only debt. Pity he was not around with 
the same views when the Socreds (now Liberals) 
were running the show. Pity he has not read B.C.'s 
Auditor General's reports and comments. I guess he 
just missed the report last March in which the Auditor 
General said the provincial economy fared quite well 
in the last five years of NDP government and he said 
"the economy in B.C, grew more than did the 
government's net liabilities." 
He also found that in the same five-year period, 
the province's revenues increased by 37 per cent, 
while provincial expenses grew by 31 per cent. 
It is ironic that it is easier to just tout the party line 
than it is to look at the facts. 
Heimut Giesbrecht, 
Terrace, B.C. 
A true net loss 
Dear Sir: 
To the net thieves-our family would like to thank 
you for the theft of our son's hockey net; he was 
having too much fun with it anyway. For you to have 
come slinking around in the dark to take something. 
from a twelve-year-old boy must have been very 
brave. I am sure that your friends will think highly of 
you when you tell them of your great feat. 
Have you ever watched the movie where the. 
concept of "paying it forward" is illustrated, where 
one person helps out another with no thought of a 
reward or recognition? Well here, the opposite 
happened and you dashed a child's concept of 
security and well being. 
Hopefully this never has to happen to you. You will 
not appreciate the feeling but yes you did get a 
reward, the net. To the parents and or friends of the 
thieves, did your child or friend come home Monday 
night, May 6 with a red hockey net with blue spray 
paint on the crossbar and right post? If so could you 
please return it to 4912 Twedle Avenue. 
. . . . . . . . . .  Shawn Bucci, 
. . . . . . . . .  ", , . - Terrace,  B.C. 
Ban that junk food 
Dear Sir: 
I am amazed and appalled that the students of 
Cassie Hall Elementary School are offered a junk 
food canteen during their recess time (maybe their 
lunch time too - I'm not sure). 
My step-daughters says the line-ups for the canteen 
last the entire recess time. Apparently they stand in 
line all recess to buy things like skittles, pizza pops 
and potato chips instead of exercising outside. 
This might be an interesting story to follow. I 
would like to see an informative article on childhood 
obesity or healthy eating for kids. It is really hard as a 
parent o hear the moans and groans when my girls 
look at their cucumbers and carrots when the other 
students are buying sugar and junk right at their own 
school. 
Shouldn't schools be promoting healthy living? 
Perhaps the schools could save the money earned for 
the future heart attacks of the children at the school 
S. Benjamin, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Power to the people 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to commend the Mayor and Council of 
Kitimat for strongly advocating against Alcan's 
wishes to further expand into the hydroelectric power 
business. 
It should be made abundantly clear to the 
community and to the rest of the population in the 
northwest of British Columbia that CASAW and 
currently CAW Local 2301 have formally adopted 
positions opposing the selling of power by Alcan as 
far back as the early 1980s. 
In fact the union and its membership had th6 
foresight to challenge and oppose the Kemano 
Completion Project even thought the union was at 
odds with the mayor, council, the community and 
many of the construction unions at the time. 
The issue then and now for CASAW and CAW 
was for Alcan to expand and create sustainable jobs. 
I wholeheartedly encourage the mayor, council and 
the community to continue their commitment to force 
Alcan to once and for all commit o an expansion and 
modernization for the Kitimat Works facility which 
will keep Alcan in the forefront as an aluminum 
producer. 
By doing so sustainable, well-paid jobs both at 
Alcan and through subsidiary industries will remain • 
part of the Kitimat landscape for years to come. 
Alcan must be held to the statement that 
aluminum is number one and that power and water 
remain under the exclusive control of the people of 
British Columbia. 
Ross Slezak, 
Terrace, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our: 
address Is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail 
us at standard@kermode, net. No attachments,: 
please. We need your name, address and. 
phone number for verification. Our deadline Is 
noon Friday or noon Thursday if It's a long 
weekend. 
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' ity chops spending over 
SCI property tax shortfall 
THE C ITY  is slashing its most of it repaid in the ApsleySt. just north of La- I!:~'~:'!~! iI. ' 
planned spending by eighth and ninth years, kelse, Greig Ave, from ~':;~i!i!;:i" 
$457,000 this year because A further $288,000 - in Clinton to Atwood, and i 2~?~!~;~;~'~/~;; 
Skeena Cellulose won't penalties and interest hat Atwood St. from Greig to 
pay all of its outstanding won't be paid out - will Lakelse. 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY ~ar~isters & solici,o~s 
Tax Law * Trusts * Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
property tax bill this year. 
The cut eliminates 
about a third of the $1.5 
million worth of capital 
projects the city had ori- 
ginally planned, including 
money set aside to repave 
some local streets. 
Skeena Cellulose owes 
ihe city $576,000 for the 
Unpaid part of of last 
~ear's taxes on the local 
sawmill. 
Under the restructuring 
of the company approved 
by creditors and the courts, 
the repayment' of the 
$576,000 will be stretched 
out over nine years, with 
have to be made up else- 
where. 
Most of that will come 
out of the city's surplus, 
which will be drawn clown 
to around $400,000, said 
chief administrative officer 
Ran Poole. 
Capital projects elimi- 
nated include $154,000 in 
local improvement subsi- 
dies for to repave streets 
where residents also share 
in the costs. Also gone is 
$146,000 to reconstruct the 
intersection of Emerson 
and Lazelle. 
Three blocks are still 
scheduled for repaving- 
Out & About 
Kemess Road reaction 
is mixed in the east 
THE PROPOSED Stewart-Omineca Resource 
Road that would link the Kemess mine to Hwy 37 
is coming under fire from Mackenzie. 
Mayor Tom Briggs says his town would lose 20 
jobs of workers who load Kemess ore concentrate 
from trucks onto rail cars at Mackenzie. 
Other business would also evaporate if ore could 
be trucked the much shorter oute west to Stewart 
and supplies could be brought in from Terrace. 
Briggs says his town still hasn't been consulted 
on the idea. 
Reaction was more muted around Prince George 
to word northwest towns may borrow up to $40 mil- 
lion to build the road. 
Prince George North MLA Pat Bell says he isn't 
pushing for or against he road, but expects it will 
happen. "It makes economic sense," he said. 
The Prince George Development Corporation's 
Ken Veldman, who pushed?for the/.routewhile ~he 
worked in Terrace,' told the I'rince C, eorge iFr'ee 
Press the road will ultimately benefit Prince 
George and area even if there is some short-term 
pain. 
Poole said the city is 
also examining options for 
other savings through early 
retirement of staff, reduced 
hiring of casual and seaso- 
nal staff and filling vacan, 
cies, reduced hours to in- 
terested workers and by 
cutting travel and training. 
Skeena Cellulose owes 
the city another $650,000 
in new taxes as of July 1. 
But councillor David 
Hull said NWBC Timber 
and Pulp president Daniel 
Veniez had refused to 
commit to pay the new 
property taxes when they 
come due. 
More U.S. 
tourists 
expected 
THE LOW Canadian dol- 
lar, moderated gas prices 
and the fear factor 
spawned by terrorist at- 
tacks may all combine to 
funnel more tourists into 
northern B.C. this year. 
The Northern B.C. Tour- 
ism Association is so far 
projecting a good year, 
particularly for tourists 
coming from the U.S., said 
executive director Dan 
Stefanson 
The September 11 ter- 
rorist attacks are a big fac- 
tor in the possible destina- 
tions of millions of Ameri- 
can tourists, he noted. 
"A lot of people in the 
U.S. are deciding this is a 
good year to take a driving 
~vadati0ff,"~hd! s'//id. ~, ~ i,,i 
Stefanson sa id  B.C. 
may emerge the winner 
from heavy promotion of 
Canada this year by cen- 
tral and eastern provinces. 
FUN IS THE FORECBST, BUT HURRY 
Purchase Financing 
for :36 months PLUS 
No Payments for 90 days 
No Znterest for 60 days 
on all models~ 
• " "~> : "~ :' .... cash purchase price lease from 
HRZDR PROTEGE LX ~:  ..... ,~,~  ........ [] $16,975 [] $199" 
,' . . . . .  i ......... ~ i i~: . __~L . .~ ~ * Class-leading interior oom 
i ? !',"~" .. . . .  ~ -~2 -~: ~ ' " ~ ~  • flMIFHICD stereo system 
m ~ 
• '= .~ '~ ECONOMY. CAR' 
N FIZ D FI 
cash purchase price lease from 
N$20,775 [] 
per month/48 i 
• 130 hp., 2.0L DOHC engine 
• Rear disc brakes with 
Anti-lock Broke System eBBS) 
• RH/FH/CD stereo system 
~(ECONOMY~'" ; "  :y  ~ CAR OF THE :=~ !~!:~:YEAR::::~ ~ ~ 
~~:~:HOTORING 2002 
R 0 fl D S I D E R S S Z S T It N C E P R 0 G R 11 H Ask about he gozdo peace of mind promise standard on every new Hatda. 
HAZD11 LEADERSHIP  W11RRANTY gskoboutauroutstaodingcomprghensiveondpowutrolnwarrontycovetage. 
......... •~!:!~! :.'::;" :.. ....... 
P R OT E G E 
www.mazda.cq 
THORNHILL HRZDflo 3040 Hwy 16 E • Phone 250-635-7286 
D7041 
GRRDURTES GET RN RDDIT IONBL ~7S0 OFF PURCHASE OR LEflSE. 
gffers evadable on retodlpurchases/ieoses on participating vehicles from Nay Z, O00Z far o hmlted time only. (ease and finance O.g.(. far ualifled customers Drily. NO inteles( charges will apply dulin 9 the first ,O do s offer 
purchaser robes dehveq of a participating vehicle. After the first 60 days. Interest Marts to accrue and the purchaser wdl repay princl le anl interest mont hi, ever the term of the contract. S 1.9% finance offer ovodobI~ an all 
2002 Hafda vehicles escape fflbvte and 626. Finance ezomple fox Sea,OaR o( 1.9% gPg, 36 months at $205.99 per month, (.O.O. J, $295.64 far o total of SI 0 295.64. "MglDg PERSO'4AL EGS( gAtE: offers OVnllOble on tetaillegses only. 
(eases ore based an 40 months, Other lease terms available. (oral lease obligation: ;[00| Proteod [x (model ODdLS52ggO0) is $ t t ,90Z, W~lth includes $250. security deposzt and down payment of St, Z O0 (includes height and PO[ of 
$695); 200Z Prate d5 (model *0MSS 2tiff00) 15 $14.45Z. whtch Includes $ ]0d security deposit and down po~ment of $2.200 (includes fiel ht and P0[ of Sd,S). 10 000 km per year mlleO,e restrictions aFply oddltlonol O¢/krn oppl s. 
icense, lnsuronce, tozesandHherdeoerchorgesezro Deoermoyser/leasefarless0(ersconnotbecomblned. eeyourdealerfordHolS, ustrotedmodesnre orrefereflceonl~andoctuomodelsmgynotbeelactlyo, shown. 
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NWBC Timber And Pulp 
is renaming Skeena Cellulose 
and it's looking to the residents of the Northwest to help! 
We are changing the name for a number of reasons. The foremost of which is to put the troubles of the 
past behind us. The slate must be wiped clean and we must concentrate on the future. Part of that 
process includes finding a new name for the company, one that reflects the resiliency of the communities 
of the Northwest, as well as the superior forest products that it sells to the world. 
Best entry will win a Weekend for 2 in Vancouver. 
Submissions can be sent by e-mail to nwbc@citytel.net or (axed 
to any of SCI's Offices or mailed to: "Name the Company" 
c/o Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
PO Box 1000 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V8J 3S2 
Please be sure to include your name and contact information. 
Deadline for entries is May 18th, 2002 ~ 
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.BE:SINESS REVIE  
Sears 
gets seI 
to move 
THE SEARS outlet here is 
under new ownership and 
getting ready to move to a 
new location. 
Renovations are under- 
way at  the former Your 
Creation cabinetry store on 
Kalum St. behind the Ter- 
race Inn. 
Boota (Pete) Uppal 
bought the franchise last 
month from Dean Porter. 
Uppal says it's the first 
business he's run, but has 
several years of exper- 
ience in electronics and 
furniture sales. 
He was on workers' 
compensation after hurting 
his hip installing a satel- 
lite dish. Uppal decided he 
was no longer able to do 
iii~:~: ' ~;:!:~i:!ii/ 
!ii!I 
RENOVATIONS are underway at what will be the new Sears building on Kalum 
St. behind the Terrace Inn. That's new owner Boota (Peter) Uppal, 
i77 i ...... .. ~i;. ~ i::~ 
~ i '! ~i./!' 
l.S ! ..... "4 
li~; ! 
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~,~!.~ . . . . .  . ,% 
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many types of work, but 
owning his own business 
nfight work. 
The store plans to open 
in the new larger location 
June 3, Uppal said. 
It's 4,500 square feet - 
about 30 per cent larger 
than the old one - and 
Uppal says customer park- 
ing will be better. 
Uppal is renting the 
new space from building 
owner Robert Price. 
If he gets approval from 
Sears Canada, Uppal says 
he will take over the entire 
building - and another 
4,500 square feet - and 
carry furniture and mat- 
tresses. 
Staples takes new look at Terrace 
STAPLES Business Depot 
officials say they're about 
to take another look at po- 
tential sites for a store in 
Terrace. 
But real estate vice- 
president Enzo Marino 
said there are no immedi- 
ate negotiations in the 
works or construction plan- 
ned. 
Marino said. "We're still 
interested in the market." 
Staples officials had 
been negotiating with Don 
Hull and Sons Contracting 
about a year ago to open a 
new store in the former 
Co-op building on Greig 
Ave. Those discussions did 
not end in a deal, however. 
Marino said he visited 
another visit in the months 
ahead to re-examine tim 
possibility of a Staples 
store here. 
"We're not focusing in 
on a particular site," he 
said. 
He said the company 
would need to find the 
right property at the right 
"We're kicking tires," Terrace last year and plans 
Out & 
About 
Safeway gas 
~ckgd,,,>: 
csriie~ Of.its parking lo f tS  
getting tentative support 
from city council. 
City councillors say 
they'd prefer to have the 
gas bar further back - clo- 
ser to Greig Ave. - but say 
they'll agree to the plan 
brokered by city planner 
David Trawin. 
The city would agree to 
loosen the rules on how 
close the gas bar can be to 
the property line and in 
exchange Safeway would 
carry out much more land- 
scaping along Lakelse 
Ave, and Sparks St. than 
otherwise required. 
The plans for the gas 
bar submitted by Safeway 
indicate the grocery store 
hopes to expand into the 
Bargain Store, taking over 
nearly 6,000 square feet 
from that store. But city 
officials say Safeway is 
still trying to reach an 
agreement with the Bar- 
gain Store on the plan. 
We wish to draw your 
~ to ~ following in c~t 
trent "CANADIAN TIRE FLYER" 
'P~ 20.TABlfIOPS, 53,0584X 
Ca/R~: ~eg. 9 99. S01e ~6.9~.  1~ 
~tc/I~: Reg.9.49.~.99.S~6~ 
We~edyRege~yk~ We~ {~Y~, 
Marino said Terrace is 
the only town in this re- 
gion the company is con- 
sidering for a new store. 
Staples stores .sell a 
range of office products - 
from paper and pens to 
computer equipment, soft- 
ware and office furniture• 
The stores all tend to be 
conditions - including 
price, in size. 
~; .g,t  ' "~ . . . . . . . . . .  
T 
around 25,000 square feet 
. r . .  , , . :e~ 
Our Shield maybe 
their only shelter. 
I f  crisis has never touched your ram y, thank God. Because when it happens, 
it can disrupt plans, shake foundations and destroy lives in an instant. We .............. 
see it daily among the three-quarters of a million families currently living 
below the poverty line in Canada. But wfiother the cause is a job loss, 
domestic violence or personal tragedy, you can be sure of one thing - The 
Salvation Army will be there. Last year alone, The Salvation Army Family 
Service Centres and Thrift Stores assisted over one million Canadians with 
food, rent, transportation, clothing and furniture. Inaddition, our specially- / ~ ' (  
trained personnel aided over 3,500 people whose lives had become so 
burdened, suicide seemed the only way out. All this however, costs millions.., 
money that can only come from you. Please call the number below and give 
what you can afford. Thank you for getting behind the Red Shield. SET BEHIND THE SHIELD 
Please give from your heart o The Salvation Army Red Shield Appeal, 
To donate call: 1888 3213433 ~ ~i;~ ~J www.SalvationArmy.ca 
Northwest Smile 
D'~sign Center 
.Dr.P. ~ O~imi, k 
Fumi~ [ ddry, Full Face Or~,  TMJ. 
, Serving the No'west br 10 years 
, Full Face Orthodonttt Care 
, Invlsdlgn. tSe invlsuble braces 
, T.MJ. Trmment 
' Porcelain Crowns and Veneers 
, Teeth Whitening (Bleaching) 
, Ldex Free Office 
Dr.Peter. A. Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Tm2race, B,C. VSG 1V5 
(250) 635,7611 
I~e~r ~ o~onh'¢  greening be~e oge 7~ 
Globa ls taz  
Author i zed  Dea ler  
Glob i l l t l r  Canada $ l t ln l t l  CO, 
I 
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Mobi le  Serv ices  
Powe~vashlng - High 8 Low Pressure ~ Fully Insured 
Residential 6 Commercial ~ Contained Water Supply 
Environmental I} Pressure Cleaning Consultants 
Removal i} Control of Moulds, Mildew 8 Mystery Dirt 
DOUG STADNYK MET dlpl. 
Certified Specialist 
Wood Restoration 
PH:635-8863 
TERRACE S .C .  
CARLA ESKOW, 8.Sc. 
Environmental 
Consultant 
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A ~h~..t iW~l l ;  ! :A - : '~  SOl probe 
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T E R RAC E northern photo S 
'q'our Headquarters For Digital TANDARD 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
4-4736 LakelseAvenue Ph: 638-7283 Fax: 638-8432 
The Terrace Standard will be publishing 
a recipe contest with your favorite barbecue 
recipes. Please submit your recipes to The 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton Street, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2 or fax to 638-8432. 
Entry deadline is May 22nd at 5 p.m. 
All entries will be.entered in the contest for a 
"Grand Prize". Some recipes will be randomly 
chosen to be published in the paper. 
FOR $99 
EVERY MONTH 
~i~ $99.00 MONTHLY SERVICE 
INCLUDES F IRST  1OO MINUTES ~, 
INCLUDES NORTH AMERICAN LONG DISTA 
VOICE MAIL  & SHORT MESSAGE SERVICE  
L IMITED T IME OFFER.  ACT IVATE N(  
TOWER #101-4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1J7 
Ph: 638-0577 • Fax: 638-0210 
RADIO LTD.  Toll Free 1-877-39-TOWER (1-877-398-6937)  MOBILE RADIO - 8AJU & URVICE 
• Limited time offer expires June 20th, 2002. Voyager I and II airtime rates after the first 100 minutes wlll be $1.59 and $1 39 ,  
respectively for additional minutes per month. Meet with your local authorized Globalstar dealer for complete details. 
i i i 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mai l  Bag 
More First Nations 
needed in workforce 
Dear Sir: might have inadvertently not taken into 
In the last year, people in B.C. have consideration this factor in their hiring 
been experiencing an increase in hardship practices. 
due to the economic downfall and the de- Big businesses, big stores and govern- 
ficit, ment institutions must take into account 
These hardships are more distinguish- that First Nations people resident in the 
able in the north through the limited job 
availability, job layoffs, and articles in 
the newspaper every day. For the non- 
aboriginals the loss of a job and involun- 
tary unemployment is a new thing, but for 
First Nation people this work principle is 
something that they have endured for 
years and have been forced to adapt ac- 
cordingly. 
High unemployment among First Na- 
tions people is not because of low econo- 
mies or bad deficits, but because of pa- 
tronizing work principles uch as racism, 
bad attitudes and decisive exclusion. 
Big corporate businesses are fairly new 
in Terrace and th'ey could be unaware of 
the high representation of First Nations 
people residing in the north, and they 
north make up a good percentage of the 
population, and therefore this should be 
reflected in the workforce. 
I believe there should be more, and we 
should expect to see more, First Nations 
people employed in businesses and gov- 
ernment offices. If for whatever eason 
First Nations are not seen in these stores, 
we the public should question the work 
principles of these big businesses and 
government offices. 
If First Nations are being excluded out 
of the workforce because of racism or ex- 
clusion we, the First Nations, should pro- 
test. One way is lobby government or an- 
other way is to withhold patronage. 
Daniel Leighton, 
Terrace, B.C. 
'Comic' book at picnic 
labcllcd as brainwashing 
Dear Sir: 
This is an open letter to CUPE, HEU, 
and other organizations. 
My children recently attended the May 
Day picnic put on by the Kitimat-Terrace 
and District Labour Council. They ac- 
companied my mother who is quite active 
with her union and various groups and or- 
ganizations. 
I am completely outraged by the 
"comic" that was handed out to children. 
Talk about brainwashing our kids. 
They don't stand a chance of forming 
their own views and opinions when you 
package yours up in such an appealing 
way to them. 
It is a disgusting way to go about get- 
ting new members. 
You should be ashamed of stooping to 
such tactics. Using children in your bat- 
tles is not only unacceptable but immoral. 
Needless to say you have lost any sup- 
port from this household and I will be 
telling other people of your actions. 
Christina Adam, 
Terrace, B.C. 
.Gucci 
• Ralph Lauren 
• Harry Potter 
-Flexon 
-Silhouette 
• Easy Clip 
~, .? ~., ;7 . . . - " J  ~;.:" 
~/~'~ GLASSES and  CONTACTS 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP"  
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for c: friend or family member 
KINSMEN CLUB OF  TERRACE 
]6TH ANNUAL 
RIVERBOAT 
RAFFLE  
Supplied 13r~'" 
Ken 's  Mar ine  
Valtte - $33,000. O0 
19' HARBERCRAFT 
ALUMINUM RIVER 
BOAT & TRAILER 
"' . . . .  ,., .. : : : . ~ . ; ~ . ~ ; ~ ~  ~.,. ~ . ~ .  ~.~  ' J .:i:? ~: ~':~: :N 
i: "' 4 :31 
E _iLY BIU DRAW 
Draw 2 p.m., Sztnday, May 26, 2002 
at Canadian Tire 
Tickets Ava i lab le  At:  
Misly River Tackle * Fish Tales * North CoaslAnglers ' Terrace Mohawk ' Kilsomkalum Tempo 
Neid Enterprises * Ken' s Marine, .tome Lotto (Bargain Shop) * Anywhere There's A Poster 
Tickets $20.00 iz~0,,0,~l ~c Lo~,, ~c00~ No 9,~0~ 
N~m,  ~, / 
..: L~.~!2~ "V) / ~ ~ ~'  ~ .Z  
,Specializing in 
Fine East Indian Cuisine 
~IFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABL 
HaPyalla's ReslauPanl 
5522 Hwy 16W,  Ter race  
HARYANA'S NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH! 
Sunday to Thursday w 11:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday- 11:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. 
Open For Lunch And Dinner 7 Days A Week 
• Vegetab le  Kathi  Roll ; 'Ch lcken  s0rbba  
• Ch icken Kathi  Roll ,Tomato  Sarbha 
~::' Beef Kathi  Roll ,Da l  Sa lad  
• Haryana 's  Shammi  Kebab : :  .Katchumber  Sa lad  
• A loo  Tikka *Laukl Salad 
• Papri Chat  : :  ,MasalaDosa 
s319 
PER MO. 
r48 MONTH LEAS| 
$3, B$0 DOWN 
PAYMENT 
OR PURCHASt fOtq 
s25,910' 
2002 Echo  4 door  
1.5 L, 4 cylinder, DOHC, 16 valve 
VVT-i engine, AM/FM CD, 
4 speakers, full wheel covers, 60/40 
split rear seat, multi-reflector halogen 
headlamps, 2 speed wipers, mist 
feature. 
2003 Coro l la  CE  
1.8 L, 4 cylinder, 125 HP, VVT-i engine, .~ 
Lo~ Em[ss 9qLY,e~icle (LEV)~,~q,~t~,~r~a~tic transr~!ss~p, pt ~u~i.'~o~ [ 
fuel economy 7.7/.5.4 L/100'l~m'37/52 mpg City/Hwyl " 
AM/FM CD, colour-keyed bumpers, remote keyless 
entry, power door locks, full wheel covers, air 
conditioning, 60/40 split rear seat, splash guards. 
s192 
PEK MO.  
160 MONTH LEASE 
WITH 
sO sO 
DOWN SECURITY  
PAYMENT DEPOSIT  
OR FINANCING FROM 
0,9 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
s15,380 t 
2002 Camry  LE 
2.4 L, 4 cylinder, 157 HP, VVT-i engine, Ultra Low 
Emissions Vehicle (ULEV), fuel economy 10.1/6.9 
L/lO0km 28/41 mpg CiW/Hwy, full-size spare, 
60/40 split rear seat, rear seat heater ducts, 
AM/FM Cassette/CD. 
LIAR! ;on 
2002 H igh lander  S 4 7 9  
3.0 L, 220 HP, V6, DOHC, 24 valve 
VVT-i engine power door locks/windows/ 
PER MO. air conditioning, AM/FM CD, 6 speakers, r4e UONTH ttASt 
overhead console, keyless entry, engtne Sl.soo DOWN 
immobilizer, roof rack, full time 4WD PAYMENT 
on PURCIIA~t Fan 
s37,450' 
~ YOUR TOYOTA BC DEALERS 
DRIVETOYOTAd .¢OM 
some k ind  o f  wonder fu l  
IT PAYS TO READ THE FIN E PRIN1: Lease and finance nffm for qualified retail mlomm only on new 2002 and 2003 models enid end dolivmed bdom May 31, 2002, Lore paymntz el $229 for the 2003 Corolla CE BR32EP (BA) based on 4D-month wethr, voylease with 
$2,925 down. Told tease ohligalions ere $13.917. Lease payments of S 192 for Iho 2002 Echo BT123M (A) based on 60,month walkaway lease with SO down and S0 enmity deposit Total lease obligal~on~ am $1t940, Lasso paymonts of $310 hr the 2002 Comfy BE32KP(A) based on 
40,month warkaway lease with $3.850 dow. Tolll lease Oblifistio~ are Sl9.102. Lea. payments elS479 for the 2002 Highlander HF21AP(A) bud on 48month walkaway lille with S3,800 daM. Total hm ohligetioM are $28,792. Fmondng plan at 0.9% for Echo evaileNn hm Toy'el= 
Canada, 0,/LC. Lease payment= based en a mximum of 96,000 km. Additional cherries are 10 C/kin, liienso, insuranco, and applicable taxes am extra, tPu~aee Face includes muimum for freight and prrdefivery inlpe~on of $1010 M Corolla, S900 for Echo. $1.110 for Cmry and $ t260 
for Highlander. Other payment plans available. Dealer may lease sell for Ira. Some conditions apply, and often may change without notice. See your padidpating Toyota BC Dealers for mwe details, 
Go  to  www.toyota .ca  fo r  more  in to  
TERRACE MOTORS 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250)635-6558 1-800.313-6558 
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TAMILA DaCOSTA is an ICBC employee who is pledging to click in. 
Terrace drivers buckle up 
LAST year 61 people in 
B.C.'s north died in fatal 
traffic accidents and near- 
ly half of those victims 
weren't wearing seat belts. 
David Dickson, a for- 
mer RCMP officer who is 
:iiow ICBC's regional man- 
ager for this part of B.C., 
says some of those lives 
could have been saved if 
only seat belts were being 
worn, 
Of the 61 people killed 
in car accidents in the 
north central region last 
year at least 29 were not 
wearing seat belts, Dick- 
Son said. 
According to a study 
done by ICBC employees 
last year Terrace only has 
a 77 per cent seat belt 
wearing rate compared to 
a 91 per cent wearing rate 
at the provincial level. 
The north central region 
that number falls to 74 per 
cent, 
ICBC employees ob- 
served vehicles at various 
intersections during peak 
traffic times to determine ones," Dickson said. 
to the average seatbelt "We've seen that all too 
wearing rate, Dickson said. often in the north." 
"With the number of Following are some sta- 
tragedies in the north - tistics compiled by ICBC. 
many of them weren't • 50 per cent of unbel- 
wearing seat belts," says ted drivers who die in 
operations managei" for crashes are ejected from 
Terrace and Prince Rupert their vehicles. 
Geoff Butler. "It's some- • A person is 25 times 
thing we're going to ask more likely to be killed if 
people to get involved in." ejected from a vehicle 
To combat the problem than if that person re- 
ICBC launched a cam- mained inside. 
paign called Clicking In, • Young men between 
in which people pledge to the ages of 19 and 25 have 
buckle up any time they the lowest seat belt wear- 
are in a moving vehicle, ing rates. 
ICBC is calling on • All children under 12 
schools, businesses, ser- years old should ride in the 
vice clubs and individuals back seat of a car. 
to sign pledge forms and • Children 8 years old 
challenge their friends and or less than 80 pounds 
families to do the same. should be restrained in an 
The idea is that corn- approved child booster 
munities can pull together seat. 
to reinforce the importance 
of buckling up to avoid 
serious injuries or deaths. 
"We don't like going to 
funerals because our 
friends have lost loved 
SAHOS BY NI6HT 
nch &. 
patio! 
 REEK TAVERNA 
4608 Lakelse Ave .  Terrace (Next to the Coast Inn of the West) i 
MATES 
~ v 
%.. • 
m ? %-,, 
Whether your passion is for fishing, hunting, v, ater skiing or cruising a cry'sial blue lake with your family, Misty River has o 
boal that delivers the features you demand. Thol's because Misty River heal is bocknd by more than 20 years of boat 
building experience and the uhimote in craftsmanship. Our commitment to quahty end integrity with dm finesl in merino 
materials, superb design and constanl attention te quahly improvement in even the hnnst of detach. Indulge your passion 
and pursuff el  pure pleasure i ~ the ~ root outdoors 
with the best aluminum boat c r~ the, d- Scorpion Scout 1400 
Falcon 1600 1480/1600/1700 
Includes all standard Includes all standard features 
features plus Standard Equipment 
• Marine grade parma i~ty seats • Oplional steering console 5 Keels 
• Parma ply seats • Super dry hydro flare desinn 
Hocwy duty ribs riveted to ffm 
Standard Equipment interior o¢ each boot 
• Super dry hydro flare design • U.boh stainless steel bow eye 
• 3 Keels • Cost aluminum oarlocks 
• U.boh slainless sled ~ eye • Stern handles 
• Aluminum oodocks with nylon bushings Opllonal Equipment 
• Bow oKd stern handles • Bow/stem lighls 
• Splash rail • Aluminum console 
• Plexi windsl~ield 
Colours Colours 
Freeboard: Royal Blue, Forest Freeboard: Royol Blue, Forest 
Green, Port Burgundy & Red Green, Port Burgundy & Red 
Includes all standard features 
Standard Equipment 
• Super dry hyclroffam design 
• Heavy duty ribs rlvoh.=d Io Ihe 
interior of eoch bool 
5 Keels 
U,boh stainless teel bow eye 
Marine grade parma ply seals 
Cast aluminum oarlocks 
Stern handles 
Splash Well 
Optional Equipment 
• Steering windshield 
Plexigla. sport windshield 
Colours 
Paint: Royal Blue, Forusl Green, 
Porl Burgundy & Red 
( i l l  m . . . . .  i i  I'()I)I)I--III  
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your 
help to solve a break & enter to a business in 
Thornhill (Terrace), B.C. 
Sometime between April 8th and 18th;  
2002, the Gardenland store at 3092 Highway 
16 E, near Terrace was broken into. Entry 
was gained through some insecure panels in  
: a greenhouse. ,; 
Four low-voltage greenhouse lights were 
:stolen from the building's interior. 
/Terrace Crimestoppers wants your 
information, not your name. Any information 
is valuable and may lead to the arrest and 
convict on of the offenders. 
I Crime Stoppers offers s cash reward of up to $1,000.00 for 
Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid against 
an Individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
Information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal their identity nor testify In 
court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display• 
IETTER[~][~ 
lETTER I*I[~ 
Call 635-TIPS 
AUTO LOCKS 
We Stock ....... 
Locks For ~,~I~i~i~ .~,:~ ~ ,~',~gll~ 
• Doors . . . . . .  ~;~:~ ~;i~;~'~il 
.Trunks ~ ~ ~!,~%~ 
• Ignitions for ' :~~ ~;  
many vehicles - ~ :~:~i!~i~ 
, Commerdsl, ResidenUal, 
Automolire Locl~mithing 
, Sales- Sales & Sauce 
• Emergency Openlnp 
. Bonded & Insured 
. ASSA & MIWA liiih Security b0cka 
4624A GREIG AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1M9 
PHONE (250) 635-5549 • Toll Free 1-888-560-5549 
ING MAINTENANCE OFFE 
p 
~':  • Replace oil filter with genuine GM oil filter • Top up fluids : :  
t: s Drain oil and replace with up to 5 titres • Tire rotation 'i! 
premium GM oil • Visual brake inspection ,;:~ 
• Chassis lubrication • Includes environmental handling 
;-!:i s '5 point vehicle Inspection • FREE 500 m! bottle of GM Multi4/ 
: ! i  
GM GOODWRENCH TIRE EVENT 
d, ,  ~:~i~:~ Excellent tires. Excellent value. ~:~ 
: i i  Includes installation, balancing, valve stems, and lifetime rotation. .... ;:~,:: , i . , :  
!' Uniroyal Tiger Paw ASC 
'69" I 195 / 7oRuj 80,oo0 km Tmadwur Warranty 
15" BF Goodrich Control T/A M8o 
n5 1 S S ~ Treadwear Warranty 
LOOKING FOR LIGHT TRUCK TIRES? 
15" Michelin X-One 
', Uniroyal Laredo AWP 
49 1 .5  / 75R16 
'12 
16" ~6" BF Goodrich Long Trail T/A 
s189 ~'45 / 75R16 S' 
With the purchase ottwO~6~l 
JU iE IROYALa  , , . ,  , , . l .  , f~se ~ood*!~ 
Bolt-style umbrdla.*, " ii~'i 
- WHEEL ALIGNMENT 
095, : Inspect suspension components ' " ,,, i~.~ 
Inspect alignment of ell four wheeler 
l r " Inspect the following safety Items: tires, ddvetraln and steedn8 component~ i: ~:;~ 
MCEWAN GM 63 -aQ41 
H 
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A cold spring 
in the north 
MAY'S ATTEMPT at 
spring is following on an 
April that was colder than 
normal, report Environ- 
meat Canada officials. 
"April 2002 was the 
coldest April since 1985; it 
tied for the fifth coldest 
since records began in 
1956," says Bill Miller, 
who works for Environment 
amount of snowfall ever. 
In was also the coldest 
April east of Terrace since 
1983. 
The colder April here 
followed on a March that 
was the coldest on record, 
says Miller. 
"There were seven new 
daily minimum records set 
and six record low max- 
Canada in Whitehorse and imum temperature's," he 
who tracks weather adds of March's weather 
throughout B.C. and the 
Yukon. 
"With 17 days reporting 
winds greater than 30 
km/h, April was definitely 
windy. The greatest wind 
was from the west at 54 
km/h on the 22rid," he 
continues. 
The maximum tempera- 
ture for April, recorded at 
the airport for Environment 
Canada, was 23.8 degrees, 
barely off the maximum 
for an April day which was 
25 degrees set in 1976. 
The minimum tempera- 
ture in April was -3.7 de- 
grees compared to the re- 
cord which was -8.3 in 
1966. 
City of Terrace workers 
also keep weather ecords 
and their figures, recorded 
in town, put the maximum 
for the month at 25 de- 
grees on April 30 and the 
minimum at -4.5 degrees 
on April 1. 
Precipitation levels 
were also lower than nor- 
mal. 
The big northern weath- 
er story in April took place 
east of Terrace where 
large amounts of snow fell. 
Miller says Terrace es- 
caped that because of the 
mountains between here 
and the east. 
In April in Slithers, for 
instance, the airport there 
recorded the greatest 
I Fireside chats coming 
, to the neigDbourhood. 
1-855-EPlLEPSY (1 -855-374-~)77)  
statistics. 
Prince Rupert's April 
weather feature only 
104.6ram of rain, or 58 per 
cent of normal, and the 
sixth driest April since re- 
cord keeping began there 
in 1962. 
"Spring 2002 has seen 
two months in a row of 
below normal temperatures 
but at least he forecast for 
May is for near normal 
temperatures and, if we 
are lucky, above normal 
for the month," Miller pre- 
dicts. 
;; 
0 Interest 
No Payments 
For 1Yearo. .c. 
• CAT comes  to  Ter race  
CAT STANDS for community access terminals and there will be two of 
them at the provincial government agent's office here. People who need 
information from either the federal or provincial governments on a wide 
variety of topics ranging from assessment data to ICBC now have easy 
access by using the terminals during business hours. Information can 
also be printed out. That's Don Ritchey trying out one of the terminals. 
V Series 
Look Twice. 
I t ' s  Motorcy©le  Season .  
HAWKAIR 
www.hawkair.net 
Reservations 1-866-42g-5247 
In Terrace 635-42g5 
Vancouver Soutl~ Terminal 604-273-3575 
Terrace-Kitimat Counter 635-84S8 
. . . . . . .  ~].~:...~ ~.,~ .~ ~ , 
Uniquely designed, 
remarkably built 
:,, :.,. 
'Some reslfictionsapply. " " " ' " " ' ' * 
When it comes to pet experts... 
~ . .a l l  signs point to PetlantLt 
~}._  NOW OPEN 
SUNDAYS!  
12 NOON TO 5:00 P.M. 
Ihan add to a gown". 
N HAGEN 
~dll~1,a Pn~u 
I Petland " : ' " " ° °  4706 Ke i th  Ave  Mal l  1-800.633.7787 
Who Can I Trust  Wi th  
Solutions For My Water? ~ i  I__, 
' rn lst  the special ists at t~! .~.  
~ "SURETECH WATER 
SYSTEMS" : :i 
where  water  f i l le ra l Jon  and t reatment  ~L:.:i: : 
is our  p r i lnary  bus iness .  ~.:: 
~.,,635-7410 i
,m site water  test ing and  co,~st,ltotio,~ ):. : !i/i : 
Great Family Entertainment 
Spa Accessories & Chemicals 
- -  , Darts & Bilfard Accessories 
fiL I I 
[i~i::fish. They each require different ~::m 
[iltemperatures, food, tank size and oxy.qen i':~im When it comes to lravel...experience counts. I I~  ~,~ ~~i ! i , i  ~ ' '  " ~ '  ~ A U t 0 ~ @ / "  ~'~[ll(ti() 
l}i!!levels. If you would like to have trap cam ~,oo Travel has served the north west for over 26 years. C I S S O15" ~,{ ~. 
[~;~i fish' we w°uld slr°ng Y suggest setting uP iill ~ ~ ~t Lhe  t~ ~Best  West  n i~a separate tank s° tl~at eac~ fish's ~:iill I e, ~ Dwetailing '~ 
requirements can be properly met. ~ Terrace Inn ~ & INDOWTINT ING ~,) ~ i ; i  - ~ ~ I  " " ~  : ~ Take It To The Professionals : i : : '~! i )  ~ ~ = m !  ! ~ ,~ 45531.:tkelse:b,'e.,TemlceBC. VSGll)7 'With l2YearsExperience " ............. 
Tel: 655-2281 • F.tx. 655-7695 PHONE Call Paul for a - - - ' - - 'G~ KeneeLu~asser ' * " , 4818 HWY 16 . .~  . ~ o . ~ ~ r m  vo~o,o~so,o. ,vw,v.~l:,,tr:av~l.n~t 6356841 FREE ESTIMATE T.uc, 
~.=. '~. "~, l l  • . . , ~,~iiii T Cl INTERIORS~! 
63s-1~'~'0  ;~'~t~" ~.~, ' ia / .~ '~' - '~/ ; t~ ~ :: "d ly ,  Knowledgeable StaFF ........ 
!,~ ~ I Only The Best For ::::ii!~:~':!:~ ~ ~ ~ General Pain. Paints, Stains& Accessories 
U ~ I  Your Wedding D~y i!i~° ~ ~ 1  CuslomBlinds Wallpaper&~rders 
, ,~  .... :i~ ~S<~/i CablneiHardware Plus Much More... ~..(~ 
:' ~: ............  ~'~ ix ~ ..... I I,~a Seymour Owner/Manager : ~, ,d  I I  ~)" 
l . . . .  l ,,o6-,+~6 ~zelle Avenue, Terrace, 63S-O,'m8 4610 Lazelle, Terrace e 635-6600 
Question:Doyouh.ea.ms,ress i IS&HE!oT!!!!JSH!o!S II I r "  II ~I 'T ovoilabb for alteralions and what is the cost? ~)i T~I!)) i  , ~.~ 
~ Answer: Yes, we have an instore i!:~%"~::! mn/  ~,,, 
seamslress. ThecostoFthealteralions ii,,:~,~l ~m mm~m@r~ Ill ~+ I '"°U~T"''~''~r'~'''~'~°~p~v 
depends on o few things. .... , 
,irst. How well does lhe gown fil to tyTrampoftC~da I~  ,oo." ,o,, .o., , , , ,  . _ ,  begin with? The cJoser the sizes Se heifer. II ~ !  WELDING WIRE SPECIALS! 
Second. How much a#icay and ~adwork will ~ affected ::::i /:~i!ii!~!:: AllY*urm:~"~Need' qilm I i~  ~ i ,,Your friendly, experiencedsales team, m J ~  70S6-1 .2 /15P .  045 '~ i~:~ by the alteration? On loday~s gowns, the beading isstill appli ~ i~ ,or  I r~ .  w,,,,.= ,~ .o,,, ,~.,,, ,,,,. m 
Lrrx;;;,) i 
I ra . ,  m , , , ,  Kalum Street, Terrace | byhand. So iFyou take itoff, ilhasto go backthe same way.:~,m I 2809 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Third. Mosl gowns have to be hemrned. Theyare madelongll 2~2~OlU~K~)~t, .~.~(~/~3 l~  iRus ly  Ph: 635-6361 I~11~1~ r i l l  
I~C jungh Fax: 6SS-SSV~ "= ' "  ""~'~1 I Ph: 635-6226 Fax: 635-7654 And easy rule oF alterations is "It is easier to take away 
RICH WITH COLOR TATgOOS 
mm m nm m um m m mi  mmm mffmmm m m m m m mmmmm 
• Submit your question to our EXPERTS, fmll out this • 
• form, mail, fox or emoil to: Terrace Standard, 3210 • 
_= Clinton.Street, Terrace, B.C. VBG 5R2 * Fax: 638-8432 • 
• * I:mail: aclvertising@terracestondard.com • 
• Question for Experh m 
m • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
malanmin in iamnnimlaua ia ia~ 
/ilii! 
• P . : : ..... ..~-~i'~ ..  
I~ -- .. ~( I.lad*S~ ~,  Owr~r/Mano~ liil 
~ 106"¢716Lazelle^venue'Terrace'63s'n118 ii 
C'S GLASS.°. 
S~ WINO~JEIO R[PArRS, I~U~ff, I[PIA(~NIS, NIRRORS, ~NDOW5, SBIID UNIIS 
We will pick-up & deliver your car 
DOUG CLOSTER 
3720 River Drlve, Terrace, B.C. VSG 3N9 
Ph: 638-8001 Fax: 638-8007 
TOLL FREE 888-638-8OO1 
102.4622 Grelg Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Toll Free 1-866-426-5679 
638-0852 ~.  
Any Slyle Hospital Sterilization ~ 1 
ProFessionally Trained ~[~.~ 
10 Years Experience 
E-mail - richwilhcolor.zip411 .net 
ARTIST: RICH/PIERCER: FIONA '~ 
i g; 
Union head + 
calls nt qu,ts +++ 
TEACHERS HERE, in the 
Hazeltons and Stewart 
elect a new union presi- 
dent May 22. 
Frank Rowe, president 
of the Terrace and District 
Teachers' Union, is step- 
ping down after seven 
years. 
Rowe said it's time for 
a change on a personal 
level - an d at the union 
level. 
"I see many of the 
things we fought hard for 
over the years as slipping 
backwards," Rowe said. 
"It's time for someone 
with more energy and 
more passion than I have 
to take a leadership osi- 
tion." 
Rowe represented the 
380-plus members during a 
protracted contract dispute 
between B.C.'s teachers 
and their employers. 
The dispute escalated 
to a province-wide job ac- 
tion last November, when 
teachers - prevented from 
striking under essential 
service legislation- stop- 
ped performing non-teach- 
ing duties. 
The provincial govern- 
ment ended the stalemate 
early in the new year with 
a legislated settlement 
that Rowe views as a step 
back for public education. 
While the three-year 
contract included a pay in- 
crease for B.C.'s teachers, 
it restored the ability of 
school districts to set class 
size limits, among other 
provisions. 
Rowe presided over the 
TDTU during other turbu- 
lent times, including the 
forced amalgamation of 
the Terrace and Kitimat 
school districts, an educa- 
tion ministry efficiency re- 
view of the district's fi- 
nances, and the loss of the 
elementary school band 
program in Terrace. 
Rowe said the past year 
under the B.C. Liberals has 
structor Richard Eckert has 
declared his intent to stand 
for nomination. 
It's possible he may 
face a challenger; nomina- 
tions can also be made 
from the floor during the 
meeting. 
=t 
i 
Frank  Rowe 
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Welcome All, to the... 
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Boneless Top 
Sirloin Steak 
V;lu I'a&. 
Sat~way SELECT ~ '~, : . .~ . :~.=, ,=:  Boneless ~ Sat~way Pure Beef 
All Bed'Franks ~ ++ Cross ihh Steak I 114 lb. Burgers 
' ~:~ N~. ;~ '  ' ' 'X . . . . .  Or S':+sm~ed. Frozen, Sold m a 
6 Inch Lucerne Heinz 
Patio Tomato Ice Cream ' ~ Ketchup 
" ~ ,~,~ 'G,:I~'u v,mt't,es, 4 l.,trc, FIRST Squeeze Bottle, 
TWO. Colnblned v,xriem's ~ 1 l+ttre. F IRST  TWO.  
• : , .. 
. ~ m '  : "  " :+ ~"++3;k~i 
"~l~,ci- ~'" ]lii~i~'ll I Lucerne~ 
I¢o, ~ or Pmly I~:~:~,~ ; '.m'"' ~,-_ -xoI, m 
PLU 7235 Bl~, ~ i U ' I [Ke le l ' .Zo}eB1 
"I do think this is a sig- 
nificant position in the 
culture of the community 
and the politics of the 
community," Rowe said 
"Whoever succeeds me 
is going to bring a different 
perspective and way of 
doing things" 
Rowe, meanwhile,  
plans to return to the 
classroom. He'll become a
special class teacher at 
Caledonia Senior Second- 
ary. 
Rowe has been on 
leave from Skeena Junior 
Secondary since he was 
first elected TDTU presi- 
dent in 1995. 
The vote for a new pre- 
sident takes place at the 
TDTU annual general 
meeting May 22 
Rowe said Copper 
Mountain Elementary in- 
Tax  b i te  
s tays  same 
THE PROPERTY tax bite 
will be about the same as 
last year for most city resi- 
dents and businesses 
City treasurer Judy De- 
gerness said most people 
will pay close to the same 
amount if assessments are 
close to the average drop 
of 4.5 per cent. 
Properties with assess- 
ments that dropped more 
than that could pay less, 
while an assessment the 
same or higher than a year 
ago means a tax increase. 
Businesses with a 1,9 
per cent decrease in asses- 
sed value will pay the 
same amount as last year, 
The residential tax rate 
for city operations will be 
$7.646 per $1,000 of asses- 
sed value, up 7.2 per cent. 
The total tax bill also 
includes school taxes and 
that's rising 5.1 per cent 
to $5.881 per $1,000 
Once that's added, plus 
other levies for debt, trans- 
it, the regional district and 
hosp i ta l  d istr ict ,  the total  
residential tax rate will be 
$14.7329 per $1,000 asses- 
sed value, Other city fees 
for water, sewer and garb- 
age are added at the end. 
r + 
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! In e Buy ioca products, " 
urges union chief 
BUSINESSES AND public sector bodies 
should be supporting other businesses in 
their own towns, says the head of one of 
B.C.'s largest unions. 
It's one way of ensuring smaller, rural 
communities urvive and thrive, said 
It's also im- 
portant for 
small com- 
munities to 
demand 
more of their 
THE 
KERMODt~ FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY 
WILL BE HOLDING THEIR 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
SATURDAY, JUNE 1 ST 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP CENTRE 
Barry O'Neill, president of the B,C. divi- 
sion of the Canadian Union of Public Em- 
ployees (CUPE), who was on a tour of 
the northwest recently. 
"Town councils need to talk about 
buying their:new trucks locally, for 
instance," he said, 
"School districts should buy locally as 
well." 
"Although Howe St. and Davie St. 
think they are the Centre, the real engine 
[of the economy] is in rural B.C.," said 
O'Neill. 
"Rural B.C. does have a significant 
amount of power if  it ever harnesses it
and understands it can have control." 
O'Neill's CUPE is part of a campaign 
called "Strong COmmunities" and the 
idea is promote smaller communities. 
O'Neill and others, including econom- 
ists and demographers, now point to the 
existence of two British Columbia's - a 
thriving Lower Miainland and lower Van- 
couver Island compared to a struggling 
north and interior. 
"We have the richest resource pro- 
vince in the country and we're talking 
about ghost towns," said O'Neill. 
"It's happening right here, right now, if 
we don't do something." 
O'Neill added that it is important o 
have a strong public sector in smaller 
towns as employees can then support 
small businesses. 
MLAs ,  
O'Neill con- 
tinued. 
"MLAs have 
to become 
more ac- : 
countab le .  
Even though 
they may be 
scared to go 
to a meeting 
- because  
Barry O'Neill there might 
be a demon- 
stration, that's too bad. That's their job. 
That's what they're getting paid for," he 
said. 
CUPE represents nearly 1,000 people' 
in the northwest. Its locals taken in muni- 
cipalities, school boards, social service 
agencies, airports, college campuses and 
native agencies. 
As is the case with other public sector 
employees, CUPE members face layoffs, 
said O'Neill. 
"I don't think we've felt the full im- 
pact yet," said O'Neill. 
"Right now there is a more direct im- i 
pact on direct services such as govern- 
ment and health care." 
Pending school closures and other cuts 
in education programs are expected 'to hit 
CUPE members particularly hard in Ter- 
race and other northwest locations. 
Bed closures opposed 
GITXSAN OFFICIALS say they strongly 
oppose the Northern Health Authority's 
decision to cut all but three of Hazelton's 
28 acute care beds. 
The six-bed increase in nearby Smi- 
thers hospital will not compensate for the 
cuts to Hazelton's Wrinch Memorial Hos- 
pital, says Catherine Blackstock, exec- 
utive director of the Gitxsan treaty office. 
"Smithers is too far away and the re- 
sponse time will mean the death of some 
of our people," said Blackstone. 
The travel time can double in the win- 
ter months because of road conditions, 
she said. 
Blackstone maintains the decision will 
cause financial hardship for family mem- 
bers who must travel to Smithers to be 
with their loved ones. 
"We realize that every community is 
suffering from the detrimental cuts to 
health care but it does not make sense to 
increase one hospital's capacity from a 
community that is so far away from it," 
said Blackstone. "Why not leave those 
beds at the closest hospital?" 
The three remaining beds in Wrinch 
Memorial Hospital will service a popula- 
tion of 10,000 from the communities of 
the Kispiox, Oitanmaax, Glen Voweil, 
Hagwilget, Gitwangak, Gitsegukla, Gita- 
nyow, Cedarvale, New Hazelton, South 
Hazelton, Hazelton, Two Mile, Kitwanga 
Valley and Kispiox Valley. 
• : -~'~% STAINLESS STEEL OUTDOOR 
.~,,, i~: "~ WOOD FURNACES 
":~"~'~'~ 'j~i b,r,'i' ,/"{ ,¢~ t, i : .. 
• ~.. +, , I """ water-jad~ed stove. 'The 
,,~j~i:fl~i! ~i ' " ,  "The j~atmor  is a wood¢'re 
"~i'!![~i~ heated water is pumped through 
mldergroulld insulated pipes to the builditF to be 
heated. ~
I/Vt 'V use an outdoor furnace? 
"The jr-[eat, nor removes the danger of 
woodstove fires in the house which will reflect lower 
insm'ance rates. 
Convenience: No need to split wood. Eliminates 
wood smol~ wood chips, dust and bugs in the home. 
Cost Savings: One fi, rnace will heat muhiple 
buildinqs as well as domestic hot water, hot tubs, 
SWlt!lttllng pools and clothes dryers. ,. ^ . .  
University Credit  Courses 
Math 101 (Calculus) 
May 21 -June 14 • lpm-  4pro • Monday- Friday 
Instructor Dr, Eric Turner 
Geography 110 (Environmental Studies) 
May 21 - June 10 • 9am - noon • Monday - Friday 
Instructor Dr. Norma Kerby 
Engllsh 209 (Creative Writing) 
June 24 - June 29 • Full Days • Monday - Saturday 
Instructor Jacquellne Hoekstra 
Earn six university 
credits In six weeks iii[i:iiii!!!i~ NORTH.WE$ T 
by taking two of d!:..::~:* : ................................. ~,~ ~t,,~ , ~,o, 
the above courses. Take a c loser  look. ' 
Don't miss outlI Book your appoiutmettt todaylI 
approz'e your portraits on a Color monitor 
,,e ~e:,~io,, /ee r fa,,i:yr,', ap~,,i,,t=,~ 
Bff,g your fa',~afite props atd accessoffes 
• .,~',,~,,j,.,,o,,,o,,~ $25.00 
1- 8x I0  
2 -5x7  
8- n~llet si~" 
"" 5essioa Fee: $15.00 per fami~ per appoint tment 
"Package isrode/ram any o,e pose oft& customer's choice 
"0nespe~lp,Lfami/y 
"~t~sbetsareavailable 
Date: Sat., May 25 th & Sun., May 26 'h 
f_.~catiolzI Best Western Terrace Inn 
,ior~ee~,~@a~,F~= Toll Free 1-866-959-4733 
FROM NOON UNTIL 2 P.M. 
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED. 
MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY AND 
MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITY ARE 
ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND. 
Terrace Art Association's 
SIring Arts & Crafts Sbow 
~ Saturday, May 25, 2002 
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
at the 
Ter race  Ar t  Ga l le ry  
~ Lower  Level  of the L ib rary  ~ For  more  in fo .  
ca l l  638-8884 
, •  Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine #300-4545 Lazelle Avenue 
,Terrace, BC 
NOTICE OF MEETING 
Regular Board Meeting will be held as follows: 
May 24, 2002 
7:00 p.m. 
Regional District Offices 
Pursuant to Section 329 of the Local Government 
Act, the following reports will be presented and 
considered at the meeting. 
1.Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine Audited 
Financial Statements for the year-end, December 
31, 2001. 
2.Board Directors Remuneration and Expenses 
Annual Report for the year 2001. 
3. These reports are open for public inspection at the 
Regional District offices during regular business 
hours, Monday - Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
-U 
B .,,. m 
CALL: (250)695-6706 
='ii 
(enney 
~' 3cnoors~ 
thday 'o 
5ration 
Im 
I Citation "wl/~ 
i lded to former 
............ , ..Jdents and staff 
i~ i~, ':' .............. to help E.T. Kenney Primary School 
:~i celebrate its 35th birthday. 
:~, 3:30 - 5:00 p.m. 
'~i~ i Thursday, may 16th, 2002 
E.T. Kenney Primary School 
Our present E.T. Kenney students "i 
will be celebrating the school's :~i 
~ birthday at a special school 
~" assembly at 10:30 a.m. on 
~ ,% Friday, May 17th~2002~ q
' ~ t . ~ i . .  .: 
ili? 
I l l  
Aberfoyle Springs Water 
12 x 500 mL  413-9 
Plus deposit, enviro levies where applicable. 
M 
save foods 
SO MUCH %0~ IN STORE 
Prices effective Wednesday to Saturday, May 15 to 18, 2002. 
~ l l J l l l l :  : l~l  : i IM l l~ l~]  | ! t ! :  : 
Health 
THE NORTHERN Health 
Authority (NHA) has eli- 
minated one. of its top ex- 
ecutives ani:l has cut three 
other senior people to re- 
duce spending. 
Gone is Paul Brown,. 
based in Terrace, who had 
been the chief operating 
officer for the northwest 
portion of the NHA taking 
in the area from the Queen 
Charlottes to Houston. 
As such, Brown was in 
charge of all hospital- 
based and community 
health care in the north- 
west. 
The northwest is one of 
three areas belonging to 
the NHA, the others being 
the central north and the 
northeast. Each was set up 
to have its own chief 
operating officer reporting 
to the NHA chief exec- 
' utive officer. 
A relative newcomer to 
the north, Brown had been 
head of the Northwest 
Community. Health Ser- 
vices Society (the old 
Skeena Health Unit) be- 
fore it and other northern 
health care agencies were 
merged last December to 
form the NHA. 
Also gone is Dieter 
Kuntz, who had been the 
chief executive officer of 
the old Terrace and Area 
Hea l th  Council before 
being named to the post of 
support services integra- 
tion director when the 
NHA was formed. 
Prince George-based 
communications director 
Patty Stewart, hired just 
last December when the 
NHA was formed, and 
planning director Rick Ro- 
binson, also from Prince 
George, were also laid off. 
Losing Kuntz, Stewart 
and Robinson reduces the 
senior executive comple- 
.ment to 11 and cuts that 
administrative l vel by 20 
per cent, said NHA chief 
executive officer Peter 
Warwick. 
"We have made a com- 
mitment, to,protect direct 
patient care, as we look at 
all aleasqn"0ur ' organiz'a-~ "" 
tion tb help us avoid a pro- 
jected 2004/2005 annual 
$40 million deficit," said 
Stewart 
worried 
A STEWART town coun- 
cillor says there are ser- 
ious local concerns about 
an Alaskan idea to build a 
road linking the panhandle 
to the B.C. road system. 
Bob Harlow says the 
proposed road up the Iskut 
River valley from Alaska's 
Bradfield Canal might 
prompt a large number of 
tourists to bypass Stewai't. 
Many motorized tourists 
head to Stewart because 
they can visit Hyder, Alas- 
ka just across the border, 
and say they went to Alas- 
ka. 
A road link would open 
up access to Alaskan pan- 
handle towns as an alter- 
native for tourists who 
don't plan to drive all the 
way through the Yukon to 
the big part of the state. 
"Hyder is the big 
draw," Harlow said. "If. 
they can go to Wrangell or 
Petersburg, that gives 
them another option." 
Even larger concerns 
centre on the fact the end 
of such ::~':,{o~id could be- 
come a ne~, U.S. port for 
export of northern B,C. re- 
sources .  :: 
That would ~ cost Stewart 
business, he said. 
';It would not be a posi- 
tive thing for us," Harlow 
said. "It would be B.C. re- 
sources going out through 
an Alaskan port." 
The road link would be 
built at U.S. cost but de- 
pend s on B.C. government 
support, something the 
Alaskans hope is a better 
prospect now that the NDP I 
is gone and the B.C. Lib- 
erals are in power. P ~ 
The Liberals' northern ~;~:! 
caucus is to examine the 
issueithis year. 
Harlow said Stewart 
council hasn't yet mounted 
a Serious campaign over 
the issue. 
But he said they've had 
talks • with area MLA Bill 
Belsey and Skeena MP 
Andy Burton. 
officials cut loose 
Warwick. "Current common law 
He said Brown's job standards arising from 
will be taken over, for court settlements put se- 
now, by an existing senior verance to a maximum 
official. 
That person is Suzanne 
Johnston, who also runs 
hospitals on the coast and 
on the Queen Charlotte Is- 
lands for the NHA. 
"The plan is not to fill 
it,,' said Warwick of the 
chief operating officer po- 
sition. 
Warwick added that 
'other cuts wi l l  be an- 
nounced soon as the NHA 
continues to find ways to 
reduce its threatened eft- 
eft. 
The projected deficit 
comes in part by having 
the provincial government 
freeze health care budgets 
for the next three years. 
Eliminating the posi- 
tions of Kuntz, Stewart 
and Robinson will save the 
NHA annual salaries worth 
$304,239, according to in- 
formation received from 
the NHA by The Terrace 
Standard as a result of fil- 
ing a freedom of informa- 
tion request. 
But it will be some 
Paul Brown 
time before those savings 
are realized because of se- 
verance payments and pay 
outs of any applicable ac- 
cumulated holiday and 
sick leave time. 
Michael Lancaster of 
the Public Sector Employ- 
ers' Council, a provincial- 
ly-legislated body set up to 
oversee public sector pay 
and benefits levels, said 
senior executives could re- 
ceive up to two years of 
salary in severance de- 
pending upo'n contract 
conditions, length of ser- 
vice, age and likelihood of 
other employment. 
QUALITY 
EXTERIOR & INTERIOR 
COATINGS AVAILABLE AT: 
GENERAL PA INT  
Ter race  I n te r io rs  
5610 Laze l le  Ave.  
Phone:  635-6600 
Ter race  Bu i lders  
3207 Munroe  
Phone:  635-6273 
two years," said Lancaster. 
Brown made $112,200 a
year but any savings will 
also be affected by sever- 
ance. 
The cuts have been pre- 
dicted for some time, and. 
Warwick said it was im- 
portant O show that senior 
managers would also be 
affected by the need to 
save money. 
As well, the NHA has 
announced it will cut the 
equivalent of 175 full time 
administrative and office 
support jobs as it merges 
services. 
It will also cut 400 jobs 
in areas such as house- 
keeping, laundry and food , 
services. 
~l~ EPILEPSY 
CANADA 
1-514-845-7855 
1'877-SEIZURE 
www.epilepsy.ca 
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A mortgage that 
leaves room for iiw'ng. 
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With:~ '~t~ ~ t~(s low, .... 
/ 
With savings like these, 
:: ~• i: i•~,•i?i~• i 
The Great Rate Mortgage: 
3/4% below Prime for the full 5-year term. 
Take a seat. 
Call the number. 
~;: 1- 800,409-4363 i.
www.tdca nadatrust.com 
Looking for a comfortable way to carry a mortgage? 
Check out the Great Rate Mortgage from TD Canada Trust. 
It delivers a rate guaranteed tobe 3/4% below TD Prime for 
the full five-year term*. And that can add up to thousands of 
dollars in savings! 
With set monthly payments hroughout your term, you 
know exactly what your mortgage costs will be. That makes 
budgeting easier. If interest rates drop, more of your set 
monthly payment is applied to the principalt. And that way 
you pay off your mortgage faster. 
The Great Rate Mortgage gives you the added flexibility to 
convert o a fixed rate mortgage whenever you like +. And if 
you convert within the first 12 months of your term, you'll 
get 1% off the posted 5-year fixed rate in effect at that timett. 
Why put living on hold? Get the Great Rate Mortgage and 
make the move to mortgage savings today! 
B Canada Trus t  
Banking can be this~om~o~table 
*Some conditions apply, Applies to residential properties only.and is subject tomeeting TD Canada Trust lending criteria. Offer may be changed, withdrawn 
or extended at any time, without notice.: Not available in combination with any other rate discounts, offers or promotions. Mortgage must be approved by 
June 14 and funded by Aug. 31, 2002, Rate fluctuates with TD Prime and may differ temporarily from TD Prime until adjusted monthly to reflect he latest 
change in TD Prime, Hf rates rise, more of your monthly payment will go toward interest. At a certain point you will have options to choose from regarding 
payment arrangements. Ask for details, +The term must be longer than the number of years remaining on the Great Rate Mortgage. "i'tMust convert o a 
5-year term EquityBuilder Mortgage or a regular non-discounted 5-year term high ratio mortgage. :lAssumes interest rate does not vary over the term, 
I 
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LEDEEM THIS COUPONAT ANY CARTERS JEWELLERS LOCATION 
l 
Good for 7 days. One per customer. 
2ff Anniversa  Sale 
.~. ,',~ :~  
5avin. gs daily 
w th the 
distinction of quality 
from Carters 
i " . . . .  
1-888-847-9766 
Come see us on the Web at 
www, cartersJowellers,com 
E.malf: 
. sales @ cartersjewellars,com 
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Skeena Mall, Pine Centre_, 
Terrace Prince Georoe 
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,Carter Card • Interact 
.Visa ,, Meatsrcafd • Amex 
• 10% Down Layaway Plan 
• Credit Terms Available 
• 7.day Moneyback Guarantee 
• 30-day Full Exchange Program 
West Park Mall, 
Ouesnel 
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Canoes highlight our history 
A UNIQUE, new museum 
exhibit in Terrace show- 
cases a handcrafted canoe 
by local artisans Cliff Bol- 
ton and Mark Point 
throughout the summer. 
"The Canoe: A Cana- 
dian Cultural Icon" is a 
travelling exhibit designed 
to give visitors a look at 
the importance of canoes 
to Canada's history and 
culture. 
Bolton's 32-foot cedar 
canoe was built 15 years 
ago and is similar in style 
to traditional northwest 
coast design. 
"The only difference is 
it was basically built to 
race with," he said. "It's a 
little sleeker, it's lower 
and narrower." 
Bolton said the canoe 
was used often by his fa- 
mily but hasn't been on 
the water for roughly five 
years. 
He's happy to see inter- 
est in local artisans and 
says it's important o give 
not only tourists a sense of 
the history from this area, 
but people from the Ter- 
race are as well. 
Terrace Tourism Socie- 
ty director Darryi Tucker 
said he hopes Bolton and 
Point's canoe is just the 
first of many local contri- 
butions to enhance the dis- 
play. 
"As soon as people 
walk in here they might 
say 'hey, I've got some- 
thing you may be interes- 
ted in,'" Tucker said. 
He said those types of 
additions will give the ex- 
hibit a local flavour. 
The exhibit comes f rom 
the Canadian Canoe Mu- 
seum in Peterborough, On- 
tario and is specifically 
designed to travel to dif- 
ferent communities. 
It includes four full size 
crafts including two ca- 
noes, one kayak frame and 
a birch bark canoe frame. 
Interactive displays 
allow visitors to get a clo- 
se-up look at the materials 
and techniques used to 
build certain types of ca- 
noes. 
Many hands-on displays 
allow visitors to touch and 
feel traditional canoe 
building materials uch as 
birch bark, cedar and sap. 
The exhibit includes 
freestanding interpretive 
centres, cultural artifacts 
such as tools, paddles and 
trade goods as well as 
video and audio units. 
The focus is on the di- 
versity of the vessels and 
their relationship to var- 
ious cultures and environ- 
ments in Canada. 
Its first destination was 
Yellowknife, Northwest 
Territories. 
Terrace is its second 
Canadian stop where the 
exhibit will remain 
throughout the summer and 
perhaps longer. 
The Canoe: A Canadian 
Cultural Icon opens by the 
end of May and is located 
at 4427 Keith Ave. next to 
the PNG building. 
The exhibit operates in 
conjunction with the Herit- 
age Park Museum which 
means paid admission at 
one venue provides free 
admission to the other. 
For more information 
about the canoe exhibit 
and hours of operation call 
Darryl Tucker at the Ter- 
race Tourism Society at 
635-0832. 
DARRYL  TUCKER displays some of the artifacts featured at a new museum 
exhibit here celebrat ing the canoe's  importance to Canadian history. A canoe 
made by local artisans will also be exhibited, SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. 
Privacy 
info session 
set to go 
AN INFORMATION ses- 
sion on new provincial 
government private sector 
privacy legislation will be 
held noon Friday May 17 
at the Coast Inn of the 
West. 
The session will provide 
background and an over- 
view of issues related to 
private sector privacy. 
The new legislation will 
be introduced in the spring 
2003 legislative session. 
A recent survey shows 
92 per cent of British Co- 
lumbians want privacy le- 
gislation for the private 
sector. 
I 
" SI~ le IS our  rez~b. Fiuo.,.t~ 
.... i i  make yourself at home! , , ° , .  , , 
~-~;7~ 'i, , .~  :: .~ • 
-: ~ ,~,, ,!~:,~;~.: ~':,i:::/::.;~ : ~. Valid to June 30/02. 
#~ :I 1-800-663-0298 
Accent Inns i ~ ; : :  ~,, www.accent inns.com 
f i ~ ~  ~:: Canadian owned and operated 
;! i ! Accent 
~ 200Z AVALANCHE 4X4 
Convert.a-Cab'System for a quick switch between truck and SUV, Variable Sized 
argo Bed• YOFtee 5300 V8 EngTne • kutotrac 4.Wheel Or/re System 
CASH PURCHASE FROM 
TRUCK OF THE YEAR 
200Z SILVERADO EXT CAB 4X4 
Carguide BESTBUYAward 2002 
, Vortee 4.8L 210 HP V8 Engine. 4-Wheel Drive • 4-Speed Automatic with Tow/Haul Mode. 4-Wheel Disc 
ABS • 40JEO/40 Split front Seat with Custom Cloth Trim • AC. Chrome Wheels, Grille and Bumpers 
• CO. Tilt Wheel • Automatic Headlights. Tachometer, Engine Hourmeter & Driver Message Centre 
36 MONTH SMARTLEASE OR HEWL CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
$ ' 32,198 
PER MONTN INCLUDING FREIGHT AND PDI 
$3,990 DOWN PAYMENT 
IIJ ¢,l l t  
GH 
TRUCK & 
NO-  
SUV 
EA 
EVENT 
CHARGE 
AUTOHATIC  
+ 
HOW WITH % 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
IOR UP TO 36 MONTHSt 
200Z 5-10 EXT CAB 2WD 
• Vortec 4.3L 180 HP V6 Engine • 4.Speed Automatic • 4.Wheel ASS. 3rd Door. AC. Aluminum 
Wheels • CD. Tilt Wheel & Cruise Control • Deep Tint Glass • Sliding Rear Window. Bucket Seals 
• Locking Differential • Tachometer 
48 MONTH SMARTLEASE om PURCHASE PRICE 
s228' s22,198' 
PER MONTH INCLUDING FREIGHT AND PUt 
$3,110 O0WU PAYHENT 
~2002 TRAILBLAZER LS 
2002 Truck of the Year Award- Horth American International Autoshow 
"Most Appealin# M/dsize Sport Util/ty"- J.O. Power 2001APEAL Award 
• 270 HP 4.ZL In.Line 6.Dylinder Vodec Engine. 4.Speed Automatic. Dual Zone AC • Autotrac Automatic 
P, WD • Lo~king Differential* Side Impact Air DaMs. 16" Aluminum Wheels • Power Lock~indows/ 
Heated Mirrors. independent Fron Suspension. 5.Unk Hear Suspension" HD Trailering Euipment 
48 MONTH SMARTLEASE Oil ~EWl CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
 4/8' * * ' ** "  FIVE STAR SAFETY RATIKG Chevrolet TroilUlazor hol~ G 5'dar Y rating in sido.tm~t ests." 
PC INCLUDING FREIGHT AND POt 
$3 675 DOWN PAYMENT 
JJJ,Jd ['v'i; '~ 
~ ]  2002 BLAZER Z-DR 
• Vorloo 4.3L 190 HP V6 Engine, 4-Speed Automatic • AC, locking Differential. Aluminum 
Wheels. 4.Wheel ABS. Pomr Door Looks/Windo~Mirron • Remote Keyless Entry. Tilt Wheel 
and Cruise Control • Driver and Front Passenger Air Bags 
48 MONTH SMARTLEASE 011 NEWl CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
s328' s27888' . , , , *  FIVI: STAR SAFETY RATIHG Ckev~olet Blazor holds a 5"slat, hoot aud roar ! seat rali~j iosldo.lmpad tests." 
PER MONTH INCLUDING FREIGHT AND PDI 
S3.940 DOWN PAYMENT 
FOR A UMITED TIME ONLYAT YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET • OLDSMOBILE DEALER 
~Oado-"- 
ASK ABOUT GREAT DEALS ON MANUAL TRANSMISSION TRUCKS 
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THIS HEADLINE from the August 4, 1960 issue of The Terrace 
Omineca Herald announces the arrival of the area's first private 
commercial radio station, founded through the efforts of J, Fred 
Cancer claims J. Fred Weber 
the Tall Totem network,. 
bringing television to the 
northwest through trans- 
mitters placed on rugged 
mountain tops, has died. 
J. Fred Weber died May 
7 in West Vancouver of 
pneumonia fter a lengthy 
battle with cancer. He was 
80, 
Born in 1922 in Young- 
stown, Alberta, John Fre- 
derick Weber was just 18 
when he joined CKOV 
Radio in Kelowna in 1940. 
That was followed by 
stints in Quesnel, and in 
Kamloops where he honed 
his entrepreneurial and 
broadcast skills first in 
radio and then in TV. 
In 1960, Weber moved 
to Terrace, founded Skee- 
na Broadcasters Ltd..with 
a group of local business- 
people and put CFTK 
Radio on the air on August 
1 of that year. 
"This is the end of iso- 
lation in Terrace," said 
then-Skeena Broadcasters 
president George Me- 
Adams. 
"Before us came the 
B.C. Power Company, B.C. 
Telephone, the daily train 
service, daily air service, 
our weekly newspaper, 
hospital, doctor and dental 
facilities and then came 
our neighbours, Kitimat. 
Now a radio station. Ter- 
race need no more have 
that feeling of isolation." 
Skeena Broadcasters 
soon expanded to include 
AM statipns in Kitimat 
and Prince: Rupert. 
Weber's biggest chal- 
lenge was to provide tele- 
vision signals to the scat- 
tered communities of the 
northwest. 
Besides his business 
skills, Weber was also an 
engineer and designed a 
transmitter in a piece of 
plastic pipe that could be 
installed on mountain tops. 
Skeena Broadcasters 
got permission to go to air 
with its television signal in 
June 1962. 
In that time before sa- 
tellite signals, Skeena 
Broadcasters  maintained 
the largest one-area broad- 
cast system in the world, 
reaching east to the Burns 
Lake area and north to the 
Alaska Panhandle. 
Those were not easy 
days, as the only access to 
the propane-powered 
equipment was by helicop- 
ter and the northwest's 
often unpredictable weath- 
er made things difficult. 
It was also a time be- 
fore live TV signals could 
be received from the 
south, meaning shows, in- 
eluding hockey games, 
were taped and flown up 
for re-broadcast. 
Weber helped finance 
his TV network by selling 
$25 gift certificates to be 
applied against the pur- 
chase of television sets 
from sponsors. 
The sponsor would re- 
ceive dollar for dollar ad- 
vertising when the certifi- 
cates were redeemed 
through Skeena Broadcas- 
ters. 
The next task of Skeena 
Broadcasters was to pro- 
vide cable television, first 
in Prince Rupert, Terrace 
Weber who passed away last week. Stations followed in Kitimat 
and in Prince Rupert. Broadcasting took a leap forward in 1962 
when Weber's Skeena Broadcasters, brought TV to the area. 
Broadcasting pioneer dies 
THE MAN who created and Kitimat in the 1970s Group which also reflected" 
and then elsewhere in the 
next decade. 
By the 1980s, Skeena 
Broadcasters was an es- 
tablished network of TV, 
cable and AM stations. 
In 1983, the company 
received an FM licence 
for a station to stretch 
throughout the northwest. 
As a mark of honour, 
the call sign, CJFW-FM, 
matched Weber's initials - 
JFW. 
Weber was also a prop- 
erty developer, owning 
through various companies 
the buildings and land oc- 
cupied by some of the 
broadcast facilities as well 
as other commercial loca- 
tions around the northwest. 
The tandem aspect of 
the business, broadcast 
and real estate, brought 
about a name change to 
the Okanagan-Skeena 
the company's growing 
geographic presence in 
B.C. 
It also became a public 
company, listed on the 
Toronto Stock Exchange. 
Weber also found time 
for politics, serving as 
mayor of Terrace in 1968- 
1969. 
He counted Social Cre- 
dit cabinet minister Grace 
McCarthy and her hus- 
band, Ray, as friends as 
well as political and busi- 
ness associates. 
Weber was also a Ro- 
tarian, a regional Boy 
Scouts commissioner, sat 
on the local hospital soc- 
iety board and was the first 
chairman of the Open 
Learning Agency, which is 
tied to the Knowledge 
Network. 
He also worked on the 
early operations of the 
J. Fred Weber 
Skytrain rapid transit sys- ters Hall of Fame. 
tern. He is survived by Evva 
In 1988, Weber was in- (McKenzie), his wife of 
ducted into the Canadian 53 years, three sons and 
Association of Broadcas- four grandchildren. 
CO!NGRATUL IONS!! 
-/laria Botelho 
is the Grand Prize Winner 
of the Terrace Standard's 
donated b X 
IMAGES BY KARLENE 
Consisting of  a full body massage, [oclal, 
manicure, shampoo, hair.cut & blow.dry. 
Maria is shown here with 
Terrace Standard advertising 
manager, Brian Lindenbach. 
JoanneThomson 
Executive Program 
Essentials of Conflict Management 
From Resolution to Transformation: 
Harnessing the Power of Change 
Risk Assessment for Business Start-ups 
Essentials of Project Management 
Professional Development 
Macromedia Dreamweaver I
Hacromedia Drear~weaver II
Adobe Photoshop I 
Adobe Photoshop II 
Unix Operating System I & I I  
Oracle Workforce Development & Certification 
Discoverer for the End User Oracle Database Architecture & 
Oracle 81 Intro to SQL & PL/SQL Administration 
Courses  will be del ivered at the University of Northern British 
Co lumbia 's  Prince George  campus,  Detailed info on courses,  
dates,  fees, accommodat ion ,  and registration is available 
onl ine or by calling 250 .960,5520.  
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Canadian Community Newspapers Association I 
rlews 
tell the local story 
papers 
|~.1:i:~.-~q~.f~-~-~[~FJ~:~.~M~:~:~t~.1F.-~:~7.~1~:~RN~#:~:~.~g~.f:~`~iI~;~ 
The Terrace Art Association 
Annual General Meeting 
Monday, May 27th, 2002 @ 7:00 pm 
in Terrace Art Gal lery 
Everbody is welcome to attend! 
Centennia l  
Chr ist ian 
School  presents 
"The Hobbit" 
by J.R.R. Tolkien 
Produced with special permission by HarperCollins 
May 30, 31, 2002 at 7 p.m. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Tickets $10 Adults - $6 Students & Seniors 
Tickets sold at Centennial Christian School 
3608 Sparks Street or the 
Skeena Mall May 10 &l 7 5:00-9:00 p.m. 
Skeena Mall May 11 &l 8 9:30-6:00 p.m. 
For information, call 635-6173 
JOE Mandur it. 
LqD 
w~.joannethomstm.cpm 
"Embracing Spirit" 
portraying [and and spirit in art 
IOANNE THOMSON paints In 1he traditioN ol Canadian Landscape paintinq and JOE MANduR jr carves, draws And paInts 
In the traditIon ol NorthwEsl NAtIvE DEslqn. 
IOANNE And Jot present their I~cEm IndMduAl work ~d Introduce THEIR coUAboIIAIIVE WORk. 
ContAcl Emily CARR HOus~Oe ~ ~teduje of chss~s And Information sessioks .(250} 383.~843.- ~! ,,::i " 
ThE ArtIsts will be in resl&ncE for much of the summer. Com~ and vIsIt. 
Show dates And times: July I. August 25, 2002 
IO am - 5 pm daily at Emily Cart House 
207 GovernmEnt S . VIctorIa, B. C. Canada V8V 2K8 
www,emilycarr.c0m 
hurt kids 
The B.C. Liberals promised 
to protect public education. 
But they are defunding our schools by about $200 
million next year! 
The cuts will mean more crowded classrooms, less 
support for students and an estimated 2,000 fewer 
teachers working with B.C. students. 
That's the equivalent of losing every single teacher 
from Prince George, Campbell River and the entire 
Coast Mountains school district combined. 
This assault on educat ion hurts our students and our  
communit ies.  
Nobody voted for that! 
To find out how you can speak up for public education, 
Terrace District Teachers' Union at 635-4659. 
Or go to www.bctf.ca/Action/ 
Publ ic educat ion  
Because we think 
- I  
' .  . . . .  , . : . . ,  
the world o f  our children c~ 
ckage. 
Home Secmii:y 
andS24.95  for 24 hr ULC 
only /me, monitoring' 
Local People, Local Service 
• Based on n (3) year 36 monlh 24 hour monitoring aFeemen! a! $24.95 plus GST per month. AI Ih¢ end of lira Icrm you own ihe system. O/~C Only 
Pn:widng 
SecLrity & Protec~n 
s in~ 1818 
,Chubb 
, ' ' Sys tems 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC 
638-832.1 
www.ch ubbsecurity.com 
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Once in 
a lifetime 
IT'S SOMETHING which His friend Evelyn 
only happens to many picked up the game nearly 
people once in a lifetime - five years ago. She and 
and for Ed Cote it came Cote play crib almost 
May 4. daily. 
That's the day he drew "I thought he'd go fly- 
a 29 hand while playing ing off his chair he was so 
cribbage With his friend :excited;" She Said about 
and neighbour Evelyn 
Baxter. 
"I 've been playing crib 
for over 65 years and this 
is the first time I've had a 
29 hand," said Cote. 
Often referred to as the 
perfec t hand in the popular 
card game, it takes a spe- 
cific combination of cards 
to make it all add up. 
Cote held a five of 
hearts; a five of spades, a 
five of clubs and a jack of 
diamonds in his hand. 
When he turned over a 
five of diamonds on the 
cut he knew he'had the 
winning combination. 
Cote is a former mem- 
ber of the merchant mar- 
ines and says he's played 
crib all over the world. 
"Among the sailors it 
was a big game," he said. 
Cote ' s  reaction to the 
heavy hand. 
To document he once 
in a lifetime occurrence 
Cote and Baxter took 
photos of  his cards - just 
in case anyone needs 
proof. 
Cote plays the game 
using an antique crib board 
designed for  only two 
players. 
The metal pegs he uses 
which mark the points on 
his well worn board are 
topped with the number 29. 
He's been using those 
pegs for more than 35 
years - they  were a gift 
from his daughter when 
she was a little girl. 
Now when he uses 
those pegs they'll be a re- 
minder of the day he final- 
lv drew the perfect hand. 
ED COTE shows off the winning combination which 
earned him a 29 hand in a cribbage game May 4. 
It's the first time in over 65 years Core's drawn a 
perfect hand, SARAH A, ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. 
i 
Make the next rip jbr them... 
Spend this May long weekend with the 
"whole" fandly at the new Ramada Plaza 
offering all BC Residents an introductory 
rate of $69.00. Time with the family has 
never been so important... 
call Grandma, Auntie Kathy and Uncle John 
at this price you can afford a nice visit. 
we we 
PLAZA HOTEL 
(FORMERLY THE D E~.TA PACIF1C RE ~.~,O R'n 
1 866 482 8444 
www.vacr .bc .ca  
The  Ramada Plaza Hotel Vancouver Ai rpor t  
10251 St. Edwards Drive, Richmond, BC, V6X 2M9 
Premier 
Gordon 
Campbell 
From front 
Prosperity 
on its way 
Alcan will essentially be- 
come a power company, at 
the expense of smelter 
jobs. 
Those concerns have hit 
a fever pitch since an 
Alcan submission to the 
energy policy review panel 
was made public, indica- 
ting it wishes to sell more 
power on the open market. 
Kitimat officials are 
pushing Victoria to rigidly 
enforce the 1950 agree- 
ment that gave Alcan the 
use of the water in the Ne- 
chako watershed to gener- 
ate power for the purpose 
of creating jobs. 
They want Alcan to re- 
turn to full aluminum pro- 
duction - the smelter has 
been running below capa- 
city due to low water le- 
vels and requirements to 
supply power to B.C. 
Hydro - and to carry out a 
major smelter expansion. 
The government con- 
trols Alcan's ability to ex- 
port power because the. 
electricity would have to 
be transmitted by provinci- 
ally owned B.C. Hydro. 
Campbell says he ex- 
pects the water rights 
given to Alcan will be 
used to create jobs. 
"We will ensure that 
Alcan is living up to the 
1950 agreement and I 'm 
sure they would want to do 
that," the premier said. 
"Hopefully Aican is 
going to come forward 
with some of their plans 
for the future. We'l l  sit 
down at the table and work 
with them and act in the 
best interests of the pro- 
vince of British Columbia 
as a whole." 
• Redqc0Garbagel., 
BeC'ome a.i: ,~. ,: 
, i :G  
SHOPPER! 
E RWl N J EWE LLE RS 
EVERYTHING MUST BE SOLD 
Visit 
PITCH-IN 
CANADA'S 
Resource Library 
to find out howl 
. www.pitch- in.ca 
ERWIN JEWELLERS 
TERRACE SKE':NA MALL SHOPPING CEHTRE , " & TERRACE 
KITIMAT-cITY CENTRE MALl, : : : ,  
' . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  " ~ • ~: i~ i  ~ ::~:, i?i:~U~i m ~ , : i~</  
! , 
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COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 OMMUNITY s c,,o  
Year abroad helped 
teen push her limits 
I By JENNIFER LANG two hours a day. 
CHELSEA Fladhamer's scarlet wool Ro- But after Chelsea been in Switzerland 
tary blazer glitters with flashes of gold for a few months, they gently outlawed 
and silver. English at home. 
It's covered with dozens of buttons and "The first three months were very diffi- 
. pins that catch the light, cult," she says, referring to the language 
They're tiny but treasured mementos of barrier. "You don't know what's going 
an experience that broadened her hori' on!" 
zons and put her in contact with so many Her first day at colege that September 
new faces - and offered her a passport to was the worst. 
independence. She was interviewed by the principal 
The 19-year-old spent a year in Swit- as her host father tried to translate. 
zerland through the Rotary Youth Ex- " I  had no clue. I didn't even know 
change program, what courses I was going into," she re- 
She lived with host families in Due- calls. "That was scary. To be stuck in a 
dingen, a tiny village of 7,000 just out- classroom and not know what's going on." 
side of Freiburg, where she went to co- But it got better. 
lege, an intermediate step "I knew I was going to be 
between high school and there for a year," she says. "I 
the post-secondary level, tried to make the best of it. I 
"I met around 90 other think I caught on to the lan- 
students from around the guage really fast." 
world through Rotary. It was By December she was so 
pretty incredible." fluent she was even dream- 
Now, thanks to email, ing in German. 
she's able to keep in touch The youth exchange isn, t an 
with a core group of friends easy ride. 
she made. One even came In addition to living with 
to Terrace for a visit, host families and attending 
Chelsea's year began in school, participants are am- 
! August, 2000, just after bassadors for Canada and are 
she'd graduated from Cale- expected to follow the "four 
donia Senior Secondary. Ds" while they're on the ex- 
Born in November, she change. 
was still young enough to That means no drinking, no 
qualify for the youth ex- driving, no dating and no 
change program. Che lsea  drugs. 
Growing up in Terrace, Fladhamer There are also financial 
she had met Rotary ex- costs. Chelsea says her par- 
change students who hailed from places ents paid about $3,000 up front. The host 
like Australia, New Zealand, France, and families covered her room and board and 
Brazil. Rotary gave her a $100 allowance ach 
But it wasn't until a Rotary Club pre- month, but she paid for all ether ex- 
sentation on the program at her school penses. 
that she gave the idea serious thought. But she earned big dividends in return 
i Chelsea's mother, who viewed the pro- - a second language and a new sense of 
....... gram as a'good' way to travel and~make' independe~eei' ~i ~:~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .... 
contacts, encouraged her to a 1 "It makes i PP y" you a complete, indepen- 
Chelsea saw it as a chance to learn 
German, one of Switzerland's official 
languages. 
She spent three weeks in a German 
language program in Bern when she first 
arrived. 
And her host families spoke English - 
at first. 
Her first host mother, a teacher, pati- 
ently helped her learn German for about 
dent person, You get there, and you're on 
your own - there's no more morn and dad 
to hold your hand." 
While she doesn't get much opportun- 
ity to speak German now that she's back 
home, she's proud to have reached her or- 
iginal goal to learn the language. 
"It's more than I ever thought I would 
accomplish, I think." 
TOUR GUIDES Roy Toomey and Morgan Evans are filled with historical infor- 
mation. They'll show you around Heritage Park Museum. JENNIFER LANO PHOTO 
Museum opens its doors 
By JENNIFER LANG 
WORKING AS a tour guide at Heritage 
Park Museum just might be the perfect 
summer job for a history buff who likes 
people. 
Take 21-year-old Roy Toomey, a Uni- 
versity of Northern B,C. grad about to 
start his third summer at the museum, 
opening for the season this Saturday. 
Each season begins with a stack of 
reading, he says, adding he's given a bin- 
der packed with reams of information on 
the buildings, and all the artifacts inside, 
from pedal-powered sewing machines to 
iron wood stoves. 
Dressed in period costumes, he and the 
other two guides - also returning for their 
third summer in a row - offer tours lasting 
up to one and a half hours. 
The museum, a campus of furnished 
cabins, houses, and even a hotel, is a liv- 
ing document of Terrace's earliest days, 
from around 1900 to 1945 ........ 
things like, "I used to have this as a kid - 
I must be an antique!" 
The museum sees plenty of school 
kids, too, during tours in May and June, '.' 
Children are fascinated by the butter. 
making demonstration a d enjoy munch- 
ing on biscuits baked in a wood stove. 
Tour guides also catalogue new acqui- 
sitions and perform day-to-day mainte- 
nance and cleaning - and that means po- 
lishing table tops and silverware. 
The museum is operated by the Ter- 
race Community Facilities Society, a 
non-profit group that also operates the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
The society is trying to reach out to 
tourists - and to people in Terrace. 
' "I'm sure there's lots of local people 
who have never been to Heritage Park 
Museum," says society member Orest 
Chalupiak, 
The hosts a range of special events 
PICTURE IT: Yvonne Moen, Jane Dickson and Aron Strumecki in front of a mural by Peter Dickson. They 
want to launch a mural project for buildings in Terrace's downtown next year. 
A year to remember 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE DREAM to make Terrace the 
mural capital of northern B.C. might 
be closer to reality than you think. 
The Terrace Art Gallery is spear- 
heading efforts behind a wall mural 
project in the downtown core next 
summer - timed to coincide with 
Terrace's 75th anniversary celebra- 
tions taking place in 2003. 
Imagine a downtown transformed 
into an outdoor gallery of people and 
place s rePresen!!ng the history o f  
Terracel 
Multicultural Association member 
Jane Dickson was in Chemainus, a
Vancouver Island town that's now 
world famous for its murals, for a 
conference when inspiration struck. 
"I thought, 'This is something we 
need in Terrace," she says. "We 
should try it here." 
Dickson hopes it will promote a 
journey of discovery, as locals and 
tourists find out what Terrace has to 
offer. 
Aron Strumecki, co- 
ordinator of the Terrace 
Art Gallery, says Ver- 
non, • B.C., was comple- 
tely transformed after 
the town launched a 
wall mural project of its 
OWI'I. 
"I used to think, 
'What an ugly little 
town,'" Strumecki re- 
calls. 
' Theh murals beganio 
appear. "It tota l ly  
changed my attitude to, 
ward Vernon?' 
He wonders if a 
change of attitude might 
work here. 
"I do care about this place and I 
want it to succeed," he says. "It 
might be the first step in the rebirth 
of Terrace." 
City councillor Marylin Davies 
says Terrace, a town 
pounded by an econo- 
mic downturn, is now 
at the crossroads. 
Davies chairs the 
committee in charge 
of Terrace's 75th 
birthday celebrations. 
"We were delighted" 
to hear of the mural 
project, she says. 
Dozens of groups and 
agencies !layel already 
come forward with 
plans for events during 
2003.. 
"There's so'many ex '  
c i t ing  ideas that 
Marlin Davies peop le  have - I th ink  
it's going to be a great 
year," Davies says. 
Events are already starting to take 
shape, from an old fashioned straw- 
berry festival to a Terrace reunion. 
Continued Page B3 
Traffic offers more than one 
challenge for novice TLT cast 
By JENNIFER LANG 
WHY GO the easy route? 
That seems to be the 
overriding philosophy with 
the Terrace Litt le 
Theatre's season finale, 
Traffic. 
You'd think the cast 
and crew already had en- 
ough challenges to deal 
with. 
Think about it: for one 
thing, none of the actors -
newcomers Kim Hewgill, 
Michelle Eisner, David 
Belanger and Kieran 
Leach - have acted in 
. community theatre before. 
Then there's the bit 
• about how the play's open- 
ing night took place last 
week during the Skeena 
Zone Drama Festival in 
Kitimat, on the roomy 
stage at the Mount Eliza- 
beth Theatre, an unfami- 
liar stage in another town. 
This regional competi- 
tion for marks and awards 
determines which produc- 
tion heads to tile provin- 
cials, Mainstage BC. The 
audience also picks a fa- 
vourite. 
The thing is, no one 
seems to realize - or  care 
- that they're battling 
some long odds, 
What's clear is that 
when Traffic begins its run 
at the cozy, quaint McColl 
Playhouse Friday night, 
cast  and crew will have 
already endured their bapt- 
ism by fire. 
The story revolves 
STEAMY KISS: David Belanger and Kim Hewgill play characters involved in a 
tempestuous romance in Traffic, opening Friday. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
their 20s who find them- 
selves learning how to 
deal with adult responsibi- 
lities - l i ke  relationships, 
rent, and jobs. 
"It's stuff everybody's 
going through," director 
come." 
Marshall, last seen in 
the TLT's dinner theatre 
production, Drinking 
Alone, studied drama at 
the University of Saskat- 
chewan and has directed 
Jason Marshall shrugs, before. 
"The play's got a little bit He describes Traffic as 
Friends episode," explains 
David Belanger, who plays 
Anton's roommate Noel. 
Belanger joined the 
production less than one 
month before opening 
night. 
"I had to do a lot of  
catching up," he grins, 
of  immaturity - just like so 
many people who are in 
their 20s." 
He's proud of how far 
his novice cast has come; 
"They've become in- 
credibly strong actors," 
Marshall says during an 
interview in the cigarette- 
a character-driven dark co- adding the other actor 
reedy that defies easy plot- spurred him on. 
summaries, It's written by "I've been doing back- 
one of his former c lass .  
mates at the U o f  S. 
Everyone in the cast is 
under 30. 
At 21, Kieran Leach, a 
lanky blond who plays 
stage stuff for three years," 
says Kim Hewgill, who 
plays Noel's obsess ive  
love interest. "I've wanted 
to get on  stage." 
"We're nervous," ad- 
throughout the summer, including Canada around two roommates and smoke filled green room at Anton is the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . , youngest, mlts Micneue t~isner, who  
. That s'current events to ahistory major Day  and Rwerboat Days, It's closed buddtes as their friendship the McCollPlayhouse two He describes the nlav -l-u='r,~== 
hke Toomey, ~ i Tuesdays and Wednesdays, but groups starts to unravel, days before ol~enimz n i 0 h t , , , ,  _ . _ e, as ~ . . . . . .  a~rt. o,,=,,~.":"'""^ " ~-S~-~,.u.l~. r -~  -~,~,..Jralllc runs May''~ XT-XtS,'-" 
It's not that long ago to many Visdorsl will be able to book the facility for wed- The play is an explora, . I m really Impressed dyi  24'25, May 31and June 1 ~ 
either. Toomey says people often say dings, parties, or group pictures, tion of a group of people in with how far  they'Ve "it's like amessedu at the McColl ela house . .  . . . .  , , . . . .  ' P  y . 
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CITY SCENE 
BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: May 15-18 Neurotic Dog. Live 
party music nightly. Ladies night Thursday. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Sara Brockelhurst will sing and 
play acoustic guitar Fridays and Saturdays. Tasha 
returns May 24, 
HANKY PANKY'S: The northwest's largest dance 
night club. No cover. Karaoke Sundays and Mondays. 
GEORGE'S PUB: Risky Business May 14 - 24. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Karaoke contest 
March 8 to June 7 every Friday from 8 p.m. to mid- 
night, Two qualifiers chosen by audience per week. Fi- 
nalists ~udged by selected judges, Door prizes and 
cash prizes for winners, Members and bona fide 
guests. New members welcome. 
CONCERTS 
Terrace Musicians Association presents a Coffee 
House Saturday May 18 featuring local folk rock 
group Samsara Fish, and Masala,a group of new and 
upcoming women artists. There will also be an open 
mic. Starts at 8 p.m. at the Elks Hall. Admission at the 
door. 
The Vicky Parviainen Dance Revue 2002. This 
27th annual revue is a benefit performance for the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Alive Society. May 24 at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 7:30 p.m. Tickets at the door, 
from students or from Flowers A La Carte. 
Classical guitarist Andrew Clark returns to Ter- 
race for a guitar recital 
May 31 at the Evangelical 
Free Church, 4640 Park 
Ave., at 8 p.m. Works by 
Bach, Coste, Albeniz. 
Proceeds to the Dare to 
Dream Foundation. Clark 
is a three-time scholar- 
ship winner from the Pa- 
cific Northwest Music 
Festival and is currently 
studying at the Royal 
Conservatory of Music. 
Andrew Clark 
Terrace Symphony Or- 
chestra's season finale, 8 p.m June 1 at the R,E,M. 
Lee Theatre. Special guests include clarinettist Gene 
Ramsbottom and French horn player Kurt Kellan. Both 
are visiting clinicians who are outstanding performers. 
Hellen Meutter, cellist, will perform a solo with the or- 
chestra, Tickets at Sight and Sound. 
Singer-songwriter Mae Moore presents a benefit 
concert 7:30 p,m. June 16 at the R,E.M. Lee Theatre 
in support of the Terrace Transition House building 
fund. Tickets at Elan Travel, Sidewalkers and Misty 
River Books, 
GOLF 
Terrace Big Brothers and Big Sisters Annual Fun 
Golf Scramble May 26 at the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. Registration 1 p.m. Tee off at 2 p.m. 
Includes barbecue dinner included. Nine-hole best ball 
format with a Hole In One Contest for a new car. For 
more information call 635-4232, 
THEATRE 
Terrace Uttle Theatre presents Traffic, the final 
show of the season. Anything can anything can happen 
when a roommate goes AWOL with his share of the 
rent and a stranger shows up with a mysterious bag, 
Four 20-something friends share insight and a dose of 
black humour in this dark comedy, directed by newco- 
mer Jason Marshall. May 17-18, 24-25, May 31 and 
June 1 at the McCall Playhouse. Tickets $8 at Uni- 
globe Courtesy Travel. 
Terrace Little Theatre play reading, Criminal 
Hearts, by Jane Martin, May 21 at 7:30 p.m, Come and 
read - or just listen - to this comedy about an agora- 
phobic socialite, a female burglar and her hapless 
sidekick and how they wreak revenge on a cold-hearted 
ex-husband. This play is under consideration for TLT 
production, Call Nancy 635-1329 or Marianne 635- 
2942 for details. 
VISUAL ARTS 
Youth Art Exhibit 2002 opens Friday, May 17 and 
runs to June 8 at the Terrace Art Gallery until May 
12, Art Gallery Hours: Wed. to Sat. from noon to 4 
p.m. Friday from noon to 6 p,m, and Sunday from 1 to 
4p.m. 
The Terrace Art Gallery's Spring Arts and Craft 
sale May 25 from 10 a,m, to 4 p.m. Pottery, photo- 
graph and much more. Call 638-8884 for details. 
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 1~ 
If you love the performing arts and want 
them to continue In Terrace, please get in- 
volved with the Terrace Concert Society. We 
need new board members. Our next meeting is 
Wed. May 15 at 7:30 p,m. We meet in the lobby 
of the R.E,M. Lee Theatre. Call 635-5603. 
able for group tours, group pictures or wed- 
dings. For info call 635-4546. 
Picnic in the Park (Elks Park on Agar) May 15, 
Celebrate Child Care Month with free fun for 
children and their parents, child care providers, 
or grandparents, Activities, snack, bring our 
own lunch, Hosted by the Skeena Child Care Re- 
source and Referrals, the Family Place, and 
ECEBC. Call 638-1113, 
Freida Dlesing, First Nations artist and reci- 
pient of an aboriginal achievement award, 
speaks at the Skeena River Players meeting, 7 
p,m, at 4720 Lazelle Ave, For more information, 
please call 635-8873 New members welcome, 
bring a friend. 
THURSDAY. MAY 1~ 
Northwest B.C. Metis Association monthly 
meeting at Interconnect, room 205, at 7 p.m, 
Everyone encouraged to attend, New members 
welcome. Call Eileen at 849-5052 or Shelley at 
635-0772 for more info, 
Is your child starting kindergarten this 
year? Prekindergarten immunization clinics at 
the Terrace Health Unit, 3412 Kalum St,, May 
16, By appointment, Call 638-2200, 
FRIDAY, MAy 17 
Terrace Public Library book sale starts Fri. 
day, May 17 at 7 p,m, It continues to May 26, 
Hundreds of used books at bargain pricesl For 
information call the library at 638-8177. 
I'tll lIlIl|lill][;l I ' l l  
This month at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
M_M_p_y 
May 22 & 23. Skeena Theatre Arts 10 presents 
"Variety Night" - monologues, scenes and clowns 
- an evening with something for everyone 
-8:00 p.m. Admission by donation 
May 24- Vlckl Parvlalnen's 27th Annual Dance Revue 
Always a treat - 7:30 p.m, . . . .  : 
Admission $7-$6 Students (12 &.under) & Seniors 
G 
May 30 & 31. "The Hobhlt" - presented by Centennial 
Christian School. 
J une  
June '1. The Terrace symphony presents their spring concert 
with gues t artists Gene Ramsbottom (clarionet) and 
Kust Kellan (French Horn) - 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets $10 for adults, $8 for students and seniors 
and $25 for families, Children 12 and under free 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Erwin's House of 
Fine Jewellery 
in the Skeena Mall 
I [  ]K  ]K  i [  ]K  IK  ]K  ! [  ] [  ]K  l l  
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
D B B e O I g ~ O O I  
SATURDAY. MAY 2~ 
Garage Sale for Hospice. May 25 at 4922 
Tweedle Ave, from 8 to noon, Donations can be 
dropped off the night before at the same ad- 
dress or any time at the Terrace Hospice Socie- 
ty office Mondays to Thursdays from 9-noon, 
It's located at 4650 Lazelle Ave,, in suite 205 B, 
Call 635.4611, 
TUESDAY, MAY 2{I 
Riverboat Days Society meets in council 
chambers at City Hall May 28 at 7:30 p,m, New 
volunteers welcome, Call Karlene for more Info 
at 635-2061, 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The Terrace Hiking Club is launching its spring 
and summer season, The group meets Sunday 
mornings for moderate to difficult day hikes all 
summer long. The hiking schedule is available at 
the library, All Season's, Valhalla Pure, and the 
Terrace Standard. For more information call 
Chris at 635-5996. 
The Terrace Art Gallery Is looking for sub. 
missions of First Nations artwork for its up. 
coming exhibit, First Nations Celebration 2002, 
The deadline for submission is Friday, June 7. 
Call Aron at 638.8884 for details. 
Heritage Park Museum opens Saturday, May 
18 for another season, Operating hours are 
from 10 a,m, to 5 p,m, Thursdays to Mondays 
(it's closed Tuesdays and Wednesdays), Avail- 
Overeaters Anonymous meets Mondays 
from 7-8 p,m. at the Sacred Heart Parish, at 
4830 Straume. Email terraceoa@hotmail.com 
for more information, 
Children's Programs at the Terrace Public 
Library. Tickles and Tales (birth to 12 months) 
Thursdays from 11:15 a,m. to noon, Stads May 
23. Toddler Time (13-23 months) Wednesdays 
from 11:15 a,m, to noon, starts May 22, Tales 
for Twos Tuesdays 10-11 a,m, starts May 21, 
Preschool Storytime (ages 3-5) Wednesdays or 
Thursdays from 10-11 a,m, starts May 22 and 
23, Programs run for six weeks, Register in 
person or by calling 638-8177, 
Terrace Little Theatre presents Summer 
Drama Days 2002. A summer drama youth 
program for ages 6 to 13 years, July 2-26 or 
August 6.30 Tuesdays through Fridays, morn- 
ings (9 a,m,-12 p,m,) or afternoons (1-4 p,m.) 
To register, call Nancy at 635-1329, Marianne 
at 635-2942, or drop in at Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel or at 4720A Lazelle Avenue, 
If you're Interested In forming a Men's 
Group, send an email along with your phone num. 
ber to Terracemensgroup@hotmail.com 
May Is Hospice Month, The Terrace Hospice 
Society is a non.profit organization offering 
support to terminally ill people and their fami- 
lies, Local activities include a raffle (prizes: a 
free standing wine rack, handmade quilt and a 
planter), displays at the Skeena Mall Friday and 
Saturday, Misty River Books and the Terrace 
Public Library, a garage sale May 25 4922 
Tweedle Ave. and the Hike for Hospice on June 
2, Call 635-4811. 
Southside and downtown residents - are 
you Interested In joining a community gar. 
den? A community garden is for individuals, 
kids and families who plant, grow, and harvest a 
garden together, Share the work and harvest a 
bounty, Interested? Sponsored by Terrace Anti 
Poverty Group Society, Call Jennifer at 635- 
4631 and leave a message, 
The Family History Centre (genealogy) is 
open every Wednesday from 7-9 p.m, Call Laura 
at 635.3190 for more information. 
The Mood Disorders Association of B,C, 
welcomes all to the Terrace area support 
group at 7:30 p,m, on the first and third Men. 
days of each month, At the Stepping Stone 
Clubhouse at 102-4450 Lazelle Ave, Contact 
Allen at 638-8749, 
One Step, a women's drop.in group, meets ,,,;~*;~ 
every Wednesday from 1:30-3 p,m, at Ksan ~>' J 
House Society, An opportunity for women to join 
with other women in sharing, listening and con. 
necting, For more info or to arrange a childcare 
subsidy, please all 635-2373, 
Attention Caledonia Grade of 1982, Our 20. 
year reunion is scheduled for July 26, 27 and 28, 
If you're a Cal grad, or know someone who is, 
please call us for more info, Jacqul Munson at 
635-6302 or John Evans at 635-1400, Or log 
onto www,grad82,com 
WILP SI'SATXW SOCIETY 
Community Healing Centre 
PO Box 429 
Kitw;mga BC 
VOJ 2AO 
Tel (250) 849-5211 Fax (250) 849-5374 
Annual General Assembly 
6:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, .M.ay 22,,.Z00  
Wilp Si'Satxw Healing Centre 
Kitwanga- Cedarvale Road 
Guest Speakers 
Reports. Elections 
MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE! 
This is a very special invitation to all 
concerned about First Nations Recovery and 
Health especially for our local area communities. 
Refreshments will be served[ 
Baby's Nmne: 
Baby's Name: Warren Keid] Barton Jr. 
Travis Ryan Date & 'rime of Ilirth: 
Date & Time of Birth: May 8, 2002 at 10:48 a.m. 
May 5, 2002 at 7:38 p.m. Weight: 5 Ibs. 9 oz. Sex: M;de 
Weight: 9 lbs. 8 oz. Sex: M',de Parents: Pansy Nisyok & 
Parents: Ryan & Candy Fr;mk Warren Barton 
Little brother for aillian 0 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Asiah Marie Isabelle 
David Adam Moody Date & Time of Birth: 
Date & 'time of Birth: April 19, 2002 at 9:50 p.m. 
April 29, 2002 at 12:11 a.m. ' Weight: 8 [bs. 0 oz, Sex: Fern:de 
Weight: I0 lbs, 3 oz, Sex: M~e Parent:;: Chantel Fonseca 
Parents: Beatrice &Elmer Moody & Rick Ledac 
¢ ¢ 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Tristan William Umberto Eisha ~ur 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: ' 
April 24, 2002 at 3:43 p.m. April 18, 2002 at 8:35 a.m. 
Weight: 6 lbs. 5 I/2 oz. Sex: M:de Weight: 7 Ibs. 13 oz. Sex: Fern:de 
Parents: Usa & Neeno Santttcci ParenL~: Karm & Daljit Sangha 
!~n!Northern Drugs' Baby Club and 
ur newborn will receive their first 
;und  Teddy  Bear  
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B,C, 
i In tune 
CHRISSY JURIC, left, and Anne Hill on guitar, help fill the bandshell in 
George Little Memorial Park with music. Juric and Hill are members of 
Magpie, a local group. Bandmate Cheri Reidy, not pictured, also joined 
them on stage at the May 4 event, part of the Kitimat-Terrace and District 
Labour Council May Day 2002 celebrations. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
Dancers 
ready for 
Revue 
ONE OF Terrace's longest- 
standing, and best-known 
dance instructors, Vicky 
Parviainen, is among the 
featured performers at her 
27th annual dance revue. 
The May 24 event, 
showcasing dance perfor- 
mances presented by her 
students, is a benefit per- 
formance for the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre Alive Society. 
The evening will show- 
ease jazz-ballet, tap, and 
ethnic dance styles, in- 
eluding Celtic dancing. 
The show takes place at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre - a 
venue Parviainen passio- 
nately supports - at 7:30 
p.m. Tickets at the door. 
TAP DANCERS Sydney Strangway, 6, left, and 
Marissa Craveiro, 5, are among the featured perfor- 
mers at the Vickv Parviainen Dance Revue 2002. 
From B1 
Cal e nd ar fi II s w i th :events  
A local patron program; 
souvenirs, and special 
theatrical productions are 
other ideas. 
"It 's just mushroom- 
ing," she beams, adding 
the committee's role is 
shaping up to be one of a 
coordinating body - not 
the planner. 
The year 2003 begins 
with a First Night celebra- 
tion on New Year's Eve. 
All events are family 
oriented and alcohol-free. 
Yvonne Moen, member 
o f  the  T~rrace 'Regional 
Historical Society, says 
her group is collecting 
songs written about Ter- 
race in honour of the anni- 
versary year. 
The songs will be per- 
formed and recorded for a 
commemorative CD. 
Meanwhile, The art 
ery. Call 638-8884 for de- 
tails. 
The next step is for the 
Terrace Art Association, 
the non-profit group that 
operates the Terrace Art 
Gallery, to bring in a con- 
sultant from Vernon who 
wil l  share her tips on how 
the mural project there got 
Thank You 
Food bank grateful 
for generous support 
Dear Sir; 
I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank the 
people in our community 
for their continued support 
to the Terrace Churches 
Food Bank. 
We have finished an- 
istrators. All funds re- 
ceived are spent on food. 
So Terrace, a heartfelt 
thanks to all who contribu- 
ted - those who participa- 
ted in the Food for Friends 
campaign, the merchants 
who provide collection 
other very busy year. At boxes, all who continue to 
our last opening of the 
season in April, we distri- 
buted 680 bags of grocer- 
ies. 
We operate on an en- 
tirely voluntary basis and 
there are no paid admin- 
provide monetary support 
and especially all our vo- 
lunteers who work so hard 
all year. 
Dennis Brewer 
Treasurer, Terrace 
Churches Food Bank 
Terrace supported 
Tea for Cal grads 
Dear Sir; 
On April 24, the ladies 
of the Royal Purple No. 
216 invited the ladies of 
the graduating class of Ca- 
ledonia for tea, the second 
year we have held this 
event. 
We host this tea to ack- 
nowledge their scholastic 
acheivements and to re- 
. cognize . . . .  as young 
adults. 
It is also an occaision 
to introduce ourselves as a 
charity organization and 
service group. The Royal 
Purple would like to thank 
the businesses of Terrace 
for their generous upport 
that made this event pos- 
sible. 
Royal Purple No. 216 
Tho Terrace Standard Is 1 
:~i:,i~ii~ji~;~WWW.terracestandard.c0 m 
Check  out  our  site or cltll 638-7283 for advertising Information 
gallery is collecting photo- 
graphs of people and 
places from the past 75 
years.Photographs in con- 
sideration for a mural can 
be scanned at the art gall- 
Dr. Davis Lindsay 
Chiropractor 
will be available to see patients 
at 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Cottonwood 
Massage clinic ...... 
3231 Kalum Street 
Wednesday, May 29th 
Thursday, May 30th 
Friday, May 31st 
off the drawing board, oaturaay, June 1 st 
Strumecki says the 
groups behind the proejct 
will need to raise between 
$10,000 and $15,000 to 
help the project take off. 
[ CRIMFI~ s,,,,.,,,-,,.., 635.TIPSI 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments  Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 
fA ha~ml~ Phone 635-2444, Fax 635-635-2160 24 hour pager 
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Terrace 
TOURISM 
Ter race  Tour i sm Soc ie ty  wou ld  l ike to  
THANK 
the following businesses and individuals for helping to 
make our recent Silent Auction so successful, We were 
able to raise over $2.000 for our Canoe Museum project, 
Kermodi Trading and the Yellow Gift House 
Cow Bay Care - Prince Rupert 
Eagle Bluff Bed and Breakfast- Prince Rupert 
Jazz Air 
All Star Shoes 
North Coast Anglers 
Don Diego's Restaurant 
Coast Hotel - Prince Rupert 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club 
VIA Rail 
Brian Bagato 
The Crest Hotel - Prince Rupert 
Northern BC Tourism Association 
Central Flowers 
All Season Source for Sports 
Gemma's 
Hilton Hotel-Burnaby Metrotown 
Hawkair 
Shames Ski Corporation 
Carlson Wag.onlit Travel 
Northern Drugs 
Bear Country Inn 
We would like to express our heartfelt appreciation to all 
the individuals who placed bids on our items and made our 
auction so much fun, and to those who expressed such 
keen interest In our Canoe Project. I 
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JIM MANTEL,~.s.c. Ph,: (250) 635-5253 
OPERATIONSMANAGER Cell.: (250) 635-0266 
: ; -~  Fax: (250) 635-6215 
, _ ~ ,  Fles.: (250) 635-5101 
~ i  E-mall: Jmantelvft@o~g.net 
::~,~, o!~,~ "Complete Earth Works" 
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/-o-.,,, 
TERRACE  mmms 
4912 H ighway 16 West  
Ter race ,  B.C. 
635-6558 
www.ter raceautomal l . com 
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Bowled over 
Teen team 
strikes bronze 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
PHIL DURAND calls it the best game he's played in his 
whole life. He's talking about his team's win at the na- 
tional championships for youth bowling May 6 in Gati- 
neau Quebec. 
The Terrace contingent was playing a three-way tic- 
breaker for the bronze medal and the pressure was on. 
"The competition was definitely fierce," said Durand 
who has been to nationals twice before as a single. "As 
soon as we got there all five of were bowing way above 
our normal averages." 
Durand, Robbie Miller, Mike Dahms, Carl Haugland, 
and Jesse Mumford, make up the Terrace squad. 
The fivesome blew away the competition at the B.C. 
championships this past March to earn the right to repre- 
sent the province at nationals. 
The Terrace team had the support of Quebec's contin- 
gent behind them throughout the nail-biting national 
bronze medal game two weeks ago. 
"Those Quebecers can really cheer," said Durand. 
"That was the loudest cheering section I've ever had in 
my life." 
With spectators and players from seven regions across 
the country packed into the bowling alley, the cheering 
squad gave the Terrace team that extra boost to win the 
game and take home the bronze. 
"It was just, 'go B.C. go/" The cheering 
just kept getting louder and louder." 
"It was just having a whole entire province - that 
wasn't the province we were from - coming behind us 
and supporting us," Durand said. 
"It was exactly what bowling has always been for me 
- meeting friends and supporting each other." 
The team's coach Eva Wilkinson said the environ- 
ment during the crucial tie-breaker was electric. 
"It was just 'go B.C. go!'" she said. "The cheering 
just kept getting louder and louder." 
The team went into the nationals with a team average 
TERRACE Taekwon-do instructor David Burk puts his best foot this weekend. He and five students take on the best in forms and 
forward as he prepares for the Canadian nationals in Edmonton fighting at the event. JOANNA WONG PHOTO. 
Kicking and punching to nationals 
The Terrace team is already looking forward to next 
year in hopes of representing B.C. once again at the na- 
tional event. Wilkinson is convinced if this team sticks 
together they'll have a good shot. 
Phil Durand is already rethinking plans to move to the 
lower mainland. He is eligible to play for just one more 
year in his division and now he's thinking of staying 
home to bowl and have a shot at nationals. 
"Our team is one of the best teams in B.C. and Cana- 
da now," Durand said. "I might as well take advantage 
of that because I won't have that chance again." 
By JOANNA WONG 
THEIR WHITE Taekwon-do uniforms brilliant 
in the May sunshine, the Farkvam family 
of 1100. After playing 21 sets at the event he!r average .makes a:fierce:but:friendly fighting foursome. 
shot up to 1214, a sure indicator of the level of play the Train~ing: outsid~'i~0/" the first class of the 
event demanded. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  season~ DavidF'Christine, Evan and Oscar 
"They bowled like I have never seen them bowl," Farkvam describe how learning the Korean- 
said Wilkinson. "They really rose to the challenge." based dynamic martial art has become a fatal- 
ly event. 
"It's nice to be able to do things with the 
kids while they're this age," said dad David 
Farkvam, who has lost 35 pounds since start- 
ing Taekwon-do two months ago. "We get to 
enjoy it together." 
David, who trains with his family three 
times a week with instructor David Burk at the 
Northern Taekwon-do Academy, enjoys the 
discipline and structure Taekwon-do gives his 
children. 
Burk has been teaching in terrace for the chance," said Burk, who hopes to get noticed 
past two years, by the International Taekwon-do Federation 
He feels the benefits of Taekwon-do can be (ITF) and qualify for the Taekwon-do World 
summed up by its four tenets - courtesy, in, , Champ ionships in Vienna. 
tegrity, personal self-eontrbl ahd indbmitable' • The event is the first in Canada to be sane- 
spirit. . . . . . . .  : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tioned by the ITF and will attract betWeeni 
This weekend, the Farkvards head to Ed- 400-500 competitors. It will also be televised: 
monton with fellow student Richard Smith for 
the May 18 Canadian Natiowil Taekwon-do 
Championships. 
"I'm scared but excited," said David Fark- 
vain. "It's an adrenaline rush and I like it." 
Instructor Burk and his five Students will all 
be competing in both sparring add forms. 
Forms are prearranged sequences of kicks 
and punches that are designed to train the 
body and mind to respond in difficult defensive 
situations. 
"My forms are looking good so I stand a 
on TSN. 
Despite the pressure, however, Evan Fark- 
vain Tis keeping his cool. 
get really nervous but I just try as hard as i t  
I can," said Evan, 10. 
To help them prepare for the tournament, 
Instructor Burk is giving the Farkvams and 
Smith some extra help. 
He often pairs them up with more advanced 
students to get them accustomed to the rush 
involved in competition. 
Cont'd page B12 
Downie key at hockey nationals 
LOCAL HOCKEY player Brett Downie has come a long 
way since playing peewee in Terrace. 
Downie and his team, the Fernie Ghostriders, recently 
broke the high mark for a Canadian Junior team when 
they won a bronze medal May 3 at the Gold Cup Natio- 
nal Hockey Tournament in Bozeman, Montana. 
"It was a good season and we wanted to make it end 
on a good note," said Downie, now 20. "It was for each 
other." 
The Ghostriders' win marks not only the first time in 
history a Canadian team has won a medal at a National 
USA Hockey sanctioned tournament, but also the first 
time a Canadian team has won any game at nationals at 
all. 
"It put a nice exclamation mark on the season," said 
Downie, a power forward. 
A heartbreaking last minute goal in the third period 
during the opening playoffs aw the Ghostriders go down 
against he Compuware Ambassadors. 
"It was kind of like we could fold and be disappoin- 
ted," recalls Downie of the emotional oss. "But the 
coaches were totally proud of us and said 'get your 
heads up.'" 
The team went on to win 4-1 against he Bozeman 
Icedogs in the battle for third place. 
"It was almost a mixed feeling.," said Downie. "The 
guys were still crying in the dressing room because it 
was the last game of the season and we were all going 
back home." 
Downie, who had two assists in the winning game, 
says one of the best parts of the Ghostriders victory was 
the "satisfaction of putting a thorn in the Americans' 
plans." 
"It was kind of like we're sticking it to Americans," 
said Downie. "The announcer was totally bitter about 
having to hand the medals over to us and we were all 
smiles." 
Ghostriders coach Barry Wolff says Downie was a 
key player in the bronze medal game. 
"Brett never loses a battle and just competes so hard 
- that's why he's successful," said Wolff. 
Downie has played on the top line all year and has 
consistently ranked in the Ghostriders' top four for goals 
and assists. 
Coach Wolff also praises Downie's work ethic and 
i 
strong leadership role on the team. 
"The guys have to follow because he works so hard," 
said Wolff. 
Currently waiting on a number of scholarship offers 
from American schools, Downie will return home to Ter- 
race this summer to work and help put on what he calls 
the "Downie family hockey school" in August with his 
Dad, 
The annual hockey camp sees Downie passing on 
skills, techniques and encouragement to young hockey 
hopefuls. 
"It's the same old story - but it's all hard work, deter- 
mination and confidence," he said. 
Hill climbers shatter records 
IT WAS A record-breaking race for 
local mountain bikers battling the 
gruelling uphill course at this year's 
Shames Mountain Hill Climb. 
Sixteen riders took on the rugged 
13 km course Apr. 27 under clear 
skies and perfect riding conditions. 
Last year's race was plagued by 
heavy headwinds which prevent any 
record setting times from being log- 
ged. 
"Four guys demolished the pre-  
vious record," said race organizer 
Mike Christensen. 
The record time of 41:31 was set 
in 1997 by Adam Spensely, but it 
was blown away by more than a 
minute this year, 
"It came down to a three-way 
battle between Peter Krause, Vin- 
cent Drouin and Mike Jordan," 
Christensen said. 
Smithers rider Pete Krause nab- 
bed first place with a time of 39:05. 
Hot on his heels was Terrace bik- 
ing sensation Vincent Drouin who 
came in with a time of 39:49. 
And Drouin's nemesis Mike Jor- 
dan came in just 20 seconds later to 
That's when the top three riders 
broke away and made a sprint for the 
finish, said Christensen. 
Perfect conditions certainly con- 
tributed to the fast times, not to 
mention one of the most breathtak- 
ing rides around Terrace. 
"It's pretty close to Heaven on a 
clear day at Shames," Christensen 
said. 
take third spot. The hill climb kicks off another 
Craig Ritchey of Smithers and season of mountain bike racing in 
Terrace's Andrew Horwood were the northwest. 
grouped together with the top three 
riders for most of the race. 
It could have been anybody's race 
as the five-member lead group re- 
mained tight until the switchback 
near the top of the winding road. 
JAMIE PENNER looks forward to a bright skating future, JOANNA WONG PHOTO, ': 
Skating in the fast lane 
By JOANNA wON,G 
ONLY 12 years old, local 
up and coming figure ska- 
ter Jamie Penner's life is 
already pretty hectic. 
Penner skates two ilours 
a day six days a Week, 
sometimes getting up at 
5:30 a.m for practice. 
When she's not hitting 
the Terrace rink, shots on 
the road, attending training 
camps and competitioils at 
least once a month. 
"It's tough getting lip in 
the morning but not ~oing 
to competitions," says 
Penner, who likes skating 
meets because she can 
hang out with frlend~ and 
listen to music "as lotid as 
you want." 
All of Penner's hard 
An eight-hour endurance race, work seems to be p~ying 
downhill racing at Shames Moun- off. At this year's regional 
tain, and McBike's annual Riverboat competition in Qud;nel, 
Days BMX competition are just a she won three gold meUals. 
few of the events planned for this This summer Penfier's 
summer, spending her vacation ilme 
at skating camps in hopes 
of making it to Pacific 
Skate, a competition 
which would qualify her 
for nationals. 
Penner finds plenty of 
challenges in this demand- 
ing sport. During training 
this spring, Penner says 
she was very frustrated. 
"Then I didn't like the 
sport and I wanted to 
quit," recalls Penner. "I 
wasn't landing jumps or 
having fun." 
Her coach advised her 
to give moves that were 
eluding her a break and to 
come back to them when 
she felt ready, 
"My coach told me if 
something was frustrating 
just don't do it and now 
I'm happy," Penner says. 
Penner says she also 
likes all the different cos- 
moonwalking Michael 
Jackson. At the Terrace 
Skating Club's "Babes in 
Toyland" Christmas Carni- 
val last year, Penner 
played Jack, of Jack and 
Jill fame, complete with a 
wild wig for her hairdo. 
"It was just crazy," 
says Penner, rolling her 
eyes and gesturing to de: 
monstrate the massive size 
of her character's hair. 
In her spare time Pen- 
ner rids horses at her fami- 
ly's ranch. But spare mo- 
ments are few as Penner 
recently passed a handful 
of high-level exams in, 
chding her final senior 
level of skating skills. 
Hectic is the way Pen- 
ner likes it though, even 
on the ice. 
"If you're going fast and 
put your arms up it feels 
tumes she wears. So far, like the ice is yours be- 
she~s dressed up as a cause everyone gets out of 
mime, a warrior, and a your way," she says. 
, ! 
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': 150LEGAL NOTICES 
FALKLAND STAMPEDE 84th 
Annual event May 18, 19, 20. 
special events, cowboy poker, 
live entertainment, kareoke. 
Riders are Canadian and na- 
tional champion contestants for 
more information call 250-379- 
2828 
LDSS BURNS Lake Class of 
1972 Reunion. July long wee- 
kend. For more info and to help 
call Louise 1-250-692-7479 or 
Dou.q 1-250-692-7240 
NOTICE - Place your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & 3(WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 25e/word ' 
plus GST. Phone 638-7283, ; 
Fa)~ 638-8432'6~ ~mdil t0~dDiff: .... 
rising @terracestandard.com 
We accept VISA, Mastercard or 
cash. 
z•NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
Metaphysical/Spiritual, Books. Tapes, 
Gemstones, Jewelery, Tarot Cards, Incense, 
Smudge Materials, Drums, Altar Supplies, 
Specialized Candles, Scarves, Bags And 
Much More, Events Posted, Come Join Us 
5tl:Cott0nwoM cres Thornhill, 635-17 
HEALING SEMINAR a Christ 
centered ministry. Training and 
equipping the body of Christ. 
"Casting the Vision of Healing 
Rooms Around the World" May 
24, 25. Pr. George. 250-996- 
8851 
WEDDING VIDEOS profession- 
ally made $650. Terrace/Kitimat 
demo tapes available. Merk 
Video Productions, 250-846- 
5589, 
SPECIAL THANKS to Doctor 
Lennox Brown for a quick, safe 
delivery of Ceanna Kaylee on 
April 9, 2002. We also 
appreciate the loving, special 
care we received from Nurse 
Leslie, Roz and other nurses, 
Dr. Duplessis, Housekeepers, 
Pentecostal Church, family and 
friends. May love surround you, 
may faith sustain you, may 
hope encourage you.., day by 
day. Wendy and proud sister 
Meeka. 
uid iii eio;ive:'  :i;li 
A! Purschke P.D.G. 
of  a wonder fu l  and  lov ing  
husband,  father  
and  grandfather  ii::!~: 
March 2; 
May  21,' 
Time goes by but memo~ 
As near and dear as ye: 
We quietly remember you 
And sadly miss you along 
When past years we oft~ 
That is when we missyou t 
=~Lovingly remembered  by 
• o 
Mar ' ton ,  I , tnda ,  John  a~ 
/ .  
In 
....... ~.~: 
~i " :~:~ .,.. 
:,':::.:.. 
::... • 
AI f red :Swanson Sandra  Smi th  
March 1997 May 2001 
A special smile, a special face 
And tn our hearts, a special p/ace 
No words we sl)eak can ever sczy 
t low lltttcb we mtss yott both each day 
To hear your  uoices and see yotn" smiles 
To sit and tatk with yott both atvbile 
To be together in the same oM tray 
WottM be ottr dearest utsb loday. 
Lovingly remembered and greatly missed 
The Swanson F.mi ly 
In Loving 
Memory of 
Deborah  Lee  
F r iesen  (Dunphy) :  I N V I : .TA IT .  I 0 N T o : :T : I=:N  D E i  
March I I .  1959-  
April 13, 2002 
Predeceased by father 
Clarence Dunphy. Survived 
by mother Laura, husband 
Ken, sons Jesse and Nicholas. 
Also survived by sisters 
Sharon (Tom) Seal and Faye 
(Connie) Ritter. 
Debbie passed away April 
13, 2002 at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. The family would 
like to thank Dr.'s Redpath 
and Appleton and the staff of 
Mills Memorial Hospilal. We 
would also like to thank Rob 
Brinson and the Thornhill 
www.bchvdro.com 
V i T A IT  I 0 N T 0 T E N D E F 
Community Church for their 
Ii:ii!i: heartfelt appreciation !:ii!iJi!iil;~ help during this difficult time. 
lili:~i and thanks to all of iiiil Our memories and love of 
I!ii !~my family and friends Debbie will last forever in our 
I:ii ~ for the Friday ~ hearts. 
t:ii~ Saturday goabye ~ ., , ~ J i~We'lllove you forever 
J~>. part,as ,~l I.~We'll miss you for always 
I ;~ :~:~ .......... ~, ............................... :~ ~.~ I~p..-,:~+:~ ................................................. ~;~:j ~ i ; iAs  long as we've living J 
#i;!ii i~!ii:~iiiarl~ii~i ~i;!~iiii/i I :~:our Mommy you'll be I 
::.:.:.:.:i.:.~..~.:.;,.~.....,,..-.....~.:~..:.....: ~..~.,  ":;~!~%,":;~ ~,,, 
~'  In Loving Memory  ~ 
James MacGregor 
lrvine 
~ Jim was bornApril 23, 1919 in Prince Rope 
Pi 'k ~ g.C. When the war broke out in1939 he qu . 
~ j~ volunteered for service with the Royal Canadian Navy. He was soon 
• t~t~ sent on Convoy Escort in the North Atlantic for the balance 01 the 
war. He married 0dny Sandhals on Bee. 2, 1940. After his service 
he returned to Prince Rupert and was in charge of the Home 0il Bulk 
Station on the harbour. The plant was destroyed by fire and all of Prince 
Rupert could have been involved but thanks to Jim's quick thinking he 
turned off the pipe mains to the city. At this time Jim moved his family to 
Terrace where he and a friend bought Tdple.0ne Cabs n September 
1949. In July of 1951 a crew of re ;}orteLSi|[oi]}/'the:VancouverSun't'~ 
came to do a story 4'ureTer Key [o B C,'s I~om" wh,~h covere) ~e front 
page of the paper. It featured one huge pile of logs and a spar tree, and 
Jim - the taxi driver - posing with hard-hat in Iland as a worker. His sis- 
ter, Cathie Fraser, was then Editor of the "Omineca Herald" and she 
always insisted on people in her photographs. Later that year Jim and his 
partner bought Lakelse Motors and they had a Ford Dealership as well. 
JJm left the garage business to pursue his true love driving a logging 
truck for W.H. Spencer Ud. in 1955. He later bought his share from the 
Spencer Estate and was in business for himself. He drove as an inde- 
pendent off-road contractor until he retired. He received the Safety Award 
from the Northwest Loggers Association in 1977 of which he was very 
proud. Jim was a fiercely independent man who never asked for help or 
complained about he hand he was dealt. The loss of his daughter Allison 
in 1977 to a very rare cancer; and the struggle he had with his wife suf- 
1ering for many years with A.LS. (Leo Gehrig's), he just kept on doing hJs 
best. Jim was predeceased by his cherished aughter, Allison in June of 
1977 and hJs beloved wife Odny in August 1992, his sister Catherine 
Fraser and brother Robert Irvine.. 
He will be sadly missed by: 
Daughter: Lorraine & Reg Dempster, son: Jim 
Grandchildren: Shannon, Dave, Aaron (MicheUe) Dempster, Jimmy and 
Michelle Irvine, Laura Bennett and Cathy Konst (Craig). 
Great Grandchildren: Cuurtney Bogart, Chelsey Dempster, AiJa and Craig 
Konst, as well as many nieces and nephews in Canada & Scotland. 
Appreciation: 
Our family would like to express tbelr appreciation toeveryone who has 
shown their kindness through thought, deed and support. For all the floral 
tributes, donations to A.L.S. or the charity of your choice. We would 
especially like to thank Bob Postuk for finding our Dad and calling 
the ambulance. The ambulance attendants were so kind to all of ~ j~ 
us when they took Dad from his home when he was hospitalized ~ l i l~  
earlier last month, as well as the nursing staff at Mills Memorial ~,. ~_ 
Hospital. Many thanks to our uncle Widar (Sandy) Sandhals who d, !it 
the eulogy at the service. Thanks also to Joe Sandhals, Pete ~.~ gave 
Husoy, Alex Houlden and Corby King 1or their kind words at the " '~ ,  ~ .  
service and to Tom & Linda Harris for their support in conducting ~,~ 
the service for us, The Legion Veterans for their part and the '~ .~ 
Legion Ladies for the tea and goodies alter the service. We are . ta '~  
so grateful to those of you who came from afar to "~P~---u~..',, 
lend your support in our time ,~k~ s,,- . j~ .~. .  ..,,,t ~p~ 
of need. ~ I~ "J~'%'~ ~,~ ~,~ ,~rLL~ 
. 
D sc.i,,,io. I .e.rence I C,os,ngn,..,e 
Operation and Routine Maiotcll:ince Q2-3137 22 May 2002 
of l)e.'Lse Lake Diesel Generating Station. "renderers musl include a resume 
detailing experience ill operating/nmhl01ining a diesel generating station or 
SiHtihtr equipnlent. "renderers uot buying any direct experience should 
include troy relevant experience/education. 
l)elails avaihtble fronL the office of BC Ilydro purchasing Manager, 6911 
Sotnhpoinl Drive, 13"Floor, Btlrnaby, BC VJN 4X8 
Tel. (604) 528-2577 or local 2560. 
Sealed Tenders clearly marked with refereuce number will be 
received at the above address until I I:00am on tile above closing date. 
THE POW|R IS YOURS 
BOhydro- 
Description I Reference J Closing Date 
Operation and Routine Maintel~anee Q2-3139 22 Muy 2002 
of Telegralth Creek Diesel Generating Station. Tenderers must Include a 
resume detailing experieuce hioperalinghnaintaining a diesel generating sta- 
lion or shriller equipment. "renderers not having any direcl experience should 
include 'my relevant experience/education. 
Details avulhtble from the office of BC Itydro purchasing Manager, 691 I 
Soulhpoitn Drive, 13~'Floor. BHnnLby, BC VJN 4X8 
Tel. (604) 528-2577 or local 2560. 
Sealed l"enders clearly marked with reference humber will be 
received at the above address until I h00am tm the above closing date. 
TH I l lO tV  ! R I S YO U R S 
BOhydro (I) 
THE DAUMONT FAMILY 
WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND 
THEIR GRATITUDE FOR THE 
KIND DONATIONS 
of food, flowers and 
expressions of sympathy wilt 
the recent loss (April 25th) o 
our Sister, Aunt and 
Close Friend, Darlene 
MacPhail nee Daumont. 
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES 
~#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. .-..~:~ 
Phone 250-635-7649 ~i "~; ;~ 
REPOSSESSION/BAILIFF SALE 
1998 29' Rustler Travel Trailer 
1997 Ford F1S0 4x4 Extended Cab, 161,154 kms 
1993 30'Golden Falcon 5th Wheel travel trailer 
1998 Chev Mallbu, 84,670 km 
1999 Ford F150 XLT, 96,469 
1995 Misly River 16', Mercury O/B 40 H.P. & Trailer 
1996 Oldsmobile Cutless Supreme, 95,200 kms 
1995 Ford Mustang 2D Coupe GTS, 49,657 kms 
1997 Chevrole! Blazer, 121,588 kms 
1980 GMC Frontier Camperized Van, 126,384 kms 
1999 Jeep Wagon Cherokee 4wd classic, 95,250 kms 
1990 Mallbu Marinex 18' Riverboat with 1994 Evinrude 
Jet motor & trailer 
::,..,:', -. Far, appointment to view~ please contact RogerSmith ,..,~, 
Take notice that Keith Atkinson, RPF of PO Box 231, New 
Aiyansh, B.C., VOJ 1AO, occupation Forest Resources 
intend to make application to the Land and 
Water British Columbia inc. (LWBC), Northern Reqion, 
Land Management Office, ford license of occuoation for 
the purposes of Ioq handling in the vicinity of Oogfish 
Bight, Portland Canal (commencing at post 1300m at 
338 degrees of the southwest comer of DL 5432). 
The proposed location is deemed to be required for lo_gg 
dumoino and handlinq purposes. 
The Lands File Number that has been established for this 
application is 6405732. 
Written comments concerning this application should be 
directed to the Senior Land Officer at P.O. Box 5000, 
Smithers. B.C.. VOJ 2NO Comments will be received by 
LWBC until June 13, 2002. LWBC may not be able to 
consider comments received after this date. 
Be advised any response to this advertisement will be 
considered part of the public record. For information, 
contact he FOI Advisor at Land and Water British 
Columbia Inc., regional office. 
|  2/.f 
• ~ ~ .  L~Y'. 
I 
Maintenance Department requests offers from contractors interested in providing 
all labour, equipment and transportation required to mechanically mow brush on 
transmission circuits 2L99, 2L 101, 1 L387/38 i and IL392 in the Northwest Area. 
Details available from the BC Hydro Vegetation Maintenance - Northern office 
at 3333 22nd Avenue, Prince George, B.C. V2N 2K4 or by calling Cord Heenan 
at (250) 638-5640 or the General Office at (250) 561-4881, 
• m ' ' Sealed Tenders clearly marked with reference nu bar will be recetved at the 
above address until 1 I:00 a.m. on the above closing date. 
. . . . .  THE POW|R IS  YOURS 
BOhydro ! 
www:bchydro corn 
i 
t q 
N V I TA  T r O I~ 
Description l Reference I Closing Date 
Operation and Routine Maintenance I Q2.3135 I 22 May "002 
of Afire D esel Ge ~erat g SEa on, enderers must nc ude a resume dcta l- 
ing experieoce in operating/maintaining a diesel generating station or similar 
equipment. Tenderers not having any direct experience should include any 
relev nt expertunce/education, 
Details avaJhthle front he el'rice of BC I lydro purchusing Manager, 6911 
Southpoint Drive, 13~'Floor, Bumuby, BC V3N 4X8 
Tel, (604) 528-2577 or local 2560. 
Scaled Tenders clearly marked with reference number will be 
received at Ibe above address until I h00am on the above closing date. 
t r i l l  POWER t S YOURS 
.......... Bghydro 
N V I TA  T I O N T O T E N D E F 
I)escripllae I Reference I Clnsing Date 
Operation and Routine Maintenance Q2-3134 22 May 2002 
of Anahim Lake Diesel Geocrating Station. Tenderers must include a resume 
detailing experience in operatinghnaintabfing a diesel generating stution or 
sinlilar equipment. "renderers not having any direct experience should 
include any relevunt experience/education, 
Details available from the office of BC I lydro purch.',sing Manager, 6911 
Southpoint Drive, 13"Floor, Bumaby, BC V3N 4X8 
Tel. (604) 528-2577 or local 2560, 
So;dud Tenders clearly murked with reference number will be 
received =it Ihe above address until I h00am on the above closing date. 
THE POWER IS  YOURS 
. . . . . . . . . .  Bghgdro 
395 WANTED :+: " 
" ~ .  " i ' : : . .  : 
425 L IVESTOCK 
NV i TAT I  O N TO TE  N D E R 
Description I Reference 
Operation ;rod Routine Mainten:mce I Q2-3136 I 
I Closing Dale 
22 May 2002 
of Bella Bella Diesel Generating Station, Tenderers must include a resume 
detailing experience in operating/maintaining a diesel generating station or 
similar equipmunl. Tenderers not having any direct experience should 
includ e any relewnu experience/education. 
DeE:dis available from the office of BC Ilydro purchasing Manager, 6911 
Southpoint Drive, 13 ='Floor, Burnaby; BC V3N 4X8 
Tel. (604) 528,2577 or local 2560. 
Sealed Tenders clearly marked with reference number will be 
received at the above address until I h00am on the above closing date. 
THE POWER IS  YOURS 
. . . . .  [] BChydro www.bchvdro.com 
: : 435  PETS : 
425 L IVESTOCK 
l i |  |~ 'a  m I .~ l ln  Ne l l |  i l em l l~  i e l  | |n  
I 
;Description I Reference I Closing Date Operation aud Routine Maintenance [ Q2-3138 22 May 2002 
of E(Idontenajon Diesel Generating Station. "renderers must include a resum 
detailing experience in operatinghuaintainiag a diesel generating station or 
similar equipment, Tendurers not having any direct experience should 
Include any relevant experience/education. 
Details available from the office of BC Hydro purchasing Manager, 6911 
Southpoint Drive, 13"Floor, Barnaby, BC V3N 4X8 
Tel. (604) 528-2577 or local 2560. 
Sealed Tenders clearly marked with reference number will be 
received at the above address until I h00am on the above closing date. 
TNI  POWER IS  YOURS 
. . . . . . . . . .  BI]hgaro 
210BUSINESS '  : 
PERSONALS '  : 
::::3~OGARAGE : 
; : : ;SALES ..... 
• . . . . . .  • 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592 
FREE CREDIT counselling con- 
sell,late debts, one low monthly 
payment, eliminate 'or reduce .... 
interest, rebuild your credit rat- 
ing, Credit Counselling Society 
of B.C., Non profit sewice. 1- 
888-527-8999. 
HAVING PROBLEMS with your 
• computer? 24 hour tech support 
line 250-638-7277 Computer 
Support. 
THREE PIECE wedding ring 
lost around town. Engraved in- 
side band. Reward offered 
phone eveninc1250-635-0093. 
*INTRODUCTIONS* ARE you 
single? Visit the newest meet- 
ing place: www.Dream- 
Mates.corn 
35 YEAR old single white male 
in wheelchair looking for a 21 
yrs or over single male/female 
companion to go on roadtrips 
with. Have my own vehicle. 
Require assistance with certain 
things. Some trips toVancouver. 
Interested? Reply to File #140, 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 5R2 
GET BACK on trackll Bad cred- 
it? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lendll If you own 
your own home - you qualify. 1- 
877-987-1420 www.ploneer- 
west.com Broker/lender fees 
may appM 
MOTHERS DAY ANTIQUE 
AUCTION. 3 sessions. Geor- 
gian, Victorian furniture, sterl- 
ing, bronzes, rolex, art. Cran- 
berry clocks. 1000 lots. Vernon, 
B.C. 250-543-7307 Antique 
Auction House www.an- 
tlqueauctionhouse.net 
NOTICE Place your word ad In 
The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & 3(WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tlonal words over 20 25C/word 
plus GST. Phone 638-7283, 
Fax 638-8432 or emall to adver- 
tlsing @ terracestandard.com 
We accept VISA, Mastercard or 
cash, 
: SCHMIDT AUCTION Sat. May 
25, 2002, 10am. 3 miles east of 
Bums Lake. Consignments wel- 
come. Cat DSH power tilt, rip- 
per; Belarus 825 tractor, 4 
wheel drive, cab loader; NH 845 
round baler; IHC 445 sq baler; 
Vlcon dlss blne (10"); JD chop- 
per; Ferguson 3 pt, disc plow (2 
bottom); field roller (1000gal); 
Allied 32' grain auger; Irrigation 
system 15hp; Karcher pressure 
washer; electric welder; 
forge/hand i blower. Rubber 
boat, wheelbarrows. Power 
tools; hand tools, furniture, an- 
tique spinning wheel. 698.7351 
or 698-7377 
ALL HOUSEHOLD funriture. 
Electrical appliances, 27" TV, 
china cabinet, fish tank, table 
and 4 chairs. Everything must 
.qo. Call 250-638-1445. 
12 FT fibreglass boat with floa- 
tation/anchor/5hp Johnson ob 
with tank/oars. $800. Pioneer 
chainsaw $75. McCullough 
Mac110 $100. Kenmore HD. 
washer/dryer $500 firm. Call 
250-635-3789 
COTTON CANDY, candy ap- 
ple, snow cone, hotdog, grills, 
ice cream machines, etc. 866- 
638-1213 
FACTORY DIRECT kitchen 
cabinets - countertops. We ship 
throughout BC. Visit our web- 
site www.kitchensbc.com. For 
further links and complete Infor- 
mation. Tel 1-800-336-1639 fax 
1-250-561-2250 
FLOORING COMPANY needs 
to sell Inventory, laminate 
$.75sq/ft: oak unfinished 
$1.49sqff; oak/maple floating 
$3.50sqft; oak or maple prefin- 
ished. $2.49 sqft. tons morel 1- 
800-631-3342 or 604-888-8175 
Flooring Sale Discount prices 
starting at $.75/sqft. Free deliv- 
ery, some conditions apply. 
Variety of finishes and colours. 
Laminate and hardwood avail- 
able. Phone/fax 250-635-0749 
Cell 250-638.7074 
FOR SALE good quality hay. 
Call 250-798-2214. 
FOR SALE PORK(by the side). 
Call 250-798-2214. 
FOR SALE. Rustic cedar fenc- 
ing. $60 per lift. While qualities 
last. 1-250-798-2214. 
GREEN HOUSES for sale. For 
more information call Kevin. 
250-635-3067 
INTRESTED IN Hometown 
news. Assorted B.C. papers for 
sale. Limited quanities. Call 
250-635-7283. 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI- 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
250-638.7290 
MEISTERGRAM M700 Com- 
mercial embroidery machine for 
sale. Best offer. Phone 250- 
632-6418 
NEW TREADMILL Preform 
Weslo. $500 obo. 250-635- 
4512 
ROYAL GRAND piano. RG- 
5/SET.G025976. Built in the 
80's. Black. Excellent condition. 
Recently tuned, retail $39,000. 
Asking $15,000. 250-287-2945 
Barb or 250.923.6804 Kathy. 
TIRED OF fighting the late 
frost? Grow your garden In a 
greenhouse. Vadous sizes to 
suit your budget and space. 
Also bedding plants, hanging 
baskets, trees shrubs, and 
more. Honeysuckly Garden 
Centre, 1-250-698-7337 
WAYSIDE LAUNDRY is 
closed. All equipment for sale. 
Coin operated front/top load 
washers, 251b washer, 3Olb dry. 
ers~ Call 250-635-2188. 
WANTED SMALL freezer in 
working condition. Call 250- 
635-3148 and ask for Sandra. 
WANTED FREEZER burned 
meat, bones or fish for sled 
dogs. Will pick up 250-635- 
3772 
5 YEAR OLD registered sorrel 
- paint Quarter horse. 15 hh, 
well built, well broke. For ex- 
perienced rider. $2800 firm. Call 
1-250-694-3526. 
BULLS FOR sale: Purebred 
polled Herefords. Two on 
choice from four two year olds 
and two long yearlings. Call: 
Houston 1-250-845-3031 orl- 
250-645-8675 eves 
GELBVIEH BULL, 2 years old, 
registered, proven sire. Very 
well mannered, $2500 obo. call 
250-635-3018. 
5 FEMALE Mirama pups 4 
months, very large white, sheep 
or cattle dogs. Shots plus 
wormer. $300 ea. 250-568- 
2396 Prince George 
CKC REGISTERED Black and 
yellow lab pups, tatooed, first 
shots, wormed. $350/$500. 
250-842-6447 
FOR SALE Great Dane pup- 
pies. Parents and grandparents 
of a certified free of hip dyspla- 
sla. Registered and chip ID. 3 
males, 7 females. Harlequin, 
black and merle. 250-998-4380 
Bmwnscombe 
PUREBRED JACK Russell 
puppies. Tails and first shots 
done. Ready to go end of June 
$400ea. 250-635-4362 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocaters - Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan (250) 567- 
2607, 6km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, B.C. 
WANTED STANDING TIM- 
BER. All species including hard 
woods. Competitive prices. Ref- 
erences. Glen 250-638-0214 
BUSINESS for sale 1992 16' 
Ford cube can. Self contained 
with Ark Seal insulation blower 
500sqft of R40 per hour capaci- 
tv. $25.000 call 250-567-9105 
30' MOBILE, first class, all sea-. 
son concession, complete with 
2 fridges, freezer, 36" grill, deep 
fryer, stock, prep table. Updated 
suppression system, health in- 
spected, turn-key operation. 
250-804-6123 for 250-832-4827 
FITNESS FACILITY, 18 years 
in business. 5600 sqft. Serious 
inquiries only. Days 250-635- 
6146 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants 
& loans information. For all 
business & farms. Call 1-800- 
505-8866 
NET $2800 a month secured.. 
P/t- no selling. Clientele provid- 
ed. $9995 investment. For free 
info. 1-800-321-6126 (24 hrs) 
RESTAURANT OPPORTUNI- 
TY. Retiring after 20 years. WiI- 
llams Lake 90 seat restaurant 
catering morn licensed for 150. 
Owner finance, reasonable 
lease, good equipment. 250- 
398-2242 
SET YOUR own hours, be your 
own boss, earn what you de- 
serve. Call to find out about the 
network marketing opportunity 
at Avon Canada. Call Unda 
Carlson your Avon independent 
sales leader at 250-635-9138. 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2002 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have min. 2yre flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
800-663-0099 
MICROSOFT CERTIFIED Boot- 
camp, MCSF_JMCSA, A+, Net- 
work +work alongside systems 
engineers. Custom Hi-tech lab 
end classroom. True hands-on 
training on IBM Sewers. 
www.kamtex.com or 250-828- 
0419 
ACCESS TO a computer t Put it 
to work. $1500 + p.t. $3-5000 + 
ft. Call 1-800-567- 
3361 .www.uworkonline.com 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
$500 - $1500 PT $5000 + FT. 
Website: www.endlessmo- 
nice.com.. Toll free: 1.800.54g- 
5126 
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ATTENTION: PROFESSIONAL 
driver Training programs 
including long haul and moun- 
tain driver training• Career 
counselling and job placement 
available. Call Harry 1-877-763- 
8040 to start your new career 
today. MJ Bloomfield & Okana- 
.clan University Collecle. 
AUTOBODY REPAIR technici- 
an for accredited ICBC body 
shop. Full time trade Certified 
Journeyman. All Inquiries confi- 
dential. Contact Brian at Mark 
1V Collision, Williams Lake, 
B.C. 250-392-2820 
SALMON ARM 'HVAC in- 
stall/sewice company needs ex- 
perienced gas/refrigeration 
technicians. Industry standard 
wage, bonus opportunities, full 
benefits, specialized training. 
Fax resume 250-804-2665 
Home Comfort Centre. 
Streambank Restoration Workshop 
Using bioengineering Techniques 
May 27-28, 2002 
Terrace, BC 
$ 35.00 
This two day class and field streambank restoratioR workshop will focus 
on soil bioengineering techniques and options involved in restoration and 
reclamation of damaged ecosystems and streambank sites using a 
combination of structural materials, vegetative cuttings and other 
specialized techniques, 
Lakekeepers Workshop 
June 22-23, 2002 
Terrace, BC 
$95.00 
The Lakekeepers Workshop provides participants with both planning and 
field techniques that can be used to monitor, protect and restore your local 
lake. 
For  more information: 
Rob Bryce 
UNBC Continuing Education 
University of Northern BC 
3333 University Way 
Prince George, BC V2N 4Z9 
Phone: 250/960-5982 
Web www.unbc.ca/conted/ 
Northern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Level I 
Sat., June ! Thur., June 6 ............................................. $85 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun., June 2 Fri., June 7 (Full) ..................................... $85 
WCB OFA Level 3 CAREY BOGART, Instructor 
May 21-June 3 (Tues Start) June 17-28 .................... $659 
Adu l t  Care c/w Level ! 
Thur., July 4 ............................................................ $95  
WNMIS  - Anylime via compuler ................................. $50  
UNBC Continuing Education 
Workshops 
Streambank Restoration Workshop 
using bioengineering techniques 
This two day class and field streambank restoration 
workshop will focus on soil bioengineering techniques 
and options involved in restoration and reclamation of
damaged ecosystems and streambank sites using a 
¢ombirmtign of struct.ura! materials, vegetative cuttings 
and other specialized techniques. 
May 27-28, 2002 
Terrace, BC 
SEas.e0 
Lakekeepers Workshop 
The lakekeepers Workshop rovides participants with 
both planning and field techniques that can be used to 
monitor, protect and restore your local ake. This 
workshop is for those individuals who would like to take 
an active role in the preservation a d conservation f 
lakes in your community. 
June 22-23, 2002 
Terrace, BC 
$95.00 
For more course information or how to register 
please contact: 
Rob Bryce U ~ B (  UNBC Continuing Education 
Ph. 250-960-5982 
brycer@unbc.ca 
http://www.unbc.ca/conted/ 
Adult Care Component 
May 17 • Fri • 4:30pro-5:30pro 
$25 
Trensportatlon Endorsement $89 
May 18 • Sat * B:30am - 4:30pm ....... : .: 
" :i $88+gst :: RecreationaIGPS. ; : " :: ... . . . . . .  
May18 * Sat • 9:00am.4:00pm ~:" :: 
,t  Introto Sl ply Accou Ing'= :, " / : :  ::::i $11N : 
: May 21-30 Tue/Thur ; 7:00 pm ; 10:0spin :i.::;, I~ ; : . 
i T ra f f i c  Cont ro l  Recertificat on :I :Y :  : ~. ~ I : : :I" S 60 J 
~!May24, Fd ,  i2:30pm-430pm.. : ...... : - : :  i~: :. ;!: : 
ChlldsafeMay25 Sat • 
OFA Level 1 (includes books/no gst) '~ : .. i!. :!: !!i !::: ;~.C: i: $8g: :: 
.... May.25 ,. So!.." 8:30pm - 4:30pm ! :: :i.: :::!: :: : i  
Traf f i c  Contro Fiagging 
May25-26 ' Sat/Sun = 8:30pm-4:30pm:::: ! i, ' 
iii I$199 I' Building Service Worker- Level June 7-9 ,.FrI/SBffSun ° 6~JOprn/B:5pmJB:Spm Alrbrakes ~" ! ' ':: .... Juno 11-15 ~, Tue,Sat .-6:30-10:30pm/8:00.4:00pm ~'Foodsafe Level I ::;i : ;:: ~ :i/ June  14,15 • Fri/Sat ,6  O0-10:00pm/g:00am-4:00pm. _ ...... ...... ~ ~ ~ 
Summer Express Series ~,::~ i: 
nternet/E-mall;-" June 10d2)*/•/$8g .:7-t0pm i: '!i:i ~::. ~: i /ii~ 
A F rst Look at Windows 2000 t~ JUhe i 4 ..~$49. 9:hooD ~ ~ 
Word 2000 Level 1 Express • ~June~17-lg, $49;• 7.-10pro 
Outlook 2000 Express • June 20-27 ,$99  • 7,!0pro ! ':i: i 
Pub  Isher Express • June 22.;;~$gg ~ g-4pm : .  : : , 
Excel 2000 E~reS~i~!~une'24~26 ~;~$9g, 7-i0pm' : :  :i. 
.... Take a closer look, 
Small Business Development Workshops 
The Skeena Native Development Sociely will be 
hosting a series of small business workshops in the 
northwest area. These workshops will be open to 
individuals of First Nations descent who are 
interested in starting up a business, or those who 
wish to add value to their existing business. These 
workshops are also intended to assist those who 
have been recently displaced from the forest 
industry and want to become self-employed or 
pursue other job prospects. 
Some of the topics to be covered include: 
= Business Planning and marketing 
= Pro's and con's of conducting business on 
and off reserve 
= What makes a business successful? 
* What stakeholders must one consider in 
launching a successful business venture? 
* What are the legal responsibilities of a 
business owner? 
• How do you set-up and successfully manage 
a business? 
• What are the practical chalbnges to business.+. 
ownership? .... , 
For more information, please contact a SNDS 
Career Counselor located in your area: 
Hazeltons - All at 8,42-6110 
Smithers & Area- Kathy at 877-6060 
Terrace & Coastal Area- Judy at 635-6030 
or 1-800-721-1633 • 
-,".540 HELP ."i 
WANTED i :i 
MANAGER 
Nisga'a Fisheries is seeking to hire a dedicated person to manage 
several Nisga'a Fisheries projects in the coastal areas of the Nass 
River. The candidate will' work closely wilh other fisheries manag- 
ers and technicians and act liaison with DFO and other clients in 
the execution of contracts. 
This position is full-time and continued work depends on the satis- 
factory and on time completion of objectives for contracts with the 
DFO and other clients for the continues income of funding for this 
position. The candidate will report directly to the Director of 
Fisheries and Wildlife and work in the Nisga'a Fisheries 
Management team. 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
• Monitoring project budgets; 
• Acting as client liaison; 
• Personnel scheduling and discipline; 
• Licensing and maintenance of Nisga'a Fisheries patrol vessels; 
• Reportln¢l to DFO and Director of Fisheries and Wildlife NLG, 
an~d wrlting of peer.reviewed fisheries blolopy technical reL?orls; 
• The position requires working in a variely of settings including on 
board patrol vessels, skiffs, purchasing materials, maintaining 
equipment, working closely with management in the office and 
while traveling; 
• Long hours working in the field, sometimes in adverse conditions 
and-weather is required; 
• Other duties as required. 
REQUIRED SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS 
• Minimum of two years experience in fisheries biology or related 
field 
• Minimum of four years of post-secondary education in fisheries 
biology or related natural resource program 
• Minimum of Iwo years experience in the operation and manage- 
ment o[ vessels greater than 30 tonnes 
• Minimum of [our years experience using computer software nec- 
essary to track budgets, analysing data, and write technical 
reports 
• Recommend the possession of minimum af Class IV Captains cer- 
tificate from Transport Canada . . . .  
• Recommend the completion of a minimum of four semesters of 
finance related course work at a post secondary college or 
unlversity. 
Salary to be delermined in accordance with the 
Nisga'a IJsims Government pay scale. 
Applicanls are requesfed to submit a resume and one-page cov- 
ering letter describing their qualifications. Please include copies 
of any degrees or certificates. Work and personal rderences are 
required with your application. Resume must be received prior to 
May 24, 2002 to be considered. Please [0rward to: 
Christina Dyer 
Personnel Department 
Nisga'a Usims Government 
P.O. Box 231 
New Aiyansh, B.C. 
, VOJ 1A0 
~ Email: chr sfina,dyer@nis,qaa,net 
B8- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 15, 2002 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industry. Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator, For program or 
student loan information, from 
our CDI College (Abbotsford 
Campus) Call toll free today 1- 
888-229-1555 
AMEC EARTH & ENVIRON- 
MENTAL requires summer 
student Engineering Technolo- 
gist for Smithers. Contact: 
emily.davidson@amec.com. 
Call 250-847-8783 
BANNER TRANSPORT Ltd., 
requires owner operator for su- 
per b inside B.C. High revenue, 
steady work, home weekends. 
Call 1-604.856-0365. 
BELL 2 lodge located highway 
37. Looking for experienced 
dining room servers. Available 
immediately. Fax resume to 1- 
604-881-8330. 
DOUGLAS LAKE Equipment in 
Kamloops (Farm Division) has 
an immediate opening for the 
following full time position: Ship- 
per/Reciever-Parts. The ideal 
candidate will be a competent 
mature person that will perform 
shipper/reciever duties as well 
as parts person duties as re- 
quired. This person should be 
computer literate, personable, 
organized, self motivated, a 
team player, knowledgeable 
about farm equipment and able 
to work weekends as neces- 
sary. Interested applicants are 
invited to forward their resume 
Attention: Reid Jollymour to: 
Douglas Lake Equipment, 706 
Carrier Road, Kamloops, BC. 
V2H 1A9, by fax: 250-851-8571 
or by email: reid@douglas- 
lake.com. No phone calls 
)lease. 
Automot ive  
Techn ic ian  
Highly skilled, motivated and 
team oriented individual required. 
Fully licensed or third year 
acceptable. This is not a flat rate 
environment. Bonus opportunities 
are available for those 
demonstrating reliability, skill and 
productivity. Fax resumes in 
confidence to 250-563-2970. Only 
those granted an interview ill be 
contacted 
Truck Drivers for! 
Log & Gravel 
Off hwy and hwy in the 
Prince George area 
Please send resume and Drivers 
abstract to: 
Coyote Transport  Ltd. 
9410 Milwaukee Way 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 5"['3 
Fax 250-561-8787 
Office 250-561-1616 
Certified Heavy 
Duty Mechanic 
Required for shop and field 
work. Please forward resume to: 
Coyote Transport  Ltd. 
9410 Milwaukee Way 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 5T3 
Fax 250-561-8787 
Office 250-561-1616 
Automot ive  
Par ts  & Serv ice 
Admin is t ra tor  
Responsible for all aspects of sales 
and administrative r lated functions, 
including but not limited to warranty, 
customer relations, personnel 
supervision and productivity. This is 
a position for individuals capable of 
team building, motivation, and of 
demonstrating exceptional people 
skills. Fax resume in confidence to 
250-563-2970. Only those invited for 
an interview ill be contacted. 
Remuneration is commensurate with 
experience and performance. 
WRINCH MEMORIAL 
HOSPITAL 
is seeking 
(: Rad iO logy :  ~ 
: TeChnicians/ 
Positions available for: 
Pert-time Department 
Manager and 
Casual Employment 
Please submit your resume 
and letter of application by 
May 24, 2002, to: 
Corinne HamS, 
Director of Care, Bag 999, 
Hazelton, B.C., V0J 1Y0. 
Phone: 250-842-5211 
Fax: 250-842-5865. 
Email: 
chamill @wrinch,hnet.bc.ca 
Budqeti 
We hove on immediate opening 
for a part-time CUSTOMER 
SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE in 
Terrace. Your responsibilities a  a 
Customer Service Representative 
would include renllng cars and 
'trucks, reservation enlries, fleet 
control, cleaning vehicles, as well 
as other related uties. Must be 
friendly, outgoing and en oy 
dealing wilh the public. 
Applicants must possess a valid 
drivers license. Candidates may 
fax resume with a handwrilten 
cover letter to 250.635.7722, 
attention Dawn Magliocchi, 
i 
Have you seen Avon Lately? 
Call to receive a brochure, and.., to inquire 
about our new network marketing opportunity. 
First 50 callers will also receive a
complimentary Astonishing Lengths Mascara 
Call toll free 1-866-718-1895 
or in Terrace 638-7969 
*Until May 18, 2002 you could 
START YOUR AVON BUSINESS FREE! 
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT OFFICER 
Job Description: Work with clients on Service 
Needs Determination Assessments and provide 
support services. 
qualifications: Post secondary degree or 
combination of post secondary education and 
experience in employment raining and counselling 
or related field. Work experience in an office 
environment and with youth is necessary. This 
position requires good writing and reading skills. 
Computer knowledge is essential, Must possess 
good interPersonal skills and be a team player. 
Candidates must undergo a criminal record check. 
Salary: Dependent on qualification. 
Closing Date: 24 May 2002 
Please forward resumes to: 
InterConnect 
205-4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 156 
Email: interconnect@telus.net 
Fax: (250) 635-1516 
0nly the successful short listed candidates will be 
contacted. 
Huckleberm Mhtes Ltd. is a 21,000 TPD open pit copper molybdenum 
ntine located 120 "bn south oj'Hoaston ia west central British Columbia. 
Operations commenced in October 1997. ttuckleberry Mines is 
operated by hrtperial Metals Corporation of Vancouver, B.C. 
Imperial Metals is recogttized asan efficient mhte developer and 
operator and also operates the Mount Policy Mine bt B.C. We are 
currently recruiting the following position: 
Heavy Duty Mechanic 
The successful candidate will report to the Mine Maintenance 
Supervisor and will be responsible for the following duties: 
maintenance, repair and troubleshooting of engines, transmissions, 
hydraulics and electrical systems on 777 and 785 Cat Trucks, 992 
Loader, P & H 1900 and 2100 shovel, Demag shovel and Bucyms-Erie 
rotary drills. 
Applicants must possess a journeyman's trade qualification (B.C. ticket) 
or an lnterprovinclal Heavy Duty Mechanic's ticket, have a minimum of 
2 years' expei"iCnce 'in' theltrade: nd be; able 'tO' perform .basi~lding:" 
Shovel and drill experience would be considered an asset. 
Huckleberry Mine is a remote mine where its employees live in a camp 
environment on their days or work. This position works a 4 x 4 
schedule (4 days in, 4 days out) or 4 x 3 schedule (4 days in, 3 days 
out). While at the mine site all meals and accommodations are provided 
free of charge to employees. Transportation is provided from Houslon. 
We thank all applicants for their interest in Huckleberry Mines Ltd., but 
only those selected for an interview will be contacted. 
Qualified candidates can submit heir resumes in confidence to: 
Human Resources Department 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. 
P.O. Box 3000, Houston, B.C. V0J 1Z0 
Fax: (604) 517-4701 
Emalh HR @Huekleberrymlnes,com 
Scotiabank is one of North. America's leading financial 
institutions, and Canada's most international bank. We 
provide innovative financial products and services to 
individuals, small and medium-st'ze businesses, corporations 
and governments across Canada and around the world. 
As one of the newest members of our Sales Team, you are 
responsible for contributing to the branch team's overall 
success by meeting negotiated goals through the 
identification and satisfaction of customer needs using a 
financial planning approach. Successful candidates must 
have the bllowing qualifications: 
. Retail Ban[ing experience in a sales environment. 
e A thorough knowledge of customer life cycle needs 
with Financial Planning experience 
• A thorough knowledge of retail investment, lending 
and deposit services product features and benefits 
• Developed skills in interviewing, solicitation, and 
telemarketlng, risk analysis tecl~niques and credit 
ad udication policies andprocesses as they apply to 
reta I lend ng products. 
External education and/or licensing prerequisites: 
Required to have successfully completed a course of study 
that will enable registration with the provincial securities 
commission to oblaln a license to sell mutual funds 
Required to have completed or be able to obtain. Canadian 
Securities Course and/or Personal Financial Planning 
program and/or Canadian Financial Planner Designation 
by October 31,2004. 
This exciting career opportunity will provide you with an 
excellent compensation package, flexible benefits, and 
opportunities to grow, develop and advance within a 
progressive, fast paced envlronm'ent. 
Individuals who are career oriented with a demonstrated 
ability to succeed are invited to apply by 
sending a resume to: 
T.A. (Te~i) McPhee Manager 
4602 Lakelse Ave Terrace, BC VSO 1R1 
fax 250-635-8524 
Deadline for applications is May 24, 2002 
Scotiabank 
We thank all applicants and advise that only those selected for an intarview 
will be contacted, eeotiabnnk isan equal opportunity employer. 
I 
Registrations Now Accepted 
Experiential skill development inprofessional counselling prepares 
the graduate to offer services addressing a wide range of issues 
including loss and grief, conflict resolution, addiction childhood 
experiences affecting adult life, and others. An integrated model is 
used incorporating all therapeutic approaches in our campus and 
corresponaence programs. 
Selected courses are eligible for transfer credit to a university degree. 
To request a course catalogue, call: 1.B00-665-7044 
Or go to wwv.counselortraining.com 
Counsellor Training Institute 
1581 Kulspai Crescent Terrace, B.C. V8G 4P5 
is currently accepting applications for 
FRONT DESK SALES AGENT 
A strong commitment to serving the public is 
essential. The successful applicant must have 
analytical ability, be multi task oriented and be 
flexible as to work schedules. Please fax your resume 
to 250-635-0092 or apply in person to Dullss 
Kleamyck at 4553 Greig Avenue, Terrace. 
requires an individual for the fulMme 
position of accountant. 
Duties will include the supervision of computer data 
processing, account reconciliations, and the preparation 
of journal entries, trial balances and cost reports. 
The candidate will preferably have a designation in a 
recognized accounting program. Experience in the 
logging industry would be an asset. 
Please submit a resume to: 
Bear Creek Contracting Ltd. 
3752 Hwy. 16 East, Terrace, B.C. VgG 5J3 
Fax: 635-6919 
Emaih bearcreek@telus.net 
Attention: Stuart Smith 
J ,  
NORTHERN HEALTH 
author i ty  
MILLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
A Physiotherapist is required from July 2, 2.002- August 
31, 2002 at Mills Memorial Hospital in Terrace. 
Responsibilities include physical therapy treatments for 
both in-patient and out-patients; maintains patient records 
and statistics; consults with physicians and other members 
of the healthcare team on the management of assigned 
patients. 
, J Qualified applicdh'fS must .l~oss'es~' a: "degree'-~fibm a
':'l~"~r~k:~6'gni~:~bd~h~l'~6f"~phy,~10th£r~Vpy. ~B~ ~s h'i~ih the 
J Colleqe of Provincial therapisk bF British Columbia is 
I man' tory  prior to employment. Membership, or 
I eligibility b r  membership., in the Canadian Physiotlbrapy. 
I Association. Minimum of two years experience as a staff 
physiotherapist is preferred. 
Salary range is $3859 - 4810 monthly depending on 
previous years of experience. 
Please submit a resume to: 
Human Resources, Mills Memorial Hospital 
4720 Haugland Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
Fax: (250) 635-7639 
Emaik hr@tahc.com 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNIIY 
IN-HOUSE COUNSEL 
to NISGA A LISIMS 
GOVERNMENT 
Nisga'a Lisims Government (NLG) is seeking In-House Counsel, 
who will work with general counsel, to coordinate the legal serv- 
ices of NLG, supervise the quality of legal services being retained, 
ensure an efficient use of legal services and manage the NLG legal 
budget for specialized services to the Nation. 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
• Providing general legal advice to NLG, Executive, Chief 
Executive Officer and Directors; 
• Providing eneral egal advice on issues arising out of the Treaty 
and relationships with federal and provinc a governments; 
• Providing eneral'legal advice arising out of I~e establishment of
the Nisga a institutions and various corporate structures c~} the 
Nisga'a Nation; 
• Providing general egal advice on general corporate, commer- 
cial and employment issues; 
• Developing and managing a budget for the provision of legal 
services to the NLG; 
• Retaining, managing and coordinatintg the provision of legal 
services by outside legal counsel indudlng developing and 
implementing admMistrafive procedures for procuring legal 
advice, developing and implementing quality controls and seek- 
ing efficlencies; 
• Other dulies as required. 
GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS 
• Five to ten years call and law practice, licensed to practice law in 
British Columbia; preferred In-House legal counsel/In.House 
Counsel for corporation or munlcipal/provlnclal or federal gov- 
ernment; passlble involvement intreaty negoliations; 
• Prefer general commercial/corporate; aboriginal aw; municipal 
law; employment law; Charter 0f Rights; - 
• Mature, self-initlating, leadership qualilles, excellent oral and 
written communication skills, team player; slrong administrative 
and managerial skills, computer literate; 
• Must be available for frequent travel; 
• Full time commitment; legal counsel could nat perform any other 
work for any other level of government or for any other client 
with interests adverse to Nisga'a Nation; 
• Experience with aboriginal dients preferred; 
• Knowledge of Nisga'a language and culture an asset, but not 
required. 
Applicants are requested to submit a resume and one.page cover- 
ing letter descrlbing their qualifications, The salary will be deter- 
mined by Nisga'a Lmms C.~overnment (consldenng years of call, 
experience, training, etc,) Resume must be received prior to June 
7, 2002 to be considered. Please forward to: 
Christina Dyer 
~,rso~d D~a~ 
Nlsga'a Lisims Government 
P.O. Box 231 
New Aiyansh, B.C. 
VOJ 1A0 
Email: christina.dyer@nisgaa.net 
I 
Wlm!t 
store is looking for a self- 
outgoing, team member. 
lnd interest of fishing/hunting 
n asset. Wage dependent on 
'lease submit resume with hand 
letter and references to: 
File 118 
andard, 3210 Clinton Slreet 
trace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
Duties 
Develop a program that increases the communitys knowledge 
of maternal alcohol use and its associated'risks, early 
intervention approaches and effective treatment programs; 
• Develop curriculum and provide accessible training for health, 
education and social service providers regarding effective 
FAS/E prevention strategies; 
Develop a holistic approach to supporting children and Families 
f in the of the context community; 
Organize, research and make accessible FAS/E resources and 
leaching aids to health, education, social service providers and 
families affected by FAS/E towards improved early 
intervention; f 
Be responsible for organizin.cl support groups for caregivers o
children affected by prenatal" exposure to alcohol and provide 
individual and fam!ly counselling; 
Nelwork and jointly plan with community children and family 
}ocused programs successful implementation of effective 
prevention strategies throu~qh media community events, 
Aboriginal cultural events, workshops, etc.; 
Provide projects on training/ca0acity development for teachers 
and teacher's assistants in schools with particular focus on 
health, early detection, and on the impacts of FAS/E on 
learning anar behavieur, prevention and intervention slrategles; 
Program management: staff supervision, scheduling, reporting 
coordination, contract and financial management; 
Work independently and as a team member in 
program/proposal development; 
Coordinate with internal/external community resources to 
ensure effective case management; 
Support and advocate for client centered issues; 
i Prepore and facilitate presentations/workshops; 
Provide monthly narrative and statistical reports; 
• Other duties, as required. 
Qualifications 
• Bachelor of Social Work and/or combination of pqst-seconda~ 
education and work experience dealing specifically with Fetal 
Alcohol Syndrome. 
i Demonstrated project management and staff supervision. 
Demonstrated proposal, prol'ect, and curriculum development. 
Knowledge and experience in working with Aboriginal groups 
and an understanding ofAboriginal culture. 
Ability to work within .a muhi-disciplinary team. 
Proficiency in Windows 95/2000 and related computer 
programs. . 
• Ability to undergo a successful criminal record search. 
Submit a resume with Iflree references to: 
~ Executive Director 
Kermode Friendship Society 
3313 Ka um Street, Terrace, BC 
Application deadline: May 24, 2002 at 4:30 pm 
Posdtor~ epeh~nt'on ~hd ng. L " 
Nole: Only those selected for an interview will be contacted. 
No telephone or in person inquiries. 
Employment Opportunity for 
Project Coordinator of PRSCAH 
The Prince Rupert Steering Committee on Aboriginal 
Homelessness is seeking a Project Coordinator to 
manage all activities, projects and initiatives 
associated with the Union Aboriginal Homelessness 
strategy. The coordinator will work on a contractual 
basis for approximately one year commencing June 
2002, pending approval of funds received for this 
position. Under the direction of the PRSCAH, the 
coordinator will administer' all aspects of this, 
initiative. 
Qualifications: 
• Post-secondary educat ion  or re levant  
expertise/experience in a related field 
i Knowledge of local Aboriginal history and culture 
as well as contemporary Aboriginal issues 
Experience working with Aboriginal communities 
Excellent organizational, communication (oral and 
written) and administrative skills 
Excellent inter-personal skills and abilily to establish 
l and maintain co-operative working relationships Ability to take initiative and demonstrate leadership 
i Demonstrated successful experience in accessing 
public and private sector funding 
Excellent computer and technical skills 
Possess a valid driver's license and vehicle for 
transportation 
e Successful candidate must provide necessary 
equipment and office space to fulfill job duties (The 
PRSCAH will provide necessary meeting space for 
committee meetings) 
Job Duties: 
i Manage and implement the key objectives of the 
communily plan under the direction of the PRSCAH 
Plan and facilitate a public education campaign 
concerning Aboriginal homelessness issues 
Work with existing agencies to promote life-skills 
training to prevent homelessness 
Other duties as assigned by PRSCAH 
Salary: Commensurate with education 
and experience 
Application Deadline: May 17, 2002 
Interested candidates should pick up an information 
kit from the Tsimshlan Tribal Council and submit a 
complete resume including a cover letter with three 
work-related references to: 
Prince Rupert Steering Committee 
on Aboriginal Hamelessness 
138 1 st Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
: V8J 1A8 
Faxed resumes wlJJ not be accepted, For mare 
information, please call Deborah Jeffrey at 2,50-627- 
8782 or Gregory Brass at Human 'Resources 
Development Canada at 604-666-7266. 
1:7 !ii.580 WORK : 
: WAUTPn COTTAGES 
CASUALS REQUIRED- Home 
Support Workers. Caring de- 
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide Certificate or a nursing 
background and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. 
There is also weekend employ- 
ment ~available. Vehicle re- 
quired, Apply at Terrace Home 
Support Services, 4720 Hau- 
gland, Terrace, B.C. 250-638- 
4013 ....... 
616COMMERCIAL 
FAST FOOD RESTAURANT 
requires cook/supervisor. Posi- 
tion requires ability to do fast 
'food preparation, scheduling, 
ordering and supervising staff. 
Fax resume to 1-250-798-2478 
or email to mountlayton@ker- 
mode.net, attention Donald or 
Marlene, 0r.drop off resume at 
Mount Layton Hot Springs.(no 
phone calls please) 
628 FORSALE OR 
'RENT I.. ~ 
LEMARE LAKE Logging on N, 
Vancouver Island now hiring 
weders, heavy duty, gas and 
diesel h~echanics. Excellenl 
wages and benefits. Coastal ex- 
perience preferred. Fax 
resumes 250-956-4888. 
OPPORTUNITY FOR new 
business, New truck with good 
job, Northern B.C. Reply to file 
#127, Interior News, Box 2560, 
Smithersl B.C. VoJ 2N0 
OWNER OPERATORS for su- 
per B hauls. BC, Alberta. Own 
trailers or rentals are available. 
Call 1-800-667-3944. 
P.G. FLOOR Fashions Ltd - 
DBA Carpet One is seeking 
qualified journeyman and ap- 
prenticeship flooring installers. 
You should be experienced in 
installation of carpets, vinyl, 
hardwood and ceramic tiles, It 
you are interested in con- 
tract/hourly work, please submit 
resume to unit 140 -1990 ogilvie 
st., Prince George, B.C. V2N- 
lxl.  
PRESENT GOOD,conscien- 
tious managers are retiring after 
ten years. 48 suite apartment 
on North Shore in Kamloops re- 
quires mature couple to live on- 
site. Communication and hand- 
yman skills are a must; main- 
tenance of grounds and build- 
ing, enforcing regulations and 
rent collections. Salary negoti- 
able. Reply to 206-4400 Domin- 
ion, Burnabv, B. C. V4q 4G3 
PRO-TECH Forest Resources 
Ltd. Employment opportunity: 
Siviculture Coordinator. An ac- 
credited Silviculture Surveyor. 2 
years experienced req. Knowl- 
edge of local ecosystem and 
current Silviculture survey stan- 
dards req. Ability to supervise 
and train staff. Valid BC Class 5 
license. Employer: Pro-Tech 
Forest Resources LTD. Telkwa, 
B.C, Contact Shed Worthing. 
Phone 250-845-2810, fax :250~•. 
~846-5007 or emaih HYPER- 
~IN K"mailto:houstonoffice @ pro- 
~techforest.ca" houstionoffice 
@pro-techfforest.ca Resumes 
due bv May 8, 2002. 
PUT YOUR 'PC to work. 
$500+pt./$2000+ft. Full training 
provide'd. Phone" i~1-888-409- 
2694 or go to www:prd~peri~/u- 
nited.neL 
QUALIFIED PAINTERS and 
apprentices to work for compa- 
ny located in B:C. Interior. com- 
petitive wage package, extend- 
ed medical and dental. Serious 
people only need apply. Fax re- 
sume toll free. 1-666-525-4888 
SELF-MOTIVATED mature 
couple to operate busy small 
south Okanagan Mountain Re- 
sort, Non-smokers, non-drink- 
ers, no pets. Furnished accom- 
modation included. References 
required. Call for particulars. 
250-493-3535 
THE CHOICES Program (Ter- 
race & District Community Serv- 
Ices) is looking for Casual/on- 
call employees. Applicants must 
be 19 years of age. If you have 
Grade 12 and are interested in 
working with people who are 
developmentally delayed, and 
you are willing to obtain a Level 
1 Adult Care,First Aid Ticket, 
Class 4 Drivers License, TB & 
Tetanus, Criminal Record 
Checks. Must be available to 
work weekends. Please pick up 
an application at the Choices 
office at 4916 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace B.C. For more lnforma- 
lion Please call Choices at 
250-635-7863 Thanks to all 
who apply, however, only those 
considered for an interview will 
be contacted. 
WANTED BUYERS Place your 
word ad in The Terrace Stan- 
dard and Weekend Advertiser 
for 1 week and pay only $14.45, 
3 weeks (3TS) & 3(WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20 25C/word plus GST. Phone 
638-7283, Fax 638-8432 or 
emall to advertising@terra- 
cestandard.com We accept 
VISA, Mastercard or cash. 
WANTED EXPERIERCED fell- 
er buncher operator timbco. Ex- 
GARDEN ROTOTILLING. 
Quality work for reasonabie 
rates. 250-635-9369 
THYME OUT GARDENING. 
Experienced and licensed gar-: 
dener, designing, pruning, in-. 
stallation and restoration of resi- 
dential gardens. Call Maureen. 
250-635-7101 
1 AND 2 bedroom apartments 
available immediately. On site 
management.250-635-1373, 
250-635-5136 or 250-635-6428. 
1,2, 3, bdr apt. Availimmd. Or 
site management. Ref reqd 
250-635-6428 or 250-638-0015 
or250-615-0345 
2 - 2 bedroom suites; laundry 
facilities. F/s, covered parking. 
Cable, close to town, No pets, 
damage deposit. Call 250-635- 
292t. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
Available immediately. No 
smoking, no pets, secured en- 
trance and recreation facilities 
on site. References required. 
$550/ month plus security de- 
posit. Call 250-635-6824. 
2 BEDROOM duplex $400/m0 
Small and cozy. Close to down- 
town. No pets please. Refer- 
ences required. $400/month. 
250-638-1648 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath above 
ground suite at 4721 Loen. No 
dogs. References required. 
$625/month. Call 250-638- 
8639. 
3 BEDROOM, 2 bathroom, 
fridge and stove. Close to medi- 
cal center. Available June 1102. 
References required. Call 250- 
635-3042. 
4524 KALUM Lake Drive. Rus- 
tic 2 bedroom suite, suitable for 
1-2 adults. F/s, w/d, w/w carpet 
and fireplace. Electric heat, no 
pets. One mile from college. 
Private entrance on ground 
floor. $375/mo + $187 damage 
deposit. Call 250-635-7341. 
APARTMENT IN 4 plex in 
Thornhill. Ideal for single person 
or couple. No pets. To view 
250-635-8288 
IN THORNHILL one bedroom 
furnished apartment, single oc- 
cupancy only. References re- 
quired. No pets. $360 + $180 
sec dep. Call 250-635-2065. 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite in 
a quiet, clean four plex. Near 
hospital and bus routes. Onsite 
caretakers, 5 appliances, ng 
fireplace, mini storage, No pets 
please, $750/month. Call Betty 
250-635-6248 
NEW 2 BEDROOM, 2nd floor 
apartment very large, 
1200sqft,F/3, dishwasher, w/d 
hbokup~ ' R~fOtehce~"~requii'bdi 
i|:'J~50.638-1'~'~'4 . . . . . . . . .  . '  
NEW APARTMENTS. One and 
two bedroom apartments, close 
to town, 2 bedrooms and 4 ap- 
pliances. N/g fireplace, and 
storage room. Non smokers, no 
pets. $650/mo. Call 250-635- 
2250 or 250-635-1622. 
NEWER SPACIOUS 2 bed- 
room, secudty entrance, 4 ap- 
pliances. No pets/smoking. 
Walking distance to downtown 
Available immediately. 250-638- 
0046 or 250-635-4852 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
olease. 250-615-5441 
QUIET AND clean 2 bdrm 
ground level apartment. No 
pets. Laundry and recreation 
facilities, security entrance. Rel 
req, reasonable rent. Available 
June 1/02 Phone 250-635- 
1126, 
TERRACE MANOR- SUMMER 
SPECIAL. Rent free until Au- 
gust 1, pay no rent for May, 
June and July. 3 bdrm town- 
house close to downtown and 
schools at 4520 Scott Ave. 
Fridge & stove included. Wash- 
er & dryer hookups call 250- 
635-4980, 
TWO BEDROOM apartment in 
triplex. $475/mo, on-site land- 
lord, In quiet neighbourhood, 
maintained yards plus extras. 
$200.00 damage deposit. 
Phone 250-635-3492 
TWO BEDROOM apartments 
on Braun Island, $375 & $400. 
Pets welcome. Call 250-635- 
9102, 
I' CLINTON MANOR 
| WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
• I FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
I s420.00 month. 
I AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
i s500.00 month. 
I One block from swimming pool. 
I No Pets; references required. 
~ phone 635-3475 
perience an asset, steady work. " .... .. 
Camp job, starting July 2002. .- 
Phone (250)-698-7607 fax 
(250)-698-7902. 
ER 
on,  
re- 
25 
ard 
Experi~ 
EXPERIENCED CARPENT
Richard Thornton Construction, 
Available for renovations, 
pairs or new construction. 
years experience.Call Richard 
250-638-8526; 
SMART PAINTING 
enced painting contractor will 
paint spring and summer Interi- 
or, exterior esidential nd com- 
merolal painting, 10% paint dis- 
count from supplier, Seniors 
,15% labour discount. Profes- 
sional quality wc, k; Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Refer- 
ences available, Call Karl 250- 
615-0199 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown, 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
2 Bedroom 
Apartments 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
ASk for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
. HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
. Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities 
• Close to schools & downtown 
, On bus route 
, On sit0 management 
• No pets 
, References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
1200 SQft basement suite for 
rent. All utilities, satellite includ- 
ed. Small pets negotiable. Stor- 
age, f/s, w/d. Call alter 6 pm 
250-635-4956. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
one block from college. F/s, 
w/d. Spacious and clean. Nice 
yard, rent negotiable. Call 250- 
638-1164. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
available immediately. Couple 
preferred, close to downtown. 
Big backyard. Separate en- 
trance. No pets. References re- 
quired. $450/mo + security de- 
posit. Call 250-635-6824 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer, ef- 
erences. $450/mo plus damage 
deposit. 2 bedroom upper suite 
in 4 plex. $625/mo plus dd. 
Laundry facilities available. In- 
cludes utilities. 250-635-5992 
2 BEDROOM suite, new car- 
pets, paint. Close to downtown, 
fenced yard, storage room. 
Available June 1st. $500/m0. 
250-638-1115 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom base- 
ment suite, Available imme- 
diately. Close to town. Call 250- 
635-2360. 
FOR SINGLE person one bed- 
room basement suite. Close to 
town, no pets, no smokers. 
250-635-5893. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
Ite. Close to downtown, cable & 
utilities included. Suitable for 
one person. Call after 6pm. 
250-638-8010 
ONE BEDROOM ground level 
suite. Available immediately. No 
parties, no pets, close to town. 
Call 250-635-3264. 
ONE BEDROOM suite. Kitchen, 
dinning room. Close to town, 
schools. No pets, no smoking, 
no parties. Reasonable rent. 
Call 250-635-3158, 
BRIGHT 2 bedroom basement 
suite. Available immediately. 
$500/mo. Heat included. 250- 
635-7714 
AVAILABLE MAY 15TH. Two 
bedroom bachelor suite. Lots of 
light, no partiesl Good referenc- 
es a mustl. $450/mo. Appt to 
view call 250-635-3789 after 
5pm. 
PRIVATE 1 bedroom basement 
suite. Gas fireplace. Wash- 
er/dryer. Utilities included. Up- 
per Thornhill. Available June 1. 
250-635-3756 
SPACIOUS ATTRACTIVE 1 
bedroom suite available to non- 
smoker now, Quiet location, pri- 
vate entrance, Fridge/stove, 
waher/dryer. Partial gas heat, 
hot water. Parking and cable in- 
cluded, $600/m0. References. 
Call Erlca 250-635-2404 or col- 
lect Mary 250-446-6809 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. Recently painted and 
with new appliances. $475/mo. 
Phone Rob 250-638-7290. 
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3 BEDROOM summer 'home. 
Fully furnished, private beach 
and dock. Available on month- 
ly/weekly basis. Lakelse Lake 
highway side. Phone 250-798- 
2039. 
2000 SO FT office space, 4391 
Keith avenue. Call 1-250-635- 
7171. 
OFFICE OR retail space for 
'rent or lease. Excellent down- 
town location 1800 sq ft. Ready 
to move in. Call 250-635-1753 
or email at elmo2@telus.net. 
FOR SALE Place your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & 3(WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 25C/word 
plus GST. Phone 638-7283, 
Fax 638-8432 or email to adver- 
tising @terracestandard.com 
We accept VISA, Mastercard or 
cash. 
2 BEDROOM, washer dryer, 
fridge, stove. $500/m0. 250- 
638-6969 eveninqs. 
NEWLY RENOVATED trailer 
with large addition & storage 
shed on private lot in Copper 
Mountain area. Includes 4 ap- 
pliances, outside pets are wel. 
come. $650/month, references 
required, or to purchase 
$55,000 vendor financing may 
be considered. Have recent 
appraisal, Call 250-635-5511 
RENT TO own $000/month. 
W/d, f/s, 2 bedroom ; Call 250- 
615-0116 eveninqs 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
with basement. Walking dis- 
tance to downtown Terrace, No 
pets, and references required. 
Call week days after 4:30 p.m. 
or weekends anytime 250- 638- 
7140 or 250- 632-5918. 
14 X 70 3 bedroom trailer. 
Washer/dp/er, fridge/stove, Io- 
cated off Dover road. 
$600/month + $300 damage 
deposit. Call 250-635-8224. 
"~ )m1~uni ty  TO place your  Community  Classified 
J(~ call this newspaper or Classifieds toll free 1-86~669-9222 classifieds@bccom unitynews.com 
. www.communityclassif ieds.ca 
CH 2.3 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,411 
o, 1 
03 
6 
04 
AUTO FINANCING CAREER TRAINING EMPLOYMENT HELP WANTED 
THE CAR GUYS Bank BE AN INTERIOR OPPORTUNITIES BUILDING MANGER, 
Says No? Dealer DECORATOR with our WHAT DOES a turfgrass Cleaning, Renovations (if 
Says No? Bankrupt? unique hom~-study equipment echnician do? desired),~ possibly 
. . . . . . . .  " ' i n  ~We a0" c q~ .. . .  ~b l  or'y6"i:Frbe Spr,~tlca.e~,,ma!nta!r}sar~d., ,handypersoncomToination 
...:u~,q~! Accpss,.I 9~ore  man' ~rochu,re 1-,8Q0-267- ti repairs . specialized, "couple,or,single requirecl 
'~1'~00 new/used veh c es 1829. Sheffield School of machinery founa at golf for Fort McMurray, Alberta 
with a 90% approval rate. Interior Design. 1407-38 courses, parks, anywhere apartment/hotel. Fax 
For immediate help and 
same day approval call 
1-800-803-3233, 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WORK FROM HOME. 
P/T, $400 $1490 
per month. F/T, $2000- 
$4900 per month. 
www.realisticdream.com. 
1-888-220-6291 
GET PAID DAILY. Make 
big money every time 
someone buys groceries, 
#1 home business, 
No selling. Residual 
income for life. 1-888-748- 
5486 ext 16. 
www.smsecrets.com 
ALL AREAS. A 
10k investment can 
immediately start earning 
you $75k a year working 
part-time helping persons 
with disabilities find jobs. 
AI areas. No experience 
needed. 604-51 9-4600 
(24hr info message) 
GREAT CANADIAN 
DOLLAR Store franchise 
opportunities. With more 
than 100 stores across 
Canada, we offer one of 
the most thr i l l ing,and 
affordable franchises to 
'own. To learn more, 
visit our webslte: 
www.dollarstores.com or 
call toll free 1-877-388- 
0123. 
MOST IMPORTANT 
D ISTR IBUTORSHIP  
offered in British 
Columbia. 25K investment 
with a potential return of 
six figures+++ annually. 
$500 Billion Market, Read 
meters, collect money. 
Turnkey, no competition. 
1-800-213-2166. 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
HOME & GIFT, Canada's 
premier direct sales 
company, is seeking 
Consultants In your area. 
Wonderful earnings and 
exceptional products. For 
free Information call (519) 
258-7905 or visit: 
www,homeandg!ft.ca 
AUTOMOTIVE  
TECHNICIAN REQUIRED 
on the Sunshine Coast. 
Certif ied Journeyman. 
Good remuneration and 
lifestyle. Resumes to 
Skookum Chrysler, 1028 
Glbsons Way, Glbsons, 
B.C. V0N 1V7 Fax', 604- 
886-3423 
McArthur Ave,, Ottawa ON 
K1 L 6R2. 
COMING EVENTS 
WWII, KOREA, AND 
Peacekeeping Veterans 
needed to volunteer to 
speak in local schools and 
youth groups through The 
Memory Project. Free 
preparation workshop to 
be held in Vancouver on 
June 14 (small travel 
subsidy provided). Please 
call Jessica at 1-866-701- 
1867 to register. 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Train 
to be an Apartment/ 
Condominium Manager. 
Many jobsl Job placement 
assistance. All-Areas. 
Government Registered 
Program. Information/ 
brochure (604) 681-5456, 
1 -800-665-8339,  
www.rmti.ca. 
JOBS WITH 
ADVENTUREI Are you 
ready for a great job 
with challenge and 
excitement? Applications 
are now being accepted 
for training with job 
placement assistance. 
www.tourismcollege.com. 
1 -800-668-9301.  
Ca na_d ia_n_To__u[ls_n3 Colleg~ 
EMPLOYMENT 
there's turf. At Fairview 
College, learn engines, 
irrigation and sprayer 
components, cutting units 
and more. Full-equipped 
shops, three-hole golf 
course, recreational park 
on campus. One year 
certificate program. High 
industry demand. Enroll 
nowl Fairview College, 
Alberta, 1-888-999-7882; 
_www.fairviewcollege.co_m. 
WHAT A LIFE. Spend 
your days outdoorsl 
Spor ts f ie lds /parks  
technician program, 
Fairview College, Alberta, 
Management and 
resume with letter c/o: 
604-520-3014 
I MAKE $2,348/Weekl 
Willing to teach three to do 
same. Free Online Videol 
www.dailycash.com 
INTERNET SERVICES 
CHEAP WEBSITES- 
$14.95 per year ,corn ,net 
.org .info .biz .ca Register 
your web address today. 
Free web page. Free 
domain and email 
fo rward ing .  
www.easyhos_t,_c_orn . . . . . . .  
INVESTMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
maintenance of outdoor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
recreation areas from 
municipal and regional 
parks systems to 
school districts and 
sports settings. On- 
campus residences. 
1 -688-999-7882;  
www,fairviewcoll_ege.corn_. 
MAKE A SPLASH with a 
new careerl Fairview 
College offers a one-year 
program in marine 
mechanics. Now at 
St. Albert, Alberta. 
1 -888-999-7882;  
www.fairvlewcollege.corn_._ 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4995,00 All 
new Super Lumbermate 
2000, lager capacities, 
SHORT TERM 
INVESTMENTS. Huge 
$$$ Profit Potential in 3-5 
weeks. Free Trading 
Kit/Special Report. Call 
1-800-663-3105 
more options: Norwood 
..... -oPp-O--RT--U--N-I-TI--E-S- -- Industries, manufacturer 
WOULD YOU LIKE to 
work in the beautiful 
Rocky Mountains? The 
Lake Louise Inn is 
currently hiring room 
attendants and servers. If 
you can commit to at least 
October 1, please apply 
to: Megan Keam, Lake 
Louise Inn, Box 209, Lake 
Louise, AB, T0L 1E0 or 
fax to 403-522-2950. 
CAMPBELL CHRYSLER 
Is seeking to hire 
automotive technicians. 
We're offering competitive 
pay, good working 
conditions, Extra hours. 
Benefit package. 
Applicants must be 
wil l ing to work in a 
team environment. 
Conscientious, eager 
to achieve,  Forward 
resumes to fax 
780-835-3551 or 
In,, person at Campbell 
i3'l~sler, Fairvlew, Alberta. 
Attention: Thomas 
Backes. 
of sawmills, edgers and 
skidders. Free Information, 
1-800-566-6899, ext, 
400.OT. 
NEED A COMPUTER 
.,.don't have cash? The 
Original IBM PC, just $1 a 
day..,no money downl Call 
Now & Get AOL Free for 1 
year, The Buck A 
Day Company. Call: 
1 .800 .666-3547,  
www.buckaday.com 
HELP WANTED 
ATTN: SERIOUS 
DIETERS neededl Lose 
weight & earn $$$. 
diet magic @ hotmall.oom, 
1-877-737-DIET (3443~ 
JOURNEYMAN 
PLUMBER, FT position. 
Experience required in 
all aspects of 
residential /commercial  
plumbing. Wages 
negotiable. Resumes; Box 
20144, Golden, B,C. 
V0A 1H0. Fax', 
250-344-2855, emaih 
kardash @ redshlft.bo.ca 
PAYTELEPHONE SERVo 
EXPERT PSYCHICS.,.Try 
Us Firstl Your Future 
Revealed by Your 
Personal Psychic. Sincere 
& Genuine Readings. Call 
24 hours. 1-900-561-2100 
$2.95/min. 18+ 
PSYCHIC SERVICES 
DON'T MISS THISI 
Unique psychic 
counselling. You have 
questions, we have 
answers. Love, health, 
career, family, Ca hOWl 
1-888-318-2968 1-900- 
677-1333, $2.99 per 
m i n u t e 
www.p..sychlccounsellingclrcle.com 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
FUTURE STEEL 
BUILDINGS-  Durable, 
Dependable,  P ro - "  i 
en g neered,  !,~. ~!!~,~i|.ee.[.,r~a(, I 
Structures. Custom-made 
to suit your needs and 
requirements. Factory- 
Direct affordable prices. 
Call 1-800-668-5111 ext, 
132 for free brochure. 
TRAVEL 
TIMESHARE RESALES. 
Worldwide Selection. Era 
Stroman Since 1979. Call 
Nowl Buyers call 1-800- 
613-7987. Sellers call 
1 -800-201-0864.  
www.timesharelink.com. 
ISLAND GETAWAY, 
Overlooking Discovery 
Passage, Tsa-Kwa-Luten 
Lodge on Quadra Island is 
the perfect Getaway. 
Package Includes 
o c e an  v i e w 
accommodation, dinner 
and breakfast for $59.95 
pp dbl. Expires June 
30/02, 
TRUCKS 
0 DOWN O.A.C." 
Guaranteed credit 
approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
utilities, cars & vans. 
Repo's, broken leases, 
heavy duty equipment, 
Take over payments. Free 
delivery. Call Lawrence 
Slccla BC's largest finance 
broker, 1-800-993-3673, 
Vancouver 604-327-6377, 
REAL ESTATE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  WE 
SELLING YOUR 
APPROVE 
HOUSE?, Use Canada's 
#1 classifieds and reach 
millions of consumers. 
Intrigued? Ask this 
newspaper about 
Community Classifieds, Or 
call the B,C, & Yukon 
Community Newspapers 
Association toll-free 
1 -866-669-9222.  
www,bccommunitynews,com 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS. 
CLEARANCE Salel 
Manufacturer direct, Beat 
next price increase, 
25x40 $7,200,00, 
30X40 $8,900.00. 
30x50 $10,300.00. 
35x50 $13,200.00, 4 
0x60 $17,300.00. Many 
others, Pioneer 1-800- 
668-5422. Since 1980, 
EVERYONE. Working, 
person's truck and car lot, 
Self-employed? Proof of 
income a problem? No 
down payment? If your 
credit has been affected 
by a broken relationship or 
you have been refused by 
banks and dealers as a 
result of bankruptcy, slow 
payments, no credit, or a 
repossession, we can 
helpl 1 ,Drive yourself back 
to good credit, 2.Rebuild 
your credit today, 3,Call 
Glenn now to get started, 
Rates from 5,9, 
1 -800-650-4829,  
www.oredl t -k lng.com.~: .  
- ] _ . ,  . 
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7151COMMERCIAL 
• PROPERTY 
2 BEDROOM bright, clean up- 
per duplex• F/S, W/D. Bright 
and clean. Small pets okay. 
Close to pool. $550 month• 
Available immediately. 250- 
635-6352 
2 BEDROOM double wide on 
large lot at 4651 Beaver. 
Fridge/Stove, washer/dryer. 
$500.00 per month. Good 
references. Call 250-638-8639, 
2 BEDROOM Townhouse in 4- 
plex. Clean, quiet. Fridge/stove 
No pets. References re- 
quired.250-635-3796. 
2 BEDROOM, small house. 
$550/mo in Thornhill. Fridge, 
stove• 250-635-7657 
4re ¥ o .  I. Earn ing  Wha| 
3 BEDROOM house on the 
Bench• Fride/stove, wash- 
er/dryer, dishwasher, firePlace, 
partially finished basement. 
Available June 1. Damage de- 
posit, ref req. $850/mo. 250- 
635-3845 leave a messaqe. 
3 BEDROOM house, full upper 
suite, wall to wall carpet, near 
school, 5 minutes to downtown. 
Available immediately. 250- 
635-3827 
3 BEDROOM house. F/s, w/d 
hook-ups, 2 bathrooms, large 
fenced yard. Close to schools 
and hospital. Call 250-636- 
1053. 
3 BEDROOM on southside . 
Like new , condition. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hook-up. Close to schools and 
hospital. References and dam- 
age deposit required. Available 
June 1102. Call 250-635-2932. 
3BEDROOM House at 4509 
Greig Ave. $650/mo. Good ref- 
erences required. 250-636- 
8639 
5 BEDROOM house at 3508 
King in thornhill. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer, deep freeze. 
Large yard. Good references 
required. $650/mo. 250-638- 
8639 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE available 
May 1st. 5 appliances. Large 
fenced yard, near Thornhill 
Schools. $850/mo. 250-638- 
8605 
CLEAN, NEWLY RENOVATED 
2 bedroom mobile home 
located in quiet trailer 
park, within walking distance to 
town. Funished or unfurnished. 
Fridge/stove, window coverings 
and joey shack. Available im- 
mediately. 250-638-1885 
CLEAN, QUIET, adult oriented 
1 bedroom condo in Woodgre- 
en condominiums, Terrace. 
Natual gas fireplace, oak kitch- 
en cabinets, ceramic tile and 
carpeting. Appliances included• 
Laundry facilities and covered 
patio, no dogs. $625/mo. Call 
250-632-6726 
FOR BEDROOM side-by-side 
duplex. Horseshoe area. Close 
to schools, downtown, bus 
routes. Fridge/stove. No pets, 
no smoking, no parties. 
$695/mo 250-635-1971 
656 SHARED ~ 
. . . . .  ACCOM~ : il::i: l ' 
FOR RENT July 1/2002, 3 bed- 
room home with heated garage 
all appliances, pets negotiable. 
Copper River Estates. Call 250- 
638-1707. 
FOR RENT small 2 bedroom 
house, suitable for 1 or 2 
people. 5131 Agar. Available 
June 1/02. Call 250-635-3883 
" 668:TOURIST: i 
: '  AcCOM:  ..:.:: lll: HORSESHOE 3 bedroom, large 
front room and kitchen, 4 ap- 
pliances. Full unfinished base- 
ment. Gas heat and RSF heat- 
er. $800/mo. 250-638-0736 if 
no answer please leave rues- 
sa~e. 
LARGE 3 bedroom duplex. 
Fridge/stove, blinds, finished at- 
tic, garden level basement, 
fenced yard, pets negotiable. 
Non-smokers only. In upper 
Thornhill. $750/mo + damage 
deposit. Available June 1st for 
application CAll 250-635-4368 
NEWER WELL maintained re- 
cently painted Thornhill duplex. 
Available to non-smokers now. 
3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hookup, storage, ample park- 
ing. $700/mo, Ref's. Call Erica 
250-635-2404 or collect to Mary 
250-446-6809 
676 WANTED TO 
: ~  RENT l ~ " . . . . .  
NICE 2 BEDROOM , 2 bath- 
room, 3 storey side by side du- 
plex in horseshoe. $600/month. 
No dogs. Quiet people with 
good references, Call 250-636- 
8639 ' ":l 705 '  : l 
ACREAGES/LOTS • NICE 6 bedroom 3 bath house 
in Thornhill. Available July 1/02. 
Fridge/stove dishwasher, was- 
her/dryer and garden shed. No 
pets or smoking, Call 250-638- 
8639 
NICELY KEPT 3 bedroom side 
by side duplex. Available May 
1/02. No pets, parties, smok- 
ing.$730/mo. For more informa- 
tion call 250-635-8650 or 250- 
631-9067. 
ONE BEDROOM + laundry 
room. Fridge/stove, washer/dry- 
er. In quite area in Thornhlll on 
bus route. Call 250-638-8503. 
$450/month, plus damage de- 
posit. 
SPACIOUS 2 bedroom unit In 
4-plex, Available Immediately. 
Walking distance to downtown, 
Working couple preferred. 4 ap- 
pllances. No pets. References 
required. Call 250-635-6824 
SPACIOUS 3 bedroom 1 1/2 
baths doublewide on ~rivate 
property, Good condition. Large 
treed fenced yard, 4 appliances. 
$685/m0. 250-635-5510 
Thornhill duplex available im- 
mediately, good condition, 
freshly painted. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer hookup, 3 bdrm, 1 
1/2 baths, n/g heal]hot water, 
large yard and carport, $750/mo 
References required. Call 250- 
638-13g4 
THREE BEDROOM duplex su- 
ite, electric heat, located at 
4639 Soucie. $600/mo. No 
pets. 250-635-1998 
THREE BEDROOM upper suite 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets: New appliances. 
$575/mo. Phone Rob 250-638- 
729O 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions. Day 
and Evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 e-mail kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services Available. 
ONE BEDROOM house 
$395/mo. 14 wide, 3 bedroom 
trailer $550/mo. 2 bedroom du- 
plex $425/mo. 2 bedroom trailer 
$350/mo + damage deposit. No 
pets, all in Thornhill. Call 250- 
635-9530• 
14 X 70 3 bedroom trailer in 
town• Close to schools and 
stores• $525/month + damage 
deposit. Call 250-635-0892 or 
250-638-7668. 
2 BEDROOM mobile with laun- 
dry and large yard, recently 
painted. Some new floors. 
$500/month includes water. 
Phone 1-604-466-6015 leave 
messacle. 
2 BEDROOM trailer with addi- 
tion. Fridge/stove, washer/dry- 
er. Queensway Drive. $550- 
month. Call 250-635-7580. 
3 BEDROOM mobile, 
fridge/stove, dishwasher, laun- 
dry room with washer dryer, 
deep freeze. Doghouse with 
fenced run. Large yard, Thorn- 
hill $650/mo. Available June 1, 
2002. Call 250-635-6458 
HOUSE, 3 bedrooms, South 
Kalum. Washer, dryer, fridge, 
stove, large yard. $700/mo. 
Contact 250-635-4487 
BEAT TOUGH times with low 
rents. Clean 1 and 2 bedroom 
mobiles available. Starting at 
$320/month, w/d available. Call 
250-635-4452. 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom, 4 ap- 
pliances, newly renovated, 
fenced back yard, green house, 
large shop, pets allowed. 
$450/month, plus damage de- 
posit. Available June 1/2002, in 
Thornhill. Call 250-635-5678. 
MOBILE HOME located in 
Skeena Valley Trailer Park. 
Natural gas heat. No pets. 
$425/mo. Call 250-635-1998. 
TWO BEDROOM . mobile home 
on private lot. Suitable for cou- 
ple. $550/mo. Call 250-635- 
4378 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent in 
a 3 bedroom home on south- 
side. Working man preferred. 
$260/ month includes utilities. 
Call 250-635-3126. 
FIND B&B's online. Visit 
www.mondaytourism.com. All E 
&B's in BC and Alberta listed 
geographically. For information 
on advertising, send an email to 
tourism @ monday.cam 
RELAX IN Rustic Ocean front 
cabins in Powell River. Still 
openings in July & August. Boat 
rentals. $400-$500/wk. Sleeps 
up to 6. Pets welcome. 1-604- 
487-4198. www.maudebayre- 
treat.cam 
STARRESORTolNT. WE buy & 
sell timeshares, www.starre- 
sort.net. 1-800-985-4395 
WANTED TO rent: Large totaJly 
furnished and serviced 3 to 4 
bedroom house, 2 1/2 baths 
mEn. Have one dog. Needed for 
June 15 to Sept 15, 2002. Fax 
inTo to 760-754-0610 Alan: Phil. 
HOBBY farm with trout stocked 
lake bordering northside. 1000 
acres of community pasture 
bordering east side• 320 acres 
of agricultural ease with stand- 
ing timber bordering west side. 
Very modern newer 14X75 mo- 
bile home with 12X30 addition. 
Comes with 5 appliances, pellet 
heater and star choice sattelite 
dish. Guest cabin, shop and 
barn located in Fort Fraser 
area. $165,000• abe. 250-690- 
7576 
2 ACRE lots with trees, 
$45,000. Jackpine Flats on 
Woeste Road. Phone 250-638- 
8940 
50 SEAT family run restaurant. 
Well established on Hwy 16. 
Will consider property trades. 
Call 250-690-7470 after 6pro; .... 
FOR SALE. Commercial build- 
ing, fully leased. Net 22% return 
on investment. Old Hazelton, 
B.C.$235,000. Phone 403-589- 
3299 
FOR SALE 
Forestry 
Equipment Business 
Repairs.. Parts.. 
Equipment Salvage 
1.52 Acres, chain link fencing. 
Large shop, fully equipped For 
manufacturing, machining, 
welding & rebuilding 
components. Second large 
building [or parts & sales offices. 
Reply to 9629 Penn RD., 
Prince George, B.C V2N ST6 
3 BEDROOM home close to 
schools and hospital. 2 bath- 
rooms, bathtub with lift for a 
handicap person. 4 appliances, 
roof covered patio, carport. Well 
maintained• Call 250-635-4940. 
A MUST SEE! There's more to 
this 4-year old home than you 
think! Rounded corners, cove 
ceiling, over 1700+sqft, 3 bed- 
room, 2 bath country kitchen 
w/oak cabinets, living room 
w/gas fireplace, large family 
room, laundry room, double 
garage, deck, fenced private 
baekyard, land-scape& Call 
250-635-2506 between 6-8 pro. 
FOR SALE: OCCUPY July 
1/2002. 3 bedroom home with 
heated garage, fenced, all ap- 
pliances. Negotiable. Copper 
River Estates. Call 250-638- 
1707. 
LAKE FRONT Osoyoos, British 
Columbia. First opportunity to 
own in brand new resort style 
development• Prices starting 
from $89,900 CAD. Call 604- 
738-1001or www.casa-del- 
laqo.ca 
LAKELSE LAKE, 3 bedrooms, 
2 baths, new decor, prime loca- 
tion, Westside, 90' frontage, 
1.10 acres, sandy beach, land- 
scaped $239,000. 250-798- 
2000 
NORTH USK large house. 3 
properties, 2.5 acres workshop, 
Much new work done. Needs 
finishing. $70,000 separate 
sale considered Call 250-638- 
8526. 
PLACE YOUR house display 
advertisement in the Terrace 
Standard and get the Weekend 
Advertiser at a 40% discount, 
no copy changes. Phone The 
Terrace Standard at 638-7283 
or Fax us at 638-8432 for more 
inTo. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home 
on private lot. Asking $72,000. 
Call 250-635-4378. 
WANTED BUYERS Place your 
word ad in The Terrace Stan- 
dard and Weekend Advertiser 
for 1 week and pay only $14.45, 
3 weeks (3TS) & 3(WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20 25c/word plus GST, Phone 
638-7283, Fax 638-8432 or 
small to advertistng@terra- 
cestandard.com We accept 
VISA, Mastercard or cash. 
WHY PAY rent when you can 
own your own home for less 
12X64 deregtstered 3 bedroom 
mobile on a quarter acre lot in 
Copperside Estates. Recent 
renovations, well maintained 
and comes with two appliances. 
• $48,000. Phone 250-638-8350 
.12X68 NEWLY renovated trail- 
er with 12x28 addition. Must be 
moved. Phone 250-635-4202 
after 6 pro. 
1998 SRI 14 x 70 modular 
home. Situated on pad in Pine 
Park• 2 bedroom, 6 appliances, 
skylight and jacuzzi tub tn bath- 
room. Asking $51,000 will take 
newer 5 th wheel or travel trailer 
as downpayment. Call 250-638- 
8438. 
WANTING 3 bedroom home. 
Single dad on very tight budget, 
with 3 special needs children. 
Willing to pay $650/month in- 
cluding utilities. Call 250-635- 
2803 room 8. 
• W ,.9,O o 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
Cathy 
615-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
~fls and inbrmatio~) 
For Sale By Owner 
Home On Beautiful Lakelse Lake 
OnThe Sunny East Sid e (Highway 37) . . . . . . . . . .  
53 Foot Sandy Beach, Sandy Bottom 
1764 Square Foot Year Round Home On Two Floors 
Fully Finished, Move In And Enjoy The Summer 
Four Bedrooms Full Bathroom 
Fridge, Stove, Microwave New Washer And Dryer 
New BE-Level Deck Recent Renovations 
Beds And Bunk Beds New Metal Roof 
Full Size "Beverage" Fridge Metal And Cedar Siding 
Deep Freeze Patio Furniture 
Confirmed Sale Price $176,000 
Fully Qualified And Unencumbered Potential Purchasers 
Please ConTact 638"7320 For Personal Viewing 
No Agents Please. 
FENCES 
Industrial Residential Commercial 
Chain Link or Wood ~ 1-250-638-8048 
ALL B.C. PRODUCTS 
O II DoubleoD Landscap,ng 
DREW DELOREY 
250-624-2825 
PRUNING 
POWER RAKING 
REGULAR 
MAINTENANCE 
FENCE INSTALLATION 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
PRESSURE WASHING 
I : : l : : " : : :PRUNING * 
LANDSCAPING 
Terrace, B.C. 
RQo~r~Fm a% man (250) 635-2652 
• NORDIC TREE SERVICE • 
CERTIFIED UTILITY ARRORISTS 
,Topping, Pruning, Chipping & Shaping 
~ p  *Dangerous Tree Removal 
. /~*Stump Grinding 
CLEAN.UP SERVICE AVAILABLE 
FULLY  INSURED 
FREE EST IMATES 
IERRE (250) R~R 1anti , ,.,ss,~. ,-.---'-----~ 
OFfers the full spectrum of counselling services, n 
For an appointment ormore information, phone I 
63S-4936 I 
Ask For AI or leave a detailed message. I 
(Allan Heinri~s B.A. (Psychology) C.C.S.C.P.C.A.) | 
~.Please visit my web sile at: http:l lwww.lbsfcts.comJ 
~~ Evergthlng For 
~ ~ The Horse Lover 
Mall Orders~Special Orders 
Delivery 
OPEN BY APPOINTMENT 
Ph.: 250-638-7252 Fax 250-638-7253 
website: www.hiwayl  6.com/nhs/ 
R L Asphalt Sealing 
Speclallzln~ Inresidential ddvewa)~ & parking lots. 
Protect your pavement and keep It looking like newl 
Sweeping Parkin~ Lotsl ~ I~,  , ,~  
FREE EST I  MATES l  
Roland Lagace 
(250) 635-3516 
R L Asphalt Sealing 
I~' ~=~.~clSELYRI(~I,I, I  
_ MOVING 
' Yo~II Movillq Prol~?,~iol tats Since 1997 
buck ,.~, N~.':v .~ ,~, 28f l  fia~lt!~s a/Your Service~ 
• Across town or the country 
• * Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
1-866 .615-0002 
~ ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNt 
Oh: 615-0002 Cell: 638-6969 
STARTING IMMEDIATELY/ 
FULL BUSINESS TRAINING. 
Working from Home 
www.itca nworkforyouto.com 
1-888-923-7608 
~ WoFlor Janitorial 
4740 Tuck Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2G5 
~1 Floor Maintenance (~1 Windows & Awnings 
Home ~ Office 
Job-site [~1 Rental Units 
"We clean your place like it was our own.* 
Ph 03~R-97~0 Fax. 035-9797 
BONDED & INSURED 
/ / \  
Your Parking 
Lot Kesl~r 
Parking Lot Maintenance 
~" Power Vacuum 5weeper 
Line & Curb Marking 
-" Power Washing 
~" Residential Driveway Sealing 
Owner Ed Hess 
Cell. (250) 615-8638 
CALL FOR SPRING SPECIALS 
Books PLUS Business Services 
Bookkeeping 
Business Plans 
• Payroll, GST & PST 
* Income tax ~ : I : : '~ . Resumes 
C- , - -~ ,L~~ • Typing 
• Special Projects 
Kelly Dobler 250-638-1982 kdmr@kermode.net 
SKINNER'S AUTO INSPECTIONS 
TIIINKINll OF BUYIN6 OR BELLINS? 
BEFORE YOU BUY: BEFORE YOU SELL: 
HAVE AN INSPECTION TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 
DONE BY SK~NNER'S AUTO OUR I/~BSITE FOR SELUNG 
TOBESUREYOU'RE ~ YOUR VEHICLE TO A 
GETTING YOUR ~ LOCAL BUYER. 
MONEY'S WORTH. 
PHONE/FAX (250) 635-889QCELL(250) 6t ~-9355 
EMAIL skinmrsaqtp@mona rch.net 
V~BSITE ~h%%w.sKlnnersauto,c8 
KERMODEI  
DRIVING SCHOOL 
A-.-,.% L/ ~ra,,,,a,e, ,J.~,lo, r,o~r.., 
[ ~/" ~)  _ [ -~G- IN 'TH ISAD-&G'ET ' -  
1tahoe ,cec 
H4FJ t - . "1 |1  ^. . .  COURSE 
/ f /  I 11'  ~ ur r  Expires Aug. 8/2002 
6 RAINF  , 
Mobi le  Serv ices  
*Powerwsohlng,~lghSL0w Pressure * Fullylnsmsd 
a Residential 6 Commercial * Contained Waist Supply 
6 Environmental S Pressure Cleaning Consultants 
6 Removal E Control of Moulds, Mildew 6 Mystery Dirt 
OOUOZTAONYKmwL PIl:B3B-8863 CAn~ZSKOW, e,ac, 
Cettiflid $H¢llffll Envitonm|ilUl 
Wood n|ltor|~loo TERRACE B,C* ¢Onlllltlnl 
Bring In A Picture Of Your Home Along With Its Selling Features* 
and we will run your HOME FOR SALE AD (2 COL X 3,5 IN) 
in this special REAL ESTATE SECTION of the Terrace Standard. 
As well, your ad will be listed as a word classified ad in our Weekend Advertiser and our 
Internet Classifieds http://www.bcclassified.com 
Aft this for only S70/week (,GST) 
Discount for multiple weeks, Your ad is distributed to thousands of homes in the Greater Terrace area every week! 
*50 words maximum PRIVATE SALES ONLY 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, TERRACE, B,C. 
638-7283 FAX 638.8432 MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8:00-5:00 
' / 
'.1862 BOATS / 
., MARINE ! 
FOR PARTS 1986 blue Mer- 
cur/ Topaz . Call 250-635. 
5275. 
1993 VW passat turbo diesel, 
fully loaded, 60 mpg. 10 cd 
changer. Excellent condition 
$10,000 obo. Call 250-627. 
4417. 
1996 VW jetta 4 - door, 5 spd. 
Loaded, well maintained, good 
condition. $10,500 abe. Call 
250.635.7771 . . . . .  
1998 NEON, 78,000km. Ira- 
maculate condition. A super buy 
at $9,500. 250-B46-9723 
USEDCARSINBC.COM OVER 
400 vehicles week!y, $0 down, 
finance or lease, bad or good 
credit, Credit by phone• Cars, 
trucks, vans, SUV's. Dealer 
#81024 Toll free 1-866-344- 
4044 
815 TRUCKS FOR 
+ . ~, + 
• . SALE i: i 
+ " ' I" " ; '  
] 
WASTING YOUR TIME[ 
Going from dealership to dealership, if 
you need a car and have poor credit, 
[ y,,~ CALL ME, 
p ~  YOU'RE APPROVED! 
,'+'", ..... THAT SIMPLE, ! ~t:'~o, r,q 
No Payments 90 Sap I o.~c, I Come and Get Your New Cart~! s0~ow. Available 
14 1/2' Kencraft f/g runabout, 
1965 Mercury 50hp (manual) 
outboard, Trailex aluminum 
trailer. $1200.250-635-5637 
16' LUND aluminum boat, 20 
hp evenrude, steering, controls, 
trailer, extras. Lake used. Will 
consider canoe as padial trade. 
$1800 obo. Call 250-635-1558. 
25' CABIN Cruiser, Newly reno- 
vated, many upgrades. 1996 
survey $24,000. Clean, mint 
condition and fully loaded. Ask- 
inq $14,500 call 250-635-5745. 
FOR SALE: 15 l/2ft Zodiac. 
75hp w/jet. Center control steer- 
ing, aluminum floor, inflatable 
keel and dry bag. Used only 
one season. Excellent condi- 
tion. Call 250-638-0021 or 250- 
635-5005 Askinq $13,995 abe. 
1980 3/4 ton, Dodge automatic 
crewcab, natural/reg as, dual 
wheels, a/c, replaced engine in 
1991. 11 1/2 camper with ez 
loader. Asking $5000 will sell 
separately. Call 250-635-2442. 
:815TRUCKSFOR 1815 TRUCKS FOR 
/ ' :  i i : i  SALE i/: ::I ~ 
1986 F150 2wd 300 ci. Auto 
sunroof. Headache and boat 
rack. Little rusty but runs well. 
Asking $2250 obo. Call 250- 
635-8783. 
874 RV'S 5TH 
-WHEELS ~ 
. i,.~, ' . :  " • - 
1990 FORD F - 150 supercab 
V8, auto,air ,cruise and canopy. 
New tires, long box. Good con- 
dition, 167,000km. $3,500. Call 
250-615-5458. 
1997 FORD F-150, 4X4, extra 
cab, long box, XL, auto, cano- 
py, 1st owner, complete mai- 
ntenance records. $16,000. 
obo. Motivated to sell, 250-615- 
7401 
2001 FORD F350 crewcab Lar- 
iat 4X4 diesel, auto, ps, pb, 
camper pkg., trailer pkg. Fully 
loaded, 30k. $48,995 or for oth- 
er truck needs call 1-888-838- 
3267 Elaine Dams D5551A 
TWO PRE-OWNED 
HONDA CRVrs 
2-'98 
$19,995 - $21,995 
2000 Honda Odyssey EX 
$30,995 
2000 Ford Focus ZTS 
WAS $16,995 NOW $15,995 
1999 Yolks Golf 
Wolfsburg 
WAS $19,995 N 0W $17,995 
1999 Chev Astro AWD 
NOW $19,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 
WAS S?-.2,995 I~10W $1 9,9~5 
1997 Yolks Jetta 
WAS $16,995 I~10W $14,995 
1996 Honda Accord 
. ,  $14,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
$15,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
NOW $15,995 
1995 Ford 4WD Ext 
i Cab w/Plow 
~S'$i6;99"s NOW $14,~5 
JUI,.~".L~C. ¢.+..,. = ~Ct.~ ~:,..'-,,L + .~. ', 
1994 Chev Cavalier 
$5,995 
1994 Ford Probe GT 
$7,995 
1993 Buick Century 
Custom 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1993 Honda Civic Hatch 
WAS $9,995 NOW $8,995 
1993 Plymouth 
Grand Voyager 
NOW $7,995 
1992 Mazda MX3 Precedia 
WAS $8,995 NOW $8,995 
1 9 9 ~ r y  
WAS~~5 
1992 Ford Explorer 
NOW $8,995 
1991 Ford E-Cab XLT 
$8,995 
1991 Honda Accord LX 
NOW $5,995 
1990 GMC Jimmy 
WAS $8,995 NOW $5,995 
1981 Chev (For Parts) 
NOW $995 
! i  ,~1,~#,~. :1 ;'.~, 
:820 VANSFOR ~ 
~i I I ISALE  : : 
• i.~ ' : :  i i~ 
878 Rvrs  ;.IL.. 
MOTORHOMES ~ 
MISCELLANEOUS 
i i SERVICES I::~: 
' " - : i : ' / '  ? .  
FORD I 
~914 CHILD CARE ~ 
. . . . . . .  Terra ce,)n H o n d a 
. ~p932e~wY lS  W ~ (2572638E;.87971 
www.bchonda.com 
1991 CHEV one ton 4X4 dually, 
454 on propane, extended cab, 
running boards, 180,000km. 
Towing package, winter stored, 
beautiful, well cared for truck. 
$13,500. 250-B46-9723 
1997 DODGE Vl0 4X4 3/4 ton 
xcab. Very good condition in- 
side and out. New shocks, 
brakes. Good running condition. 
$20,000. 1953 Dodge Power 
Wagon Army truck everything 
original. Good condition• New 
brakes and drums turned 
$6500. 1991 Isuzu Rodeo SUV 
4X4. Comes with summer tires 
and rims, winter tires and rims. 
New brakes, CV joints, muffler, 
windshield, good running condi- 
tion, no rust. Body in excellent 
shape. $6800. Call 250-567- 
2769 
Bank says NO? 
say 
Yes! 
• All Credit Applications Accepted. 
• Easy, Fast and Confidential 
• No Hassles ~1~. 
or Embarrassment "~,~ |i~ 
• YES to poor credit ~k~k 
or no credit. ;~'~.t~ .~i 
888 2 EDI f~ 
you work ysu drive! . ~  
10' ALASKAN camper. 3 -  
burner stove, 3 way fridge, pro- 
pane heater. New upholstery, 
upgrades, very good condition. 
$3000.00 call 250-638-8960. 
1996 EXPLORER 9.5ft• camp- 
er. Basement unit with queen 
bed, large fridge, large table, 4 
burner stove w/oven, inside/out-. 
side shower, furnace, Immacu- 
late condition• $12,500• 250- 
846-9723 
1993 KUSTOM KOACH 25' 5th 
wheel. Awning, skylight, 2 
showers, 2 door fridge, 4 burner 
stove w/oven, microwave, fur- 
nace, hot water, a/c. $14,000. 
250-635-2047 
1995 22ft Travel Aim 5th wheel. 
Fiberglass exterior, new awn- 
ing, loaded and immaculate• 
Large fridge/freezer, a/c, oak 
type kitchen, electric furnace• 
N/s couple owned. $16,000 
abe. Call 250-635-1238. 
FRASERWAY RV in Abbots- 
ford is the place for Park Mod- 
els. We have Western Canda's 
largest inventory of Brecken- 
ridge and Security. Cell Morris 
for your Park Model sales, serv- 
ice, or consignment needs, toll 
free 1-800-806-1976 
MOTORHOME FOR sale: 1978 
Bendix 24 foot. $6500 abe. 
Must sell: Call 250-845-2291 
1988 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER 
for sale. Rebuilt transmission, 
new back shocks. Motor needs 
• work,, body in good condition. 
Askin~q $1900. Call 250-635- 
1965 CESSNA C-172F, 3500 
hours T.T., 65 hours S.O.H., re- 
cent paint, new interior, all the 
LITTLE RUGRATS DAYCARE 
wants to take care of your child[ 
Children 3 and over welcome. 
-Located on Halliwell close to 
=,playgrounds. Please call Robin 
-to register or inquides 250-635+ 
4947 
MATURE BABYSITTER avail- 
able seven days a week. Any 
age, my home, Excellent refer- 
ences• Call 250-638-8508 
radios you need, $45,000. Will ....... ,. . 
Cranbrook.accept trades. Jack 489-4741 ' f Looking for '5 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and" 
Referral has Information  
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
• Skeena CCRR is a program of Ihe 
=~__  Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
. . . .  2002  5] (70  ,v iper  and Is funded by the Ministry of Soda] 
141" Track, ~evelopment a d Economic Secu~ 
'89 Ford Mustang $900 Pipes, Demo 
' 10 ,995 .00  ",,oo,,,on, roob+ oo,,o, my 
'88 Pontiac Grand Prlx $1,995 
'92 Mazda B2200 EXT Cab ~ $ ~  
'93 Plymouth Voyager ~Jl~IPri~eTPe,~en~er $6,995 
'94 Chev |xt Cub 4x4 Conopy, FulILoad $16,995 
'95 Suburu Judy 4x43c)~ H/BG~IE:o~ $7,995 
'95 Subaru Legacy Wagon I~UmN) $9,995 
'97 Plymouth Neon 4 Door ~/c $8,495 
'97 Ford Windstar 7P==~r u,~E~ui~ $15,395 
'97 Pontiac Grand AM I~mN) $1 !,995 
'97 GMC Sonoma 4x4 3~or $14,995 
'97 Mercury Sable GS v+ Fu, tooa~$10,995 
'98 Mazda B4000 4x4 ~n~¢o~ 2~,000Km$22,995 
'98 Ford Escort ~ Door, Auto, A/C $10 ,495  
'98 Mazda B4000 4x4 E ,~ $19,995 
'99 GMC 3/4 HD Ext Cab ~$26,995 
i ~lx4, 3Door, SE, Tri• 
'99 Honda CRV IX 4x4 ~$23,995 
I ' 00  Autom/ic, CO, 29,000 km's 
Mazda Protege SE ~m~rlPodoge $ ~ ' ~  
: i ~ 944: : i.:ii.i m 
MISCELLANEOUS I 
: i  i i  sTER~ICES i I 
'01 B4000 4x4 
• a.OLV6 ,,Till i ' l l l l : l l i  |1  I r r  
• 4 Door • Cruise ~ ~ IIIIr,~=~'~llllm i+L,~: | iJ::i:i: : Jl 
• Air Conditoning ~ : ~ _ ~ 1 ~  ~ I ~!~ +-f.~ 
• CD Changer Imp ' : ~ i _ _ .  ;1 
I 
TERRACE 
l '99 SUBARU Outback i :]I q ~ :t~1~ )~  Im•l~ ~]  III1~ • A.W.D. • Healed Seats i ~ ~  I ~  ~" Cryise * Till . 
n + ~ ~ , . ~ ' ~  • Air Condilionin~ 
I • 
I Y.m 40 I 
995.( '2, 
1995 Merc 25 Hp 
Short Shaft 
' i ,299.00 
1999 gawasaki  
KX 250 
=4,995.00 
Merc 75Hp 
Power trim 
*3,995.00 
Hn l ercroft I 
Center (0ns0leRiver B0al 
9,995.00 
Kowasaki 
KLX 300 New C0nd. 
*4,995.00 
culture. Unfortunately, so is 
diabetes." 
I Bernie, F~st No,ions counsellor 
HELP SOMEONE YOU KNOW. 
CALL I-anO-BANTING 
CANAOIAH ASSOCIATION' 
mO=o.i=o-==: 
www,dlsbelet,ca 
PROFESSIONAL SEWING - 
Dresses, jackets, etc. Mending, 
alterations. Call Debbte. 250- 
635-8266 
TRUTH & Clarity. Vision psy. 
chic answers. 1-900-830-0888 
18 yeara+.$2,99/min 
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SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN CLEANING 
Indush'ial Vacuum Trucks 635"  1 1 32  
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES .SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
*AIR DUCTS •SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
eBOILERS •CATCH BASIN & 5UMP PITS 
=FIREPLACES =REST. GREASE TRAPS 
• ATTIC IN5ULATION REMOVAL •ELECTRIC SNAKE 
=AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS •FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
*PAINT BOOI~IS *VACUUM EXCAVATION 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE UD 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
HOUSE OF COMMONS 
Ancly Burton 
Member of parliament 
for Skeena 
Conslituency Office 
4654 Lazelh Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $6 
Phone: (250) 635-1601 
Fax: (250) 635-4109 
Toll Free: 1-800-661-2208 
E-mail: ondy@andyburton.ca 
Website: w,.~v.andyburton.ca 
Newspapers  
wont  to  get  
i t  r ight .  
• So if at times they fall 
short, let their editors 
know. 
If they can't solve the 
problem, contact the B.C. 
Press Council, a 
voluntary body that 
looks into and tries to 
mediate unresolved 
reader complaints about 
news and opinion in B.C. 
newspapers. ¢~ 
B.C. PRESS COUNCIL 
201-1290 Broad Street, 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 2AS 
Ph. 250-384-3344 
Fax: 250-384-3346 
E-mail: ¢oundl@bcpressmundl.orl 
Web: b(press(oundl org .'.: + ," 
ITER >' E 
,., +J,+++: 
491611~3:16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 DLR, Sg5~ 
www.terraceautomall.com 
CHRYSLEF 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
ve, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Wits 19,99b 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
2000 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl,, 5 Spd, flardtop & SontoP, 
0nly 15,000 km, 
Was 22,995 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
2000 Chrysler Neon 
Was 13,995 
NOW ONLY $1 0,995 
'99 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee Laredo 
Air, Tilt. Cruise 
Windows & Locks 
was 27,995 
NOW ONLY $27,595 
'98 Dodge Ram 
Ouad Cab. 4x4, SLT, VS, Auto, AJr, 
Cruise, Tilt, Windows, Locks, Canopy 
Was 29,995 
NOW ONLY $25,595 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
A/C, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
Was 12,995 
NOW ONLY $11 ,995  
'g6 Dodge Club Cab SLT 
V8, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
Was 14,995 
NOW ONLY $1 4,495 
'96 Dodge 2500 
Club Cab 
4x4, V8, Auto, Air Conditioning 
Was 19,995 
$1 9,595 
'96 Dodge Diesel 3500 
Club Cab Laramie SLT 
Auto, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
Your  emergency  
med ica l  
in fo rmal ; ion  
on  ca l l  2417  
The War  Amps  ~ A I I L~J  I 
NEvE" 
Teaching younger 
generations about the 
true horrors of war Is 
pert of The War Amps 
legacy. War Arnpe 
military heritage vtdeoe 
recount firsthand 
experiences 
ol the Ioattlee ee they 
• ra~lly.happened.. 
~' AIl';ahare+a Common 
' '  :~ theme: " 
NEVER AGAIN/  
TO see  • f i l l i ng  of 
NEVER AGArNI  v Jd lO l ,  
V i l l i  our  Wee e lm at  
www.wl r lmps .©l .  
V tdeo l  r.~n be borrowed 
f r l • -o f -charge  or  purchaaed 
at  m cost - recovery  pflce~, 
To  order  a psmphlet  thmt l ia r ,  
our NEVER AO.=UNI vId•oa, 
oont lc t  The  War  An'Ips: 
e-ZEE ACCESS:  
Te l . t  1 .800 .250-3030 
Fax: 1-800,2  lg . sgae  
CrlaritAbkl RIOt a,,atlofl NU l l ) I f :  
1019@ oGae RROOO1 
People with epilepsy 
often live in the shadow of life 
Support the search 
CANADA 
1 877 SEIZURE 
(734-0e7 a) 
www,  e p i le  psy .co  
, " ;  . . . .  , t ! "  . ' *  
Subscribe Today 
STAN. R, j 1 Year ............................... $56.2B (. $3.94 GST) • IWIthhl B.C.) 
3210 Cl+nlon SUeel terlsce, B.C. VSO SR2 (250) 638-7283 rax (250) 6388432 I Year  ............................... 549 .50  (+ $3.47 Gsr) 
Keep on top of all the news and views that isles) 
:1. Year $63 22 (+ $443 GST) are important o the northwest with the om,~ or=,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
paper that leeds the way in ' 
-- _,,=. =,_. _ n . . . . . . .  USA and Europe ............... $152.34 (per6 me.) 
t~Utllity PlUW~ ~uvt~lu~ +$1o,6eGsr 
mnmm uemme- ;ammmmmammmmammmmm= sam = m m m mm am|  
i cl lp&mallto m [ ]  Yes ,  I wou ld  l i ke  to  rece ive  the  : 
• " S ,or,oo. s=o. ,o  over, w- -  : 
"w'=" I Enclosed Is $ . . . .  - -  -- (GeT Included) for a one year subgcrlptlon. • ttA11114n¢1 
:11 • • 3210 [] ' . Im • Name . . . . . . . . .  ___  - 
I Clinton Street I Address • 
• Terrace, B C. m . . . . . . .  ~ . _ _ _ . .  • 
• " • Town • , , osta ~;o(:la m 
l" VBG 5R2 | Phone , ; '  • 
• m • I emnm me eme m em mmmmml=mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm m 
2000 Ford Windstar 
V6, Auto, Air Conditioning 
Was 22,995 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
1999 Ford Ranger 
X0ab 4x4 XLT 
Air Conditioning, C.D. 
was 18.995 
NOW ONLY $1 7,995 
'99 Ford Mustang GT 
V8, Loaded 
Was 18,995 
NOW ONLY $18,595 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
4x4, v8, Auto, A/C 
Was 17.995 
NOW ONLY $1 5,995 
'96 Reg Cab Ford XL 
4x4, 6 Cyl., Auto. Cruise. Tilt, 
A/C,AM/FM Cassette 
Was 12.995 
NOW ONLY $11 ,995  
'96 Ford Crown Victoria 
4 Dr.,V8, Auto, Loaded 
Was 14,995 
NOW ONLY $1 3,995 
'93 Ford Escort wagon 
Automatic 
Was 5,995 
. . . . . . . . .  $4,995 ....... 
'92 Ford Explorer ....... 
v6, Auto,/dr, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Sunroof, Cassette 
Was 11~995 
NOW ONLY $1 0,595 
2000 GMC XCab 4x4 2500 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Locks 
Was 31,995 
$29,995 
2000 Pontiac GL Pdx 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Windows, Locks, 
CD, Keyless & Morn 
Was 20,995 
$19,995 
2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
A/C, Tilt, Automatic, Cruise, 
Pwr. Windows/Locks and More 
was 18.995 
$17,995 
'95 GMC 4x4 EX Cab SLT 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
Was 19~995 
NOW ONLY $1 9,295 
'95 Pontiac Grand AM 
Air, Pwr. Windows/Locks, Tilt, 
Cruise, Cassette & More 
was lO,995 
NOW ONLY $9,995 
'92 Chev Pickup 4x4 
with canopy, Automatic 
• Was 8,995 
NOW ONLY $8,495 
2001 Subaru Impreza 
All Wheel Drive, Air, Cruise 
Tilt, Windows, Locks 
Was 24,995 
$23,595 
2001 Subaru Legacy 
4 Door, Auto, Air, Tilt Cruise, 
Windows, Locks & More 
Was 24,495 
$23,995  
2000 Toyota Corolla 
4 Cyl, Auto, Air 
was 16,995 
NOW ONLY $16,588 
'99 Mazda Miat¢ 
Convertible 
Only 16,800 KM 
Was 20.995 
$20,695 
'98 ToYota Tacoma 
XCab 4x4 
v6, Auto, Air, TRD Package 
Was 23~995 
NOW ONLY $23,495 
'95 Pontiac 
Grand AM 
4 Cyl., Auto, Cruise, Tilt 
Was 10,995 
$9,995  
'94 Volkswagen Jetta 
4 door, 4 Cyl., 5 Spd. 
Was 8,995 
$8,495  
'_90 Toyota 
4 Hunner SR5 
AVMe,/rM~ '!!~//It', 
$11s695 
TAERRACE 
~l  ;HRYSLEt | 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 DLIL 5958 
www,terraceautomall,com 
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Babe Ruth league swings irrto ac:tion 
THE 2002 Junior Babe 
Ruth Baseball season re- 
turned to Rotary Field 
Wednesday, May 1. 
Junior Babe Ruth fea- 
tures youth ages 13-15 
playing recreational level 
baseball in a 3-team lea- 
gue. 
This year's teams in- 
clude Terrace and District 
Credit Union (TDCU), 
Kinsmen, and Speedee 
Printers - that's one team 
less than the league had 
last year. 
On opening night, it 
was Kinsmen and Speedee 
Printers that took the field. 
These teams were 
great rivals over the past 
two seasons, and it will be 
interesting to see if the ri- 
valry continues in 2002. 
In the first inning, 
Speedee's Robert Glaser 
singled and later advanced 
to third, but was unable to 
score after four batters. 
In the bottom of that in- 
ning, Kinsmen scored 
twice to go up 2-0. 
Speedee came back 
posting five runs in the top 
of the second inning to 
take the lead 5-2. 
In the fourth, the game 
fell apart for Speedee. 
With the score 8-7 for 
them, Speedee failed to 
score in top half of the in- 
ning. 
But in the bottom of the 
fourth, Kinsmen scored 
five to take a solid 12-8 
lead. 
Kinsmen's Scott Van- 
derlee was solid in shut- 
ting down Speedee in the 
last four innings. 
Kinsmen added three in 
the fifth and two in the se- 
venth as they defeated 
Speedee Printers 17-8. 
May 3 saw Kinsmen re- 
turn to the field to taking 
on TDCU in a close game 
which saw the teams 
deadlockes at 13 after 
seven innings. 
But approaching dark- 
ness did 
not permit 
extra in- 
nings, and 
forced the 
game to 
end in a 
tie. 
Week  
Two got 
underway 
May 4 with 
Speedee 
taking on Fz~i i i - -n~ 
~CU.  
Speedee 
Pr in ters  
jumped out to an early 6-1 
lead after two innings and 
never looked back. 
Tanner Noble picked up 
the win for Speedee allow- 
ing only two runs and post- 
ing three strikeouts in 
three innings pitched. 
And Speedee's Robert 
Glaser hit a rare home run 
at Rotary Field with a 
drive to deep left-centre 
field in the first inning. 
The following afternoon 
was a re-match between 
Speedee Printers and 
Kinsmen. 
Speedee learned in 
their previous match up 
against Kinsmen that no 
lead is safe in baseball, 
l ;  l= i  ~] I ; I  fr+KRI+IRI 
TYLER NOBLE 
and in 
this game 
protected 
the lead 
much 
better. 
Although 
Kinsmen 
was up 3- 
0 at the 
middle of 
the sec- 
ond  
Speedee 
responded 
with five 
runs in 
the bottom of the inning to 
take a 5-3 lead and held 
on to win the game 13-6. 
Codey Latimer was 
solid in closing out the 
game for Speedee, allow- 
ing only one earned run 
and posting seven strike- 
outs in the final three in- 
nings of the game to pick 
up the save. 
And Kinsmen took to 
the field against TDCU 
once more May 7 and 
posted a 8-3 win. There 
were two key players in 
KinsmenSs winning cause. 
Scott Vanderlee home- 
red a run right out of Ro- 
tary Field, doubled, and 
walked in three at-bats and 
scored three runs, 
Meanwhile, Scan Da- 
vidson was solid on the 
mound allowing no runs in 
three innings pitched, and 
picking up two strikeouts. 
Wednesday, May 8 saw 
Speedee Printers defeat 
TDCU 11-8. 
Speedee went ahead 7- 
2 after two innings and 
held the lead throughout. 
Corey Oliver went 2-for- 
3 at the plate and scored a 
pair of runs in the losing 
cause for Terrace and Dis- 
trict Credit Union. 
The final game of 
Week Two took place Fri- 
day night and was the third 
meeting between Speedee 
Printers and Kinsmen. 
This game stayed close 
throughout the contest. 
Speedee was up 3-2 
after two innings, but pad- 
ded their lead in the bot- 
tom of the third with five 
runs to go up 8-3. Kinsmen 
battled back with runs in 
the fourth and fifth but it 
wasn't enough. Speedee 
edged Kinsmen 9-7. 
Babe Ruth games take 
place Tuesdays, Wednes- 
days, and Fridays at 6 
p.m., Saturdays at 10 a.m., 
and Sunday at 12:30 p.m. 
THE FARKVAM family heads to Edmonton for the Taekwon-do nationals. 
Golfers From B5 
tee off Farkvam mursome iij ts 
NOW THAT the Skeena 
Valley Golf and Country 
Club is open people are 
picking up their clubs and 
bitting the links. 
Wednesday night is 
men's club night at the 
course and the first event 
of the season took off last 
week. 
Greens in Regulation 
kicked off May 8 and sev- 
eral locals were dubbed 
top golfers in various 
flights. 
Steve Venman took top 
spot in the 0-16 handicap 
flight. 
Dallas Stevenson nab- 
bed first place with a 
handicap of 17-24 while 
Randy Trombley and Stud 
Smith tied for first golfing 
with an over 25 handicap. 
Jim Lynch took top 
marks in the seniors flight. 
Closest to the pin hon- 
ours went to Harold Feter- 
son and Mike Clark. 
Shane deJong, Roy 
Cage, Alton Lindstrom and 
Rick Letawski each got 
kudos for the longest drive. 
Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638.8432, or 
you can e.mail us at 
standard@kermode.net 
May lg 
[] B,C, Senior Games 
Whist playoffs at the Se- 
niors Centre in KItimat 1 
p.m, Call Dorothy 250 
635.3871 for details, 
June 1 
,[] Terrace Drag Race 
Association's Test and 
Tune. Terrace airport, 
June 2 
[] Terrace Drag Race 
Association's King of the 
Hill, Terrace airport. 
"It's pretty crazy," said wide-eyed 5- 
year-old Oscar Farkvam of training for the 
tournament. 
The Edmonton tournament won't be 
the first time Burk has taken his students 
on a Taekwon-do relafed trip. 
Last month, Burke and 14 students 
went to a seminar in Kelowna held by 
Master Choi Chung Hwa, the son of the 
founder of Taekwon-do. 
"He taught us a lot of new things," 
said 5-year-old Richard Smith, who has 
been training for seven months and likes 
sparring best. 
Until May 18 
Burk and his stu- 
dents keep training 
as much as pos- 
sible - the Fark- 
yams have even 
started to practice 
their moves outside 
of class. 
"it's more dan- 
gerous at home 
than it is at Tao 
kwon-do," said 
David Farkvam. Richard Smith 
• : . . .  
Boating can be fun and relaxing--the 
perfect getaway from the stresses of 
everyday life. But along with the ~ 
joys of boating come the respon- ~i ~'~ 
sibilities of boating safely. ~, : :.+ii i 
In order to prowde a safe ~ i:%'! 
boatin~: environment for you, ~&~!-~i 
your passengers and other boat- @; 
ers, it is important o know some 
"rules of thumb" for safe boating. 
KNOW YOUR OPERATING RULES: 
Crossing, Overtaking, and Yielding Right-of-Way 
As with cars, boaters to the right have the right-of-way 
when two boats are approaching the same intersection. 
When the boats are traveling in opposite directions, they 
should pass left side to left side (port to port). When 
being overtaken, the lead boat (which always has the 
right-of-way) should stay on its side of the channel and 
maintain asteady speed so that the overtaking vessel can 
pass safely. All powerboats must yield right-of-way to 
sail boats and other non'motorized boats. 
CAPSIZING 
When possible, stay w h your boat in the event of a 
capsize. Most boats are d gned to stay afloat whether 
righted or upside down, and your chances for a safe 
recovery are greater if you stay with the boat. 
It is wise to leave a copy of your float plan with some- 
MISTY RIVER TACKLE+ HUNTING & GROCERY 
~ ~  • Ro~s, Rms & FISH~ GEA~ 
• LURES & BAIT 
~ ~ [ e FISHING LICENCES 
" • NAUTICAL CHARTS 
....... • ICE, GROCERIES & SNACKS 
M0n.Sal t, 8am.Bpm 
Sunday + 9am.6pm 
( 
,! 
41 
t' 
t 
I, 
I 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
7 ~  Thursday, May 16, 2002 
- at t im Happy Gang Centre [~ 
ELK'S PICNIC & SPORTS DAY 
 o:00 A.m.-- a:o0 
AGAR PARK tr,e ~_"~..~ 
Join in on the ~ . . . .  
TREASURE HUNT.., RACES, BALL THROW and MORE... 
Every child w---ill receive tickets for 
I t  ~ ~ PJgJ ~ a pop, hot dog, and refreshment. 
~ ~ ~, ~,~,. .~  ~ Sponsored by Ihe TERRACE ELK'S LODGE #425 
""-"+' :~ Contact: Todd Rifler @ 635-6933 
" - ~ ~ ~. orBillChristie@635-5258 
~ Supported by the CITY OF TERRACE PARKS & RECREATION_ 
one on shore in case you're involved in an accident or 
get stranded• That person should know to call the Coast 
Guard or notify the authorities if you are out for what 
i~:: seems to be an unreasonable amount of time. 
}. FIRST AID KITS 
+- Always carry a first aid kit on your boat. The con- 
tainer should be plastic to avoid rust and should be 
QUALITY PRODUCTS COMPLETE SERVICE FACILITY 
• New And Used Trailers, Tenl Trailers, 5th Insurance Claims, Cerlified Gas 
Wheels & Campers Technicians, Wiring, Hitches 
Whelher It's Changing A Fuse Or & Storage Area 
Rebuilding From The Ground Up, We Get We Hove A Wide Range Of Slyhs 
The Job Done. Available To Suit Your Silualion 
www.tk a.oaaes -biz.com/norbu rdr v Tenace D.C. 
sealed with tape (not locked) to keep it water-tight. 
ALCOHOL AND BOATING DON'T MIX 
You've heard it before and you'll surely hear it 
agaiw. Booze is bad news on the water. Alcohol is 
involved in about half of all boating accidents. Even in 
moderate amounts, alcohol can impair your judgment, 
balance, and coordination. 
fine+.+++ 
+ .+ ~+ Yamaha:  ~ +:+ :. ++i+:+ ~++i~++i+i il;+i !!i  ~ !+i +i ill 
Snowmobiles • Motorcycles +~+:ATV +: ~i i :~+~Sii  !++~+i 
++,++  i+ ; ++  g +, t + :+; ,++++ + ii++i++i++ ++ +i ! +++++:++++++  !  +; i + 
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Neid Enterprises Ltd 
SPECIAUZlNG IN ALUMINUM WELDING & MANUFACTURING.~:.. ' 
.... : ......... • CUSTOM aUlLT. ~OA~S,~-~O~ R~,PA~,~I~!IG~'~!~i~!~i~!~! 
• ~::..i; + ,+:+--:• ' ' + +. k.,?+G..~,:..~ ~;+++ :.+++++++FllX+~OSg+m+~+++++++ ~ i i + ' i + : :  
FUN IN THE SUNi' 
: I~;~:;BSats : ~l:::rTer:;~rfts 
PARAGOH INSUUHCl AGENCIES LTD,, 
SKEENA MALL * TERRACE 
PH: 635-6371 * 1 -a88-549-5552 ...... ;~1 
.~.. A d vis on of Terrace & D|slrict :,~ ~i~:,~ii: ~ ~ ~l  
t ! i i 
i . . . . . . . . .  i 
